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to disk, please call the Percussive Arts
society at (405) 353-1455.
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Message from the President

By Roberf Schietroma

A
S 1 WRITE MY FINAL MESSAGE

as President of PAS, I want to
first reflect upon the incredible
new heights we have reached in

quarterly, &ports in Short, that goes
to the Board of Directors, Committee
Chairs, State Presidents, Sustaining
Members, etc. which should be distrib-
uted to all members. This report in-
cludes the individual Officer reports and
minutes of all Executive Committee con-
ference calls. We believed it was impor-
tant to the membership, that the Execw
tive Committee make it clear that there
is no hidden agenda with the Officers or
the Board of Directors. Every member of
the Society can obtain copies of these
minutes by contacting any of these
people or the home office. In fact, we felt
so strongly about the membership hav-
ing more of a voice in PAS, that we have
presented bylaw changes to the Board
that should initiate Board members
elections by the membership at large
and SMAC member elections by all Sus-
taining Members.

Thanks to the Board of Directors. -

I would like to close my final mes-
sage with a challenge to all professional
members of PAS. When I became Presi-
dent I also became a Sustaining mom-
her Friend. The new classifications of
Sustaining members better reflect the
sponsorship of PAS, If each professional
member would join as a sustaining
member Friend, our dollars would
more than double. This increased rev-

the past few years. We now have a per-
manent home office, an architecturally
beautiful facility that reflects the stature
of the Percussive Arts Society. Sincere
thanks to the hundreds of you who have
made this possible,

and the i?&ecutwe
Committee for their
swept during m~ As to the PM mission.. .it has
term. A special
~~~oR~;~ been long overdue thut we

Our headquarters is also the home of
our Hall of Fame Mweum which ha exhib
ited rare instruments since our August 8th
Grand Opening. Many thanke to the donors
who have almdy m genemuly given ha the
musewn. Another significant addition to
the Headquarbers will lx the housing of the
World Percussion Network. Special thanks
to Norm Weinberg, Berry Zimmerman, and
Blair Helsing, who have worked tirelessly
on this pmject.

Ga*wood miles reach out farther to extend our
(Chapters), Randy
Eyles (Committees),
Genaro Gonzalez

membership to include both

(Minutes and PA- students and enthusiasts

enue would enable
us to more effec-
tively advertise, in-
crease publications,
support current
committee pro-
grams and WPN,
and develop both
student and enthw
siast membership.

Take my chal-
SIC), Mike Baiter
(Budget), and John
Beck (Advisor), as
well as Jim Lambert

of all ages.
lenge. If each PAS
member recruited
one new member, we
could easily double

(Percuss~w IVotes), and Steve Beck
(daily operations and PASIC).

And most recently we have all been
rejuvenated once again by our annual
convention, this time held in New Or-
leans. The sights, sounds, and energy
received from this memorable gathering
will sustain us throughout the year, Ow
gratitude to Jim Atwood, Ray Fransen, and
all members of the pkmning committee,

The challenge during my term wa8
to develop better communication among
the members of PAS. We now have a

During the term of this Executive
Committee, we also put into motion two
membership support drives, one in con-
junction with International Drum
Month. The first IDM, November 1992,
was sponsored by PAS and NAMM to
showcase the percussion industry. This
was a great event for our industry and
PAS is proud to participate in promoting
our Sustaining members. Through IDM
advertising, PAS membership informa-
tion was distributed to numerous drum

our me&e&p. If every member initiated
a student chaptxr/club, we could more than
triple the memtwehip,

Succinctly put, the organization re-
quirw your input. No other group is as
diverse and yet as cohesive, which is our
strength. We care about percussion and
the perpetuation of percussion education,
not only for ourselves, but for others.
Please become involved in nominations
for the Boards and Vote for your leaders.
The organization belongs to its members.
You are the most important link. It has
been an honor to serve you, PN
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shops. This is a membership market
that PAS needs to nurture.

The other membership drive targets
student chapters/clubs. PAS has over
5,000 loyal members whose influence
extends to tens of thousands students
and enthusiasts. Student chapters/clubs
are essential to document this influence
as well as nurture the additional growth
of PAS. As to the PAS mission.,,it has
been long overdue that we reach out farther
b extend our membemhip to include b&h
tidenta and enthusi&s of all ages.
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Message from the Second Vice President

By Randall Ey/es

T
HESE ARE EXCITING TIMES FOR

the Percussivefi Society. Our ac-
complishments during the last few
yaars ara a source a great pride for

every PAS member. Several unprsc-
edented milestones of acbiewnent ara
immediately called to mindz the grand
opening of the Percussive Arts Society In-
ternational Headquarter and Museum in
Lawton, Oklahoma; the World Percussion
Network (our on-line computer network);
the first war National ti Month; the
annual Chapter Presidents Award; and
yet another spectacular percussion a~-
travaganza at PASIC ‘92 in New Orleans.
These milestones began as dreams and
were realized because of the devotion and
hard work of PAS vohmteers.

Serving as a PAS officer has pro-
vided me the opportunity to participate
in the challenges of managing a not-for-
profit corporation in the 1990’s. By mold-
ing ideas into feasible plans the PAS Ex-
ecutive Committee has helped lead PAS
to success. Some dreams can become ra-
ality. This has happened with our be&i-
ful new building, our museum, our on-
line computer network, our Chapter
Presidents Award, and certainly our an-
nual convention. Congratulationa PAS!

New and old challenges face PAS.
At PASIC ‘92 a new plan for PAS clubs

was presented to the Board of Directors,
The size of the PAS membership has not
seen any significant growth during the
last twenty years. If implemented, PAS
clubs will afford all PAS members a great
vehicle to assist with a membership drive
that will help PAS serve more people,

In addition to working on the PAS
Executive Committee one of nay duties
as Second Vice President of the Percus-
sive Arts Society is to supervise, coordi-
nate, and encowaga PAS Committees.
At PASIC ‘92 twenty-seven hours of
meeting time was scheduled for our
committees. Additionally another 25
hours of contests, masterclasses, con-
certs, and clinics ware planned and
managed by PAS committees, This is a
clear indication that our committees
continue to play a major role at our in-
ternational convention. Also, committee
activity throughout the year and in our
publications is increasing in efficiency
and productivity. Because PAS is a not-
for-profit organization, all of our corn-
mittee work is accomplished by volun-
teers. These devoted percussionists
have given freely of their time, energy,
and expertise to help further the goals
of the Percussive Arts Society. It is with
great pride that PAS publicly thanks its
committees:

ANTHOLOGY COMMlllEE
Larry White, Chair

CONTEST AND AUDITIONS
PROCEDURES COMMlllEE
George Frock, Chair

COMPOSITION CONTEST
COMMITTEE
Lynn Glassock, Chair

EDUCATION COMMITTEE
Steven Grime, Interim-Chair

ELECTRONIC PERCUSSION
COMMITTEE (WPN)
Norman Weinberg, Chair

JAZZ COMMITTEE
Ed Soph, Chair

LAWTON BUILDING FUND RAISING
COMMITTEE
John Beck, Chair

MARCHING PERCUSSION
COMMlllEE
James Campbell, Chair

MEMBERSHIP COMMlllEE
Johnny Lee Lane, Chair

NEW MUSIC/RESEARCH/NOTATION
COMMlllEE
Chris Shultis, Co-chair
Larry Snider, Co-chair

PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE
COMMITTEE
Douglas Wolf, Chair

SCHOLARLY PAPERS COMMlllEE
Kathleen Kastner, Chair

SUSTAINING MEMBER ADVISORY
COUNCIL (SMAC COMMlllEE)
Saul Feldstein, Chair

UNIVERSITY PEDAGOGY FORUM
COMMITTEE
Phil Faini, Chair

If you would like to become part of
the PAS team of committee volunteers,
please contact any of the Committee
Chairs or the PAS o&e in Lawton, Okla-
homa. Currently there is an opening for
the Education Committee Chair, Letters
of application for this position will be ac-
capted until January 1,1993. P N

‘. phone at 405/353-1455, by fax at 405/353-1456, or by mail to Percussive Arts Society,
P.O. Box 25, Lawton, OK 73502.





Introduction

arimba perfmnance and
compositions have come
a long way in the past 20
years. Thanks to the ef-

forts and diligence of classical marimbists
such as Keiko Abe, Leigh Howard Stevens
and Gordon Stout, numerous composers
and listeners were awakened to the
marimba’s qualities as a solo instrument.
New techniques were developed, and the
liter&me has bemme much more demand-
ing, and mguably mcm expmsive as well,
Meet importmtl~ solo marimba music b
become much more accept4 by audiences
and critica alike.

Following in the aforementioned
mtibi&’ footsteps are the “New Breed”
(please excuse me while I steal the phrase
from CBS golf mverage) of maimbists. Wil-
liam Moersch, Michael Burritt, Robert Van
Site, Nancy Zeltsman, Julie Spencer and
others have in recent years been making
quite a dent of their own, commissioning
new works as well a8 broadening the
listenership for marimba, Of course, for
many years now Dave Samuels and Bill
Molenhof have played marimba-even
Bobby Hut&mm and Gary Burton on IX-
c&m! Certainly the interest level in ma-
rimba playing has increased expmntially
due tc all of these artists’ (and others’), per-
formances and efforta

Where once the focus of a percussion
education was centered on drums and ac-
cessories, today it is most cmnmm to fmd
the focus of a percussion curriculum to be
keyboard percussion. While it nmy be
true that there are not enough jobs for
that mmy keyboard percussionists, we
are however (at least for my money!) cre-
atiig *ewer generations of percussionists
who are better prepared musically, That
is (at least) what keyboard percussion
study gives us. And because of that, I be-
lieve percu&mista the world over are ~JJ-
day much more respected as musicians.

In this issue’s Feature, we x-visit
with Leigh Howard Stevens. Michael
Burritt’s interview with Leigh discusses
many of the innovations and changes in
marimba technique that are attributable
to Leigh, as well as Leigh’s future goals.

This past mmmer I had the oppotiu-

nity to interview Nancy Z&man. lime
of you present at PASIC ‘92 know how
well she plays. I found Nancy’s sense of
humor and candor to be very refreshing,
and I’m sure you’ll enjoy learning more
about her from our interview.

The final article in our Feature is a
review of numerous available (and some
not-so-available) four-mallet method
books. Dean Gmnemeier’s article is an
outgrowth of his doctoral paper, and it
points not only to the strengths and
weaknesses of various books, but also
speaks to Dean’s concept of teaching fou-
mallet ma%nba technique. PN

Rich Holly is the Asmiate Editor for Fea-
turn for Pemussiw Notes. Any w.ggestiom
for fitm &YL~UJZS shouJ.d bs din&d to: Pm
/km Rich Ho/Lx S&ml of Music, North.em
Illinois lJnimi&, LkhZb, IU.,,USA 60115.

Our new
“Multi Tonal”

lors to your sound
palette. Whether you’re an

spiring marimba virtuoso or a
it percussionist, these mallets will

enrich your performance!

Choose from our ten models and explore
e vast new sonorities available to you.

dd color to your performance.

ry “Multi-Tonal” mallets -
bear H7e differeflce!

Available ut selected dealers. 29 Bigelow St.
Cambridge, MA 02i39
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An Interview with Leigh Howard Stevens

By Mcba?/ Burriff

According to Time magazine, Leigh
Howard Stevens is =the world’s greatest
classical Marimbist...Steuens has IWO.
lutionized the playing of the instru.
ment.n Mr. Stewns ‘dewlopment of
%whanded rolls,” birch handle mallets
and independent four mallet technique
have dramatically changed the solo ma-
rimba idiom as ux know it. He is a
graduate of the Eastman School of Mu-
sic where he studied with John Beck and
receiwd the prestigious Performers Cer-
t&ate. Mr. Stevens has also studied un-
der such artists as marimba virtuoso
Vida Chenoweth and William Don, the
late xylophone master of Toscanini’s
NBC Symphony. New marimba lovers
haw sprung up all ouer the world, con-
wrted by Leigh Howard Steuens’public
solo recitals, hundreds of college campus
appearances, performances with sym-
phony orchestras, European concert
tours, master classes, and radio and
t&&ion appearances both here and
abroad. His book, Method of Move-
ment for Marimba is considered the
most authoritatiw text on four mallet
technique and his album, Bach on Ma-
rimba, has been greeted with raw re-
views for its artistry by magazines as
diverse as Stereophile and Billboard.

MICHAEL BURRITT: Leigh, could you
please begin by telling the read-
ers a little about how you got
started as a musician?

LEIGH HOWARD STEVENS: I began in
third grade in South Orange, New
Jersey. I originally wanted to play
saxophone but, since I was a “cut.
UP,’ the band director thought being
in back with the percussion section
might be a better place for me. Al-
though I was not initially enthusias-
tic about percussion, after a short
time I became very motivated and be-
gan playing drums in pick-up coops
in the area,

STEVENS: Like most beginning percm+

10

-,

sionisb I started with a rubber prac-
tice pad and a pair of drum sticks. In
my last year and a half of high school
I began to work on xylophone.

BURRlTTr What initiated this?
STEVENS: My orchestra and band dire

tars encouraged me to audition for
All-State Orchestra. To do so I had to
prepare something on timpani, snare
drum and xylophone. The required
xylophone solo was Tambourin
Chin& by Fritz Kreisler, arranged
for xylophone. I was wry unhappy to
discover that the rhythms I
had been learning to
read could mow up
and down in pitch
as well. Since I

read music, I
had to write
“Every Good
Boy Does
Fine” along-
side the treble

music. So, I
memorized the
solo and took it to my
first All-State audition,
At the audition I met a fellow

theory knowledge and knew that it
took at least three notes to make a
chord, I assumed that most adult xy-
lophone players would of course use
four mallets. How else would you
play harmonies? So, from the time I
began playing xylophone I frequently
held and practiced with four mallets,
At this time I wry innocently began
practicing one-handed rolls as well.

BURRITF Ifotu did this come about?
STEVENS: I had seen my sister and

brother, who were studying classical
uiano. ulav a chord wit.h t.h&

11% hand and a scale in
their right hand, I as-

sumed xylophonists
did a similar kind of

thing. I thought
1 trying to hold

three mallets in
one hand would
be much too ad-

1 ~:d22:~

’
the p&f& fifth

outline of the chord.
m one hand while

playing the scale in the
other. I had no teacher at

the time and therefore no one to
by the name of Scott Bleaken. Scott
had the first marimba I had ever
seen there at the audition. His
Tambourin Chinois sounded much
better than my version partly be-
cause he was playing it on a ma-
rimba and down an octave. When no
one was in the room I got down on
my hands and knees and looked un-
derneath the instrument, because I
was convinced something with this
much resonance had to have a
speaker in it somewhere, I couldn’t
believe it waB just wood and a tube
making this lush beautiful sound. So
it was love at first sound!

BURRITF When did you begin work-
ing with four mallets and deuel-
aping the techniques the majority
of marimbists mm use?

STEVENS: Because I had some basic

tell me how “difficult” it was to do
such a technique. I believe this to be
the reason the rotary motion has al-
ways come so naturally to me. I
never thought I was doing anything
hard or beyond what was expected of
basic technique. No inhibitions!

BURRiTTt What grip did you begin
with and how did you arrive at
the grip you now use?

STEVENS: I started with a traditional
cross stick grip and switched a year
later to a modified palm-to-the-side
Burton grip. I might have stayed
with this grip but during my fresh-
man year at Eastman I got an oppor-
tunity to travel to New Zealand to
study with Vida Chenoweth. She told
me to switch to Musser grip in order
to prepare for the summer. After
reading one of her articles in Percus-
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&a N&s on Musser grip, I could
sas the advantage of holding the mal-
lets uncrossed in the fingers, but I
still didn’t want to change. I wasn’t
happy with the palm down hand po-
sition, the inner mallet pivot and
method of changing intervals, and
the choking up on the outside mallet,
which make it even harder to get
large intervals. So, during that time I
modified the Musser grip and came
up with the technique that I now use,
which allowed nw to continue to de-
velop the rotary and pivot motions I held
had worked cm so hard,

Rattan mag

1
BUFIFllTTz When did you begin using

birch handles? 1
STEVENS: During the time that I

was developing and modify-
ing my grip, Dave
Mancini, a terrific
percussionist and

/

drum set player with
whom I was in
school, came into
my practice room
and handed ma a
pair of J0sa
Bethancowt mal-
lets, which ware an
Americanized ver-
sion of the Guatema-
lan latex-wrapped
stick. The younger
readers may not realize
that in the early 1970’s
there was no such thing
as birch handle mallets.
Outside of a raw pair of
Bethancourts, there
wera only rattan
h a n d l e s  or those
fiberglass school mal-
lets. What was attrac-
tive to me about the
Bethancourt mallets
were the extra length
and stiffness in the 1
handles. I found
from the very first
day that although
they felt weird, I
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An Interview with Leigh Howard Stevens

perimenting with various types of
wood and diameters, I settled on 5/
ll? birch dowels and a length that al.
lowed n~e to execute the tenths in the
second movement of the Kurka Con-
certo for Marimba. Despite some ini-
tial negative reaction to the handles, I
would estimate that now 75% of the
mallets sold for use on the marimba
have birch handles.

BLJRRITR Could you tell us about
studying with Eda Chenoweth?

STEVENS: Well, there is no question that
the four months I initially studied
with Vida Chenoweth in the sunmar
of 1972 was the most infIuentia1 musi-
cal event of my career. Getting to meet
Vida Chenoweth and spending three
six-hour coaching sessions a week
with her was fantastic. It was like
having a second conscience standing
over you, a much wiser conscience,
telling you faster, slower, softer and
louder and back to the beginning. In

that four-month period I progressed
by leaps and bounds in terms of my
understanding of how to practice,
what I practice and what it was going
to take for me to have a career as a
solo marimbist.  I also studied with
her after I graduated while she was
teaching at Roosevelt University in
Chicago,

BURRlTTz Can you p i n p o i n t  t h e
“breakn that really initiated your-
solo career?

STEVENS: I would like to say that I had
been practicing six to eight hours a
day for about five years when the
“break” happened to fall my way. I
was prepared. That break was the
1976 PASIC at the Eastman School
of Music in Rochester, New York. At
that convention I had the opportw
nity to play for about five to six bun-
dred of the most interested percus-
sionists from this country, as well as
some international people who had

JAY HOGGARD
Vibraphonist l Composer l Educator

Recording Artist
IO albums including
Tbe Little Tiger and-
m on Muse Recot.ds

Artist in Residence,
Wesleyan University

Director Jazz Orcbesrra
Imtructor jazz theoty
and imprwisarion

Musser Vibraphone
Performer & Clinician

come for this first official interna-
tional percussion event. This brought
me from being the obscure percussion
teacher at Nazereth College of Roch-
ester to virtually having the begin-
nings of a solo career. I went from
having about ten locally booked con-
certs the previous year to having
nmra than twenty the year following
the convention and nvx-e than thirty
the next year,

BURRlTTz Although much of-your co-
reer has been built around so10

concerts, yea have had some eig.
nificant opportunities to play as
soloist with orche&a. Could you
talk about some of these experi-
l3KXS?

STEVENS: The first time I had the op-
portunity to play with an orchestra
was at Eastman when I was awarded
a Performers Certificate. At that time
all recipients of the certificate per-
formed as soloists with the Rochester

JV Haggard Duartet/Solo Vibraphone available
for Cowzwts, Clinics, Lecture-Demonstrations.
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Philharmonic Orchestra. For that oc-
casion I commissioned a new con-
certo from Raymond Helble, which
has since been revised, and pre-
miered it in 1975 with the R.P.O. in
the Eastman Theater. I have since
performed with such American or-
chestras as the Denver Symphony
and the Syracuse Symphony as well
as in Europe. However, most of my
concerts are of the unaccompanied
solo variety, much like the carecrs of
guitar soloists.

BURRll-F You have cornmksti~ many
new works for marimba owr tke
past twenty years. What qx?riemes
inc&ed with tkese endeauom m&d
you like to skare with the readers?

STEVENS: It’s been my experience that
the really great composers are inter-
ested in the player’s input and don’t
necessarily think ewry note they
write is a gold nugget. They are
flexible. They’re creative craftsmen.
It’s been an honor to work with the
likes of Joseph Schwantner, John
Corigliano, John Serry and Raymond
Helble. But the things that really
stick with you for life are the horror
shows, rather than the pleasant ex-
periences. On several occasions I
have been lined up to do the world
premier of a work and walked on
stage not knowing whether I would
get through them or not. The scariest
of all was my New York debut in
Town Hall in 1979. On that program
I scheduled the premieres of Helble’s
Toccu~o Fontusy and John Serry’s
Aught Rhapsody. Six months before,
it looked like a good idea.

BURRlTTz Were both works corn&ted
at that time?

STEVENS: No. Raymond Helble’s work
had just been completed, but John
Serry’s wasn’t done until about six or
eight weeks before the concert. How-
aver, I was away on tour and had
little time to focus on learning either.
I returned to New York about four
weeks prior to the Town Hall concert
and still could not play Night Rhap-
sody front to back without stopping. I
was very nervous. This was to be my
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first time playing for New York critics
as well as about elevcn~hundred
people, many from the PAS conven-
tion which was in New York at the
time. Not to mention the extreme
musical and technical demands of
these new works that were on the
very fringe of marimba technique at
the time. Fortunately, because of a
lot of mental imagery work, I got
through the performance unscathed;
no memory slips or train wrecks,

BURRlTTz We’ve been taZking mostZy
a b o u t  ezwnts that took place
tweZve to twenty years ago. What
about now?

STEVENS: I am very lucky that there
continues to be interest in my solo
concerts. The big artist management
companies say the solo recital is a dy-
ing art form, but I think it’s just like
automobiles and ice cream: a larger
market is being divided up into many
small niches. Anyway, in an average
season I play in Europe at least once.
In a good year I might make three or
four trips over there. There are also
at least one or two periods a year
when I’m on the road here in the
States. Of course, a fixture of every
year is the Marimba Summer Study
Program that I teach wwy June.

BURRITT 1 mm &o thinking about
your other actiuities-maZZet and
instrument design.

STEVENS: My interest in acoustics and
instrument design goes back to high
school when I read my first acoustics
book. I actually have drawings from
that period in colored pencil of differ-
ent bar shapes and bar support sys-
terns. They’re pretty strange. My in-
terest in mallet design goes back to
the first yammer I studied with
Chenoweth in New Zealand. The ma-
rimba is still developing so quickly
that it’s a never-ending design pro-
cess. In fact, I’m almost ready with a
new mallet design that is completely
different than anything currently
available. Anyway, I think I’m the
luckiest marimbist in the world in
that I have had the opportunity to
apply my knowledge and experience

to design not only mallets, but two
low ‘E’ marimbas, first for Musser
and more recently for Malletech,
Even though there arc some common
themes, they look and sound quite a
bit different. The Musser M45OOLHS
is brighter and the Malletech LHS4.6
is darker but a bit louder. It gives me
a special sense of satisfaction to hear
other players using my technique
perform on them-it’s like I’m par-
ticipating in the performance even
though I’m not on stage.

BURRITP Hcwircg accompZished so
much to this point, what do you
hope to achieve in the future?

STEVENS: Well, composing is one of my
new interests, even though I’ve only
completed one piece so far-Rhyth-
mic Caprice. I want to perform in
larger venues so I can communicate
the marimba’s potential as a solo in-
strument to a bigger general public.
I’m lucky that my record contract
called for me to make two records
aimed at the general classical listen-
ing audience before recording any
contemporary music. Musicmasters’
idea was to build a listening audience
for the marimba first, then hit them
over the head with contemporary
music. That really is the key to the
success of the marimba: building an
audience. So, the first album was
Bach. The new one is a great album
for the young: Debussy’s Children’s
Comer, Schumann’s Album for the
Young, Tschaikowsky’s Album for the
Young and Khachaturian’s The Ad-
umtum of Zuan. The third recording
project will include some of the more
popular works that I have commis-
sioned. Then, who knows?

BURRlTTt 27udz you, Leigh, for sharing
these memories and insights with
t?te PN rmdws. Good Zuck with your
mlny @lm? mdt?alJom. PN

MichaeZ BwrZtt is Professor of Percus-
sion at Kent State Uniw-sity in Ohio.
Additionally, he is cm internatiomdly
mognized marimba artist and clinician
for Musser. Michael is the editor of “Ma-
rimba Clinic” for Percussive Notes.
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An Interview with Nancy Zeltsman

By m/l M/y

RICH HOLLk Akmcy, how did you get
started as L musician?

NANCY ZELTSMAN: My parents started
me with piano lessons when I was
five. Early on, I was quite a good pia-
nist for my age and very interested in
music, but not exactly crazy about
the piano. At age 12, I leapt at an op.
portunity to take up timpani and xy-
lophone and play in the junior high
band, and found I loved it. I immedi-
ately began private percussion les-
.sons with Bob Ayers (nearby, in
northern New Jersey) who was fabw
loos: I studied with him weekly for
the next six yeam. My last two years
of high school, I took additional mal-
l&lessons with the New York City-
based xylophonist/mallet specialist,
Ian Finkel. Ian was an amazing
teacher: he put me through reams of
music and rigorous technical work
with two mallets on xylophone and
four mallets on marimba and vibra-
phone. I also feel indebted to my high
school band director, Donald Marrs, a
terrific musician who worked with
me a lot on musical phrasing, ap-
proached in minute detail-which
beautifully balanced the Bpeed-learn-
ing Ian required of me. In the fall of
1976 I moved to Boston to study with
Vie Firth at New England Conserva-
tory, from which I graduated with B
Bachelor’s degree in Percussion.

HOLLk What led to your specializing
in marimba and which
marimbists zuwe your main influ-
ences?

ZELTSMAN: Ian undoubtedly has the
most to do with that decision. He’d
talked a lot about his reasons for spe-
cializing and what he saw as its vir-
tues. He respects percussionists
wanting to be incredibly versatile. He
pointed out, however, that anybody
trying to do everything has very little
chance of furthering any one in&u-
merit on a level that might have a
historical impact. Within specializ-
ing, he believes in becoming as
knowledgeable about music and as
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stylistically well versed as possible,
He practices what he preaches. Ian is
well-known for being pretty eccen-
tric, but he also has enormous integ-
rity and creative spirit.

After two years of studying with him, I
could learn music pretty quickly and
therefore, at N.E.C., managed to
cover most of what Vie considered the
basic four-year mallet curriculum
during my freshman year, Each of
the remaining years at N.E.C., I
elected to give solo marimba recitals

which mostly consisted of traxxrip-
tions I made of classical pieces and a
few contemporary works. I vas, and
still am, mostly interested in discov-
ering new pieces for myself and not
playing many pieces other people did/
do in order to explore new ground.
The tremendous opportunity and ne-
cessity for that was probably the
main thing that drew me in, coupled
with the marimba’s versatility.

I was a good percussionist but knew I
didn’t have the fire about it that the
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best of nay colleagues did. I decided
the important thing was to play mu-
sic I enjoy, even if it doesn’t provide a

Other than Ian, my main influences

living on its own. I consequently

were David Friedman and Dave

supplement my income with other

Samuels (I studied beginning jazz

work.

with Samuels for a few years after
college: a oev humbling experience!).
Dave and Dave both possess a won-
derful heartiness in their marimba
playing; the sound is clean and full-
bodied and whatever they play has a
depth and “groove.” Even when
they’re playing in a free context,
little figurations will have an orienta-
tion to groove. I think my style is pat-
terned after them more than any
other players, even though I’ve gone
in quite a bit different direction mu-
sically.

H O L L Y :  How a n d w h e n  d i d
Marimolin begin?

ZELTSMAN: Violinist Shaman Leventhal
and I were brought together in Octo-
ber of 1985 by the composer Robert
Aldridge to perform a terrific trio of
his, Combo Platter for violin, alto sax
and marimba. (We recently recorded
it for an album of the same name
comprising various chamber pieces
for saxophone which will be released
on Northeastern Records in the
spring.) Sharan and I immediately
felt a unique energy and rapport
playing together and, several days af-
tw that concert, decided to form a
duo. In case readers wonder, it’s pro-
nounced “Ma-rim-o-lin!n

I think we both had a gut feeling that
ow instrumental combination,
though “different,” was viable in a
long-range way. We both enjoyed hav-
ing a hand in the creation of new
works and bringing them to life and
were excited by the prospect of estab-
lishing a whole new genre of reper-
toire. Several composer/friends pre-
sated us with wonderful pieces as
gifts which got us started. Our for-
mal debut recital was in May of 1966
in Boston. With the exception of last
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season, when we took a break, we’ve
self-produced three to four concerts
each year in Boston and an occa-

HOLLYr 1 understand that Marimolin
has commissioned many worhs.

sional one in New York in addition to

What is the response  of the corn-
JXX%TS when you first approach

whatever out-of-state touring came

them?

UP.

ZELTSMAN: You’re probably wondering
whether composers respond, “Violin
and marimba?!: you’ve got to be kid-
ding!= I think nmny of them are at-
tracted by the uniqueness of the
combination and find it
sparks some really fresh
ideas. Many seem a
bit intimidated by ,
the prospect of
writing for 1
m a r i m b a  1

titled, “Memo to composers-Brief
guidelines on composing/notating for
marimba.” As was the case for our
performance at last month’s PASIC
in New Orleans, our concerts often
include a piece with a guest player
and/or a piece with tape accompani-
ment. A lot of composers enjoy those
options and we enjoy the color and
range they add. With a tape piece we
can suddenly take on the proportions
of a chamber orchestra with just the
two of us on stage.

We’ve premiered about 60 pieces so far,

and to
save myself
answering the
basic questions
again, I readily dis-

.

tribute a few pages



We “commissionn works in a number
of different ways. Various grants
have enabled us to pay composers
fees or honorariums ranging from
$150 to $10,000. As I said, we’ve also
been fortunate that many composars
have been willing to write for us just
on invitation with the promise of a
performance and the possibility of fw
tllre performances. We% also spa*-
sored an annual composition contest
now in its sixth year. Over the last
five years, we’ve received soms 90 an-
tries from far and wide, and a few
,zams have amewad that wav.m----~ ~~~

HOLLYz What is tie responie of the
audience to these new works?

ZELTSMAN: We’ve probably performed
most often for audiences of mw mu-
sic followers: listeners who’ve already

heard a lot of contemporary music
. and who enjoy exposing them-

, selves to music they’ve never
heard before. This special-

ized audience, which in-
eludes a lot of composers

and percussionists,
usually receives our

, music vsry enthusi-
astically.
we also play for
Inora general au-
diences. Junior
high and high
school audiences
cafe be wonder-
fully open-
minded: they’re
still relatively
unprogrammed

about what they’re
supposed to think,

so they really hear.
Adults ara often so

full of preconceptions
that they feel very

muddled when it comas to
’

’
taking in new music. We

, don’t play much in the way of

’
recognizable tunes, but soma-

times a new piece in a fairly light
vein reassures people and demon-
strates that not all naw music fits the
expectations they might have had.
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They start to recognize that nsw mu-
sic comas in a lot of flavors. I think it
helps that we’re pretty interesting vi-
sually and that there’s often a strong
rhythmic element to latch on to. I feel
a special satisfaction when people
seem surprised at how much they
“enjoyed a conce~$” they discovered
themselves listening more openly.

HOLLk 1 read recently that you are
noun imolued in L commiwioning
project with William Moersch and
Robert Van Site. Could you please
tell us about this?

ZELTSMAN: Bob and I met through Bill
at the 1990 PASIC in Philadelphia.
The three of us sat down together
late one night at the nearby Denny’s
and talked mostly about the commis-
sioning we’d done and favorite pieces
we’d coma across. It was clear how
similar our focuses ara. Several
months and impressive phone bills
later, the three of us applied for a
Meet the Composer/Reader’s Digest
Commissioning Grant as a consort
tium of marimba soloists sponsored
by New Music Marimba and the Per-
cussive Arts Society. It was a vary
pleasant surprise to receive it as this
is one of the more competitive grants
out there. The grant funds go to
three composers-Steven Mackey,
Eugene O’Brien and Gunther
Schuller-who will each write a new
work for solo marimba. In November
of 1993, Bill, Bob and I will each pre-
miere one of the pieces on the sama
program: we’re currently scheduling
a tour centered around a perfor-
mama at the PASIC in Columbus,
Ohio, Many readers probably recall
the similarly-conceived project in
which Bill, Gordon Stout and Leigh
Stevens participated in 1985/86. I
know I found it fascinating and I
hope this new project will be as fruit-
ful.

HOLLk 1 think most readers cmoci-
ate your name solely with
Mwimolin. Do you have L solo cm
reer a.3 well?

ZELTSMAN: Not exactly, yet! Occasion-
ally I do something cm my own, but

I’ve definitely been pushing hardest
for the last several years to work
within Marimolin. I really enjoy per-
forming in the duo: I love the interac-
tion, musically, intellectually and
emotionally while, at the same time,
wa have very soloistic roles.

I’d like to do more solo performing as
well, though. One reason I’m excited
about the solos project with Bill and
Bob is that it may prow to be a
springboard. Another springboard
may be my soon-to-be released solo
CD, Woodcuts, cm GM Recordings,
produced by Houston-based percus-
sionist Ray Dillard (who’s also pro-
duced the last few Nexus albums).

I’d been dreaming of making a solo al-
bum for years. Finally, thanks to Ray,
the opportunity arose and a program
gelled which feels cohesive and par-
sonal. The music was composed by
Andrew Thomas, Dan Levitan, Bob
Aldridge, L.A.-based guitarist Nick
Kirgo, Caleb Morgan (a piece for ma-
rimba and tape), Astor Piazzolla (a
duo for two guitars which is directly
adaptable; I overdubbed the second
part), Suzanne Vega and Michael
Hedges ( I transcribed and made solo
marimba adaptations of tunes they
recorded), The album title comss
from a multi-tracked composition of
mine Woodcuts fAfter Satiel. With the
exception ofAndrew Thomas’~er~~n,
the album is comprised entirely of
first recordings.

HOLLYz What are your future musical
goal and plans?

ZELTSMAN: Marimolin’s main goal is to
release a second album. We plan to
start recording little by little next
year while ws keep working cm raise
ing the funding necessary to see it
through. Besides ongoing duo-corn-
missioning projects, we’re hoping to
commission E double concerto with
orchestra hefore too long.

A personal goal is to clear more time to
practice, to explore material and to
study various aspects of music to &-
prove my general knowledge. Other
than that, I want to keep perfuming
as much as possible.
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HOLLYz As a performer, what are you
striving for in your music?

ZELTSMAN: I’m striving to take the ma-
rimba into the future; to acquaint
more audiences with it and with ms:
I hope I succeed at communicating
something perscmal through music.
It’s vei-y important to me to feel I%e
reached an audience. It’s therefore a
challenge and perhaps a paradox
that I have a penchant for II~W and
nonstandard music-but I’m striv-
ing to discover ways to put it across
to audiences so they feel something
for it and why it drew me in.

I’m striving to present concerts which
stand apart. The atmosphere at
many concerts is so dry and austere.
Especially because people nowadays
go out less often, concerts should
have energy and really mean some-
thing. I love a quote I read by the
first violinist of the Kronos [String]
Quartet, David Harrington, “A great
concert can be like an emotional
guidepost later on, a place to refer
tlxn

HOLLYz If you could change one
thing about the state-of-the-art
in regards to marimba and ma.
rimba music, what would thai
change be?

ZELTSMAN: A lot of marimbists seem to
me to have a disappointingly narrow
view of the marimba’s tonal and
timbral capabilities. On the surface,
it’s a very user-friendly instnunentz
you take a mallet, you strike a key,
you have a sound. Many players
don’t sesm to have any type of sound
concept which goes much deeper
than that.

I often think people use mallets which
ars too hard. The marimba isn’t a
xylophone: it should generally have
a deeper, richer, mm full-bodied
dmmcter.  A lot of mallets also have
a thin, shallow tone. I make a lot of
my mallets my selfi of the commer.
cially-available ones, I’m most im_
pressed by and use a lot of Encore
Mallets.

I new play with four matched mallets,
I talk about this everywhere I go
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and can’t believe how resistant
people are to trying it. A mallet that
enables the top third of the marimba
to speak easily sounds brittle and
gives you little fundamental pitch
for the bottom third of the in&u-
merit. I commonly uss a medium-soft
mallet on the bottom (mallet #I), a
medium #2 and two medium-hard
mallets in the right hand; or a me-
dium-soft #l and medium-hard6 for
mallets #Z, #3 and #4. There’s often
no way around sorns sort of cornpro-
mise with mallets, but generally I
think people could be a Zot mars
imaginative.

Having said this, mallet choice isn’t ev-
erything. I realize I’m in a minority
of people who play “traditional” grip
(although Keiko Abe is good com-
pany!). I have to confess, I’m really
not up on how other grips work, but
there are a variety of strokes/articu-
lations I uss which a lot of students
who play with other grips seexn to
have trouble emulating. I really
don’t care what grip anyone uses,
but I’m anxious to hear a much more
varied spectrum of sounds, totally
separate of dynamic contrast.

I think I’ve become especially sensitive
to these considerations because of
the playing I’ve done with Shaman.
She’s been incredibly creative over
the years with varying her violin’s
timbre, attacks, durations and
phrasing in our playing together in
order to blend with or complement
characteristics of the marimba. It’s
drawn a lot out of ms because I’ve
felt compelled to try and reciprocate,

The violin, as just one example, is ca-
pable of an astounding range of cc&
ors and articulations which, obvi-
ously, have been explored and
refined ovsr a great many years, The
marimba’s performance tradition,
relatively speaking, is at a very
young stage. Focus on various ex-
pressive subtleties seems to be seri-
ously lagging behind the attention
that’s been paid to developing flashy
techniques.

As there is increasing thought given to

the “subtleties,” it will inevitably
impact on the music, both the per-
formance practices of existing litera-
ture and new pieces being created, I
love it when pieces have a lot of di-
rectives-1 don’t mean just “soft
mallets” or “medium mallets”-but
tenuto marks, staccatos, phrase
marks, attitude suggestions, just
like other instruments get! Of the
composers  who’ve written for
Marimolin, Gunther Schuller stands
out in my mind as one who’s shown
particular vision in this regard in
his piece Phantamata. I sent Bob
Van Site a score and tape of it and
was tickled when he subsequently
commented, ‘That’s one of the first
pieces I’ve cmns across which treats
the marimba like aa adult.”

If I could change a second thing about
the state-of-the-art, it would be that
the standard range of all marimbas
becomes fioe octmes extending down
to low C. I really don’t get the ratio-
nale of stopping at E. I’ve played a
five-octave for five years; I now play
a Marimba One which I love, Having
the lower range has greatly influ-
enced the timbral conception I’m de-
veloping; I’m continually learning
from the lower notes about the na-
ture of the marimba’s “voice” in gen-
eral.

HOLLY: Nancy, thanh you so much,
and good luck to you!

ZELTSMAN: Thanks, Rich it was really
a pleasure. PN

Rich Holly is Professor of Percussion
at Northern RZinois Uniwmity, timpa-
nist with the IlZinois Chamber Sym-
phony, and drummer/percussionist
with Rhythmic Union. Rich is Associate
Editor for Features of Percussive
Notes and an act& clinician for
Yamaha Corporation of America and
Fabian Cymbals, Ltd.

i. Percussive Notes has :

i. exciting news for everyone! i
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An Evolution of Keyboard Percussion Pedagogy

his article could have been
subtitle& Loo&~ fir a Corn-
plete Technical and Musical
Marimba Tkor. When I de-

cided to choose advanced four-mallet
marimba techniques a~ the focus of my
doctoral lecture document, it seemed es-
sential to first explore the existing key-
board percussion tutors and their evolw
tion. Although the focus is marbnba tech-
nique, there is a need to explore texts
dealing with techniques ofrelatedinstru-
merits, such a8 vibraphone and xylo-
phone, so as not to delete any crossover
or overlapping pedagogical approaches.

Most of the materials examined in
this article pertain to four mallet perfor-
mance on vibraphone and marimba.
However, the techniques are also appli-
cable to bells, xylophone, and although
rarely called for, crotales and chimes.
The reviewed materials are either texts
or video tapes and are presented chro-
nologically by publication date.

A significant feature of each text is
the type of four mallet grip it employs.

PHZCuSS1ON? lf you didn’t
buy from me . . . you probably paid

too much

There are three common grips, with
some slight variations, used in four mal-
let percussion keyboard playing. These
grips are: the Yraditional cross grip,”
the “Burton grip,” and the “Mussa/
Stevens grip.n

The Yraditional cross grip” is the
earliest grip found in the pedagogical
literature. This grip is formed by hold-
ing one mallet, commonly called the in-
side mallet, between the thumb and in-
dex finger while a second mallet,
commonly called the outside mallet, is
inserted between the index finger and
the middle finger. The two mallets crc~ss
in the palm of the hand with the outside
mallet under the inside mallet. The
“traditional cross grip” v.w used in most
of the early vibraphone tutors, but it be-
came less popular with the arrival of an-
other cross grip developed by the great
vibraphonist Gary Burton and called,

A “NOTE” ABOUT MALLET
INSTRUMENTS...

If you’re a performer, bwtructa-, or student...
nothing makes YOU sound better than a m

mallet instrument.

Bells l Chimes *Marimbas  * Vibes *Xylophones
Marching lrutrune~t8 l Pexu8sion Kits

Our goal at ROSS ia ta pmduce the highest quality mallet
percueaion instrument8 at the nest reasonable prices. ROSS
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If you demand superior perforrmmce-
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ROSS MALLET INSTRUMENTS, INC.
1304 First Avenue Chippewa Falls, WI 54’729

716-723-0307 FAX 715-723-3952
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appropriately, the “Burton grip.” How-
ever, some great keyboard percussion
artists such as Keiko Abe, continue to
employ the traditional cross grip.

The “Burton grip” is much like the
“traditional cross grip” except that the
inside mallet crosses in the palm under
the weaker outside mallet. This crossing
of the mallets adds additional support
and strength to the outside mallet. The
‘Burton grip” has become the preferred
grip among such great vibraphone play-
ers as David Samuels, Bill Molenhof,
David Friedman, and Jerry Tachoir.

The third common four mallet grip
is referred to as the “Muser/Stevens
grip.” This grip is formed by holding the
inside mallet at the end of the mallet
shaft between the thumb and the index
finger and the outside mallet near the
end of the shaft between the middle fin-
ger and the ring finger. Detailed photo-
graphs illustrate this grip in Leigh

Howard Stevens’ Method ofMomnent
for Marimba (pages 10-15). The mallets
in this grip do not cross, which allows
for a larger interval spread than is pos-
sible with any other four mallet grip.
This increased spreading feature is pre-
ferred by many mwimbists.

Four mallet keyboard techniques
have been discussed in percussion peda-
gogical texts since the early part of this
century. The National School of
Vibracussion in Chicago published a
fourteen lesson tutor entitled Home
Study Course in Vibracussion. Lesson
number thirteen is entitled Special La-
son on Four Ma& Playing and has a
copyright date of 1922. There are dia-
grams in this lesson describing the car-
rect and incorrect ways of holding the
“traditional cross grip.’ There is a see-
tion entitled Practical Application
which describes the proper hand posi-
tioning of the mallets and correct arm

motion when simultaneously playing
natural and accidental bars. Page seven
of the lesson provides two very brief sec-
tions entitled Execution or 7Wmic and
Silencing One Mallet. Execution or lkh-
nit refers to the ability of a player to
change from one body position to an-
other and correspondingly position the
mallets. Wencing One M&t refers to
uelevating” the outside mallet in situa-
tions when a single line passage is more
efficiently played between the inside
mallets. The entire lesson is only eight
pages in length including a piece en-
titled Aloha on page eight,

Circa 1930 Howard A. Green wrote
a book entitled Marimba Method. The
text, published by Jenkins Music Corn-
pony of Kansas City, Missouri, gives no
exact publishing date. This book briefly
discusses both two and four mallet play-
ing techniques. The section on four mal-
lets includes photographs that illustrate

Play Your Best.m.
Your sound is your musical signature, so make sure that
it is the best that it can be! With Mike Baiter Mallets
superb craftsmanship you are guaranteed
the highest quality, perfect weight and
balance, and a sound that will truly
make you an artist.

MIKE BALTER MALLETS
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proper hand positioning of the “Musser
grip” for all chord positions,

Harry C. Thompson published the
text Irwtructor for Vibm.C!&te, Vibm
phone and Vibrakarp through G, B.
Tuthill in 1931. This text deals with the
techniques of holding the “traditional
cross grip,” spreading the mallets, and
dampening the bars (for vibraphone),
He also discusses double note and chord
playing.

Marimba. The third volume in the set,
copyrighted in 1960, focuses on four
mallet playing. The text contains forty-
one lessons in all, each based on an ele-
merit of music theory with a progressive
lesson plan that combines technique,
theory, and harmony,

second volume Wickstrom uses dia-
grams to illustrate the “traditional,”
=Musser,” and  “Bur ton”  g r ips .
Wickstrom discusses mallet spreading
and demonstrates chords with different
intervals. He also includes a section on
chord progressions.

Howard M. Peterson’s text of 1937
entitled Peterson’s Xylophone and Ma-
rimba Studies presents three and four
mallet playing. Photographs are pro-
vided to illustrate proper “traditional
cross grip,” spreading techniques, and
the stroke. There are also photos that il-
lustrate the shifting of body positions
and the turning of the hands for certain
intervallic changes. Peterson also at-
tempts to cultivate the ability to read
three and four note chords, and supplies
many etudes and folk tunes for musical

The text Four Ma&t Studies, writ-
ten in 1968 by Gary Burton, is consid-
ered by many to be the first significant
text which approaches the study of four
mallet keyboard percussion technique.
Burton uses photographs from above
and below the instrument to illustrate
the proper =Bwton grip” and spreading
techniques. After thoroughly describing
these techniques
he includes ever-
cises to develop
them He presents
fourteen of the
possible twenty-
four consecutive
single line mallet
permutations. (All
twenty-four a r e
listed for the first
time i n  Marj
Holmgren’s text
Dewloping Four
Mallet Technique,
written in 1978,)
Burton concludes

Four Mallet Technique Studies for
Xylophone, Marimba, and Vibes by
Garwood Whaley is a general and basic
approach to four mallet playing that
was published in 1975. Whaley’s text,
along with Raymond E. Meyer’s &ful-
tiple Mallet Studies for Marimba (1975);
Karen Ervin’s Contemporary Solos and
Contempomy Etudes of3 and 4 Mallets

(19771; Linda-.

appbcatlon of the techniques.
Lionel Hampton’s Method for

Vibmharp, Xylophone and Marimba ed-
ited by David Gornston first appeared in
1939 and a renewal was released in
1967. This method is organized in three
sections, each focusing respectively on
two mallet playing, three mallet play-
ing, and four mallet playing. Through-
out the book the student is introduced to
new scales, exercises and jazz tunes.
Photographs are used to illustrate the
“traditional cross grip.” There ars ever-
cises to strengthen ?he manipulation of
the hammers” (spreading technique).
Photographs are used to illustrate the
propor movement of the hands and body
positioning when playing chords which
contain natural and accidental bars.
Thirteen pages provide examples for
musical application of the techniques.
The last section concentrates OII four
mallet playing and includes a photo-
graph illustrating the “double wrist
turn.” The book ends with a section OII
four mallet arranging and transcribing,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

lb date the most complete
technical approach to
the study of four-mallet
marimba playing is
Leigh Howard Stevens’
text Method of
Movement for Mtimba..

Lorren Yunental’s
three works, The
S o l o  Marimbist,
volumes I and II
(19761, The Ma-
rimba Goes Ba-
roqw, (19781, and
Bar Percussion
Notebooks, volumes
I and II (1978 and
1980); along with
Gordon stout’s
three  books  of
etudes (1975, 1982,
and 19891, are good
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e

his book with a section on voicing tech-
niques in the jazz idiom.

Graded Reading Exercises for Four
Mallets by Max Neuhaus is a collection
of musical etudes that was published in
1971 but contains no explanation of four
mallet technique. The book supplies a
good study for the somewhat ignored
topic of four mallet sight reading. The
work functions well as ~II etude book,
and in that respect is a contribution to
four mallet texts. The book does not,
however, supply the foundation for a
complete school of four mallet tech-
nique.

sources for four mallet etudes and stud-
ies. None of them, however, specifically
addresses the development of four mal-
let keyboard percussion techniques as
they are simply collections of studies
and short pieces.

About two decades after the Hamp-
ton book appeared Pbil Kraus published
three texts entitled Phil Kraus’ Modern
Mallet Method for Vibes, Xylophone, and

Fred Wickstrom’s Keyboard Mastery
for Mallet Percussion is a two volume
set published in 1972. The first volume
concentrates on two mallet playing
while the second volume deals with
three and four mallet playing. In the

To date the most complete tschnical
approach to the study of four-mallet ma-
rimba playing is Leigh Howard Stevens’
text Method of Mownent for Marimba,
published in 1979. In this text, which is
divided into three parts, Stevens cars-
fully and completely examines all of the
technical considerations involved in
playing four mallet marimba. Excellent
photographs along with detailed graphs
are used to help explain body position-
ing, the ‘Stevens grip,” and the various
strokes. Stevens categorizes four differ-
ent strokes as they correlate with four
different motions. These include the
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Single Independent (pp. 26-291, the
Single Alternating ( pp. 30.311, the
Double Vertical (pp. 32-341, and the
Double Lateral (pp. 35-37). Part Two of
the book contains 590 exercises that de-
velop the techniques explained in part
ens. This text is a complete system for
studying four mallet marimba tech-

nique, however, it lacks examples for
musical application of the techniques.

In 1990, Stevens published a re-
vised edition of Method of Mownent for
Marimba which contains a supplemen-
tal third part entitled Ten Years Later.
This supplement, while only ten pagss
in length deals with some wry impor-

Excellence in concert marimbas
tailored to the needs of the individual

“Myfive-octave~a~~baoneisthefi~tmarimbal’veever~. Picture
this: real depth of tone; remarkably even resonance; a stunning, naturally
finished wood frame which is also as sleek and lightweight as can be; the
simplest assembly imaginable (and yet all the parts are so carefully fitted
there isneverarattle!)-andthisistopped off bytheprofessionakattentive
service Ron offers. You can even order soft cases through him. What more
could you want? Nancy Zeltsman, Marim/in

“I have been playing marimba for 35 years and this is the finest instrument
I’ve ever seen or performed upon,” Jack Van Geem

San Francisco Symphony

“Ron Samuels’marimbaone product is pleasingtoallthesenses involved
with marimba playing. The marimba one instruments sound uncompro-
misingly full and rich; they feel exceptionally warm: and they look totally
Professional in every detail with their beautiful resonators and solid wood
frame.ForthesereasonsthePercussionAreaattheUniversi~ofNevada,Las
Vegas owns two 5.octave marimba me instruments. Oh yes, one other
detail.. just try to beat the price!” Dr. Dean Gronemeier

Director of Percussion Studies
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

RON SAMUELS
PO. BOX 786 l ARCATA, CA 95521

(707) 839-5725 FAX (707) 839-4869

---
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tant aspects of playing that were not
previously addressed, or upon which
Stevens wished to expound. Section 1 of
the supplement is entitled Other Ways
to Use MOM (Method of Movement) and
focuses on how to practice the exercises.
Stevens further explains the details per-
taining to hand positioning, height, re-
covery, interval change, and striking
area. Section II is entitled Daily Ever-
cise Routines and focuses on the “core”
exercises that need to be practiced daily,
He supplies a chart which designates
how much time is to be spent on each
technique. Section III, entitled Tables of
Repertoire, simply lists various studies
and major works according to the tech-
niques which they contain. Section IV is
entitled Amplifications and describes
the three aspects that Stevens feels
need a wider range of volume amplifica-
tion. These include hand positioning, in-
ner mallet length, and keyboard height,
Section V is entitled A Retrospectitx and
is a short history of the development of
keyboard percussion technique. Stevens
list contributions from artists such as
Clair Oman Musser, Vida Chenoweth,
Gary Burton, and Joe Morello. He then
concludes part three with a section
called First Edition Errata in which he
corrects the errors of the first edition,

The New Lionel Hampton Vibm-
phone Method, written in 1981 by Lionel
Hampton and Jean-Claud Forestier,
contains a complete and detailed school
of vibraphone playing within its 327
pages of text and musical examples, The
text is divided into three parts, plus an
introduction discussing the fundamen-
tals of music. Part One focuses on vibra-
phone techniques and scales. The grip
that is pictured is the ‘Xraditional cross
grip” and discussions include six mallet
playing. Parts two and three focus on
musical examples, The examples in part
two ars orchestral vibraphone transcrip-
tions in the jazz idiom. Hampton’s text
supplies a complete foundation for ad-
vanced vibraphone playing.

The videos M&et Keyboard Musi-
cianship, Steps to Em&vm, volumes 1
and 2, by Dave Samuels appeared in
1988 and provide a good introduction to
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four mallet vibraphone playing. Although

Master lkhniqw Builders for Kbra-

Samuels demonstrates on the marimba,

phone and Marimba, edited and corn-

the focus is on the vibraphone and the
jazz idiom. Samuels explains the “Burton

piled by Anthony J, Cirone in 1985, pre-

cross grip,” spreading techniques, the
proper stance in front of the vibraphone,

sents the playing philosophies and styles

striking the bars, mallet dampening and
pedaling technique, sonx mallet permu-

of thirteen different keyboard percussion

tations, and improvisation. The video
tapes are organized to reinforce Samuel’s

artists. There are many excellent techni-

books A Musical Approach to Four Mallet
Technique for lGbraphone, volumes 1 and

cal and musical approaches presented

2, written in 1982. These books contain
excellent technical and musical e.x-

throughout the book, but there is not

amples.

enough elaboration from any one artist
to consider the book a school of playing.
The merit of this compilation is the pre-
sentation of a variety of ideas and sp-
proaches for consideration from many
great keyboard percussion artists.

Teaching Pwcussion  by Gary Cook
was published in 1988 and is an excellent
survey of teaching techniques of many

The vidw Master Study Series,  volume

percussion instruments. The keyboard

1, was produced in 1988 by Jerry Tachoir
and is a basic outline of the various key-

chapter is extensive and provides a solid

kwud psrcwion t&chniqw as they pert&n
to the vibraphone. He explains the “Burton

foundation for a school of four mallet

cross grip,” how to strike the bars, motion of
accuracy, and sorns mallet permutations.

playing. Photographs illustrate in detail

Tachoir also discusses the techniques of
@sling and dampen@.

the three types of grips and various tech-

niques. Cook also supplies musical ex-
amples and continues with a section on
phrasing and musical expression.

Contemporary Mullet Method by
Jerry Tachoir was published in 1991
through Riohcat Music. He structures
the text in five chapters followed by
eleven musical exercises. In chapter 1
Tachoir diagrams and explains the
‘Burton grip” and speaks briefly on
how to “warm up.’ In chapter 2 he ex-
plains Yticking,’ “Independent Stick-
ing,” and uTheory.n The focus of chapter
3 is “Sticking Chords.” In chapter 4
Tachoir discusses the techniques of
“Executing Harmonies While Improvis-
ing” and ‘Cornping.’ In chapter 5 he
discusses ‘Uarity in Executing Lines
on the Vibraphone through the Use of
Dampening.” The book is very appro-
priate for the beginning vibist, as it ex-
plains the various techniques and then
offers musical exercises for the student

PERCUSSION

MAGICAL MARIMBA MUSIC

JULIE SPENCER
“Ask”

The inspiring virtiosity and soulful spirft of
Julie Spencer, one of the world’s most
exciting mallet players, is captured on this
stunning recording. ‘Ask” offers madmba
snd vibe solos and ensemble works with
John krgamo and Co/oredFish.

Cassette $9.95. * CDs $15.95’
INTERWORLD MUSIC

730 Balboa, San Francisco CA 94118
(415) 221.6019
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to employ the exercises.
Although all the above texta are excel-

lent, there are wry few that focus cnl learn-
ing the various fouxnallet techniques in a
nwica~ setting. Of these few, there are
none that are specilidy geawl for the ma-
rimba. Of all the materials examined
herein, the Method of Movement for Ma-
rimba by Leigh Howard Stevens is the only
complete system for the study of four mallet
marimba tecbni~e. However, in order to be
a complete technical and nw_s~ca~ appmach
to playing, the Steven’s bak might incor~~-
rate a fourth part which applies the tech-

niques to musical s&zings. This appmach to
keyboard percussion pedagogy would not
ody develop a m&ery of the technique, but
would also cultivate a musical interpreta-
tion as well. The phrasing and shaping of
the musical line would be inoxpwated inta
the study, thereby giving the student a
more meaningful and musical learning ex-
perience than merely the development of
the technique. P N
The preceding article is excerpted from
Deank DMA Lecture Document, e&led
“Advanced Marimba Techniques: An
Analysis B&h Musical Approackes to Per-

formance Problems in West Side Suite.xHe
is also the author of the soon-to.be avail-
able book, “A Musical Apprcach to Ad
uanced Four-Mallet Marimba Techniquesa
(Baker Publications).

Dean Gmnemeier received his degrees in
percussion pe~ormance fmm Nor-them Illi-
nois University and the University afAri-
ZOML. He is cumntly Dimtor ofPercwstin
&dies at the lhivemity ofNew.da, Las V&
gas. Dml is an actiw clinictin fir Kori mr-
rimbus, and is also principal percussionist
with the Las V&IS Sympkony O&stra

Developed by Ganvood Whaley and the PAS Education Committee, this book
has been very well received and is now a required text in many college

percussion teclmiqaes classes.
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Recommendations for the Reorganization of Percussion Instruction
Motivating the Percussion Student
The School Percussion Ensemble: Organization
The School Percussion Ensemble: Instrumentation
The School Percussion Ensemble: Literature
Percussion Equipment, Inventov, and Security
Sticks, Mallets, and Beaters: Which for What?
The Percussionist’s Pencil Aids to Marking Parts
Percnssion Problems from the Podium
Percnssion in the School Stage Band
Presenting a Percussion Clinic for Kigh School Stndents
All-State Percussion Auditions
Percussion in the Conceri Ban& An Annotated List-. -.
The Llementv Percnssion Section Pari I Repertoire-The Foundation of
Musicianship
The Elementary Percussion Section Part Ik Part Editing
Percussion Method Books: A Bibliography
The Worst Percnssion Solos Ever Written (How to Avoid Them)
Audio and Video Percnssion Resources

Price: $9.95 plus $2.00 shipping
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radiari Percussionist in

cialists in&-Cuban hand pemmion and
ia also the principal pews&mist ofthe Bal-
let Folclorico de Cuba. I was impressed be-
caue such a ma” with only a background
in folkloric music was waiving the highest
title awarded at the UniversiQ level. I co”ld
“ewr i”@“e the same thing happening i”
Brazil, where top samba and other ethnic
artists would never be invited to teach at
the college level. Cars about the presewa-
tion of the folk traditions in Cuba is wry
inlpxtant.

At the beginning of the ceremony for
P&&o pwe Cuban run was served i” big
doses. With the hot climate and that early
morning run I started my cli”ic about Bra-
zilian nmsic a little looser than usual, and
while playing I almost lost “ly mallets, Af-
ter my clinic some studenta played for “E
and I heard some very good perfor”m”ces
including a” arrangement ofA Child is
Born that a yo”“g student worked out by
i”t”ition. To fmish the day some students

and teachem played and sang folk/~ligiow
t”“es similar to soms found in Brazilian
m”sic. The way they played the Batas and
Congxs was fantastic. They played with vir-
t”osity and music&y gxace~y weaving a
fabric of rhythnv that are cousins to the so-
phisticated p&rhythms ofA&ca

At the ISA, the permssion dephent
is divided between classical and folkloric
shxlies. AU the studenta have to go thm”gh
the two pmgrams with eq”al emphasis. ‘Ihe
progranw include: snake, timpani (with
great emphasis in t”“ing exercises), mal-
leta, and o&&al &al&a as well as batas,
wngas, bongos and hand accessories. Folk
and classical penxssion e”sembles are also
included. The principal percussion teacher
is L”is Panwa Pwza who is a very I& I”“-
sician and percwsionist. As the principal
perc”ssio”ist of the Orquestra National de
Habana he has m&d w”~e LPs in Cuba
that i”cl”de excellent standards from the
concerto repertoilx? l&e Milhau& c!O~rtO

for Ebes and Marimba and soma rare mw
sic just available in Cuba like the Leo
Brewer Concert for Pa-w_.kon and Or&s-
tm.

I had the opporhmity to hear the per-
cussion ensemble of the 0rq”estra National
directed by L”is Parrera and J&o Peram,
They have an incredible amo”“t of Premier
instnxnenta and mallets and very interest-
ing cases for G”iros and Maracas, These
l”xwy cases are shnilz to plush lined via-
li” cases, but they wers fitted to hand per-
cussion instruments. They played some
original music by Cuba” composers with a
vev gcod level of precision and music&y
Besides the nwsical aqecta, the Cuban pzr-
cussionists were very friendly and have a
gwl ssw of h”mor.

Unfortunately, contact with Cuba is
not easy &wSlly forA”wicans). But for
those who have an interest in Cuban music,
there is an annual international summer
cowse for pexnssion in J”ne in which legit

Artists and philosophers throughout
history have attempted to answer
this question. Honor& de B&K
called music “the n~ost sensuous of
art~,~ while Thomas FulIer believed

“it was nothing else but wild sounds
civilized into time and tune,”

At Northwestern, our world-
renowned faculty and outstanding
students-t&axed, creative young
musicians like yourself-x redefin-
ing music every day. And you can
enhance your education with the rich
wourccs of Chicago, which offer
almost limitless opportunities for
performance and internships,

You can audition in January,

on campus. For an audition appoint-

February, and March-we hold

nxnt, an application, financial aid

auditions in more than 30 cities

information. or a booklet describinz

nationwide. You can also audition
Orchestra

Terry L. Applebarn, DMA,

AI Payson, Chicago Symphony

Professor and Associate Dean

Orchestra

Patricia Dash, Chicago Symphony

us in n~ore detail, contact Admissions
Box B, School of Music, Northwestern

Paul Wertico, Studio Recording
Artist

University, 711 Elgin Road, Evanston,
Illinois 60208-1200; phone 708/491- Northwestern:
3141; fax 708/491-5260. Redefining Music
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and folk percussion is taught by the best
Cuban mtists. For further information con-
tactI

Pmfessor Line N&a
Fmdtad de Musica ISA
calle 80 # 1709wmior)/ 17 y Ismaya
La IJzhma-Cuba-11300

The VII Fe&cd de la Habana de
Musica Cmtempomnea organized by the
Union deAr!&ta.s de Cuba wad a swxes~~
event in which people !imn all over world,
including Americans, were present. My
travel to Cuba, despite mm problems due
to the diflicult situation that the country is
currently in, was definitely one of the
higher musical experiences of my life, P N

Ney Gabriel RONUUYI is the professor of
pwcussion at the Vniwmidade Federal de
Santa Maria. He ha studied with Siegfried
Fink, and Luiz Anmiacao. For aim yecm
Ney loll”3 th.e timpanist for t/E orquestm do
lhtm National de Brasilia from 1977 to
1987 and he hasprtwiously taught at the
Escola de Musica de Brasilia. Originally
from Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Rosauro has
cmdwtsd work shops and c1inic.s in Brazil,
Gelmall~ and tke USA
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A New Approach To Teaching Snare Drum Rds

THE CONCEPT
The following system operates on

the assumption that certain character%-
tics in the early roll are of primary im-
portance. The rhythm ofthe early roll is
mm important than its mm11 sound.
Once the rhythm is mastered, it is fairly
simple to smooth out the bumps. With
this basic idea in mind a few other con-
cepts Should be mentioned.

the multiple-bounce roll should be
taught first
longer rolls are easier to learn than
shorter oneS and should be used ex-
elusively when first introducing rolls
to students

NE OF THE MOST DIFFICULT

techniques for the young per-
cussionist to learn is the Snare
drum roll. Traditional peda-

l the roll must &oyS have an underly-
ing rhythm;

various strokes while insisting upon ac-
curate rhythm. The first and most radi-
cal of these is the ‘grind’ stroke. This
stroke is very unmusical and tense, but
very easily learned and manipulated. It
is achieved by wrapping all the fingers
around the Stick aS tightly as possible, I
often tell the student to attempt to
Squeeze water from the stick! This cre-
ates a great amount of tension in the
hand and forearm. Due to this tension,
the stroke is generated mostly by the
arn~ and not the wrist, The bead of the
drumstick is pressed into the drum
head with considerable force (at least at
a forte dynamic) and not allowed to rS-
bound at all.

gogical techniques use the approach of
applying tension gradually in the grip to
control the rebound. They teach rolls by
developing a freely bouncing stick, gen-
tly applying tension to the stick to con-
trol the rebound, and then placing that
stroke in a rhythmic structure. Many stu-
dents taught this way often make the
production of a Smooth rhythmic roll an
obstacle which can take months to over-
come. There is a method of teaching the
Snare drum roll to young percussionists
which avoids many of the problems en-
countered by the traditional methods.
Simply put, it useS the opposite approach,
that of starting from a tight grip and
quickly moving to a relaxed one while
constantly playing a rhythmic pattern.

JUSTIFICATION
l the multiple-bounce roll h&more ap-

plications than the double-bounce roll
for the young musician. Of equal im-
portance is the fact that it is easier
for the young student to produce a
multiple-bounce stroke than a double-
bounce stroke. Therefore, the student
gains confidence in rolling quickly
which leads to greater SucceSS in
mastering the more difficult double-
bounce.

Admittedly, this sounds like a
percussionist’s nightmare! However, it
must be remembered that the grind
stroke is merely an intermediate stage
between the single and multiple-bounce
strokes. When using this method of
teaching rolls the student must be re-
minded that the ‘grind’ stroke is not the
final product and will be discarded aS
soon aS the rhythm is Solidified.

Traditional methods start by allow-
ing the stick to bounce freely and then
applying more preSSwe with the fingers
to control the bounce. Unfortunately,
this ignores the overall importance of
rhythm in the early roll. The student is
learning to control the rebound, but not
in a rhythmic context. Teaching rolls US-
ing a System that always Stresses the
importance of rhythm is much more Sue-
CeSSful than using systems which do
not. I have met with great success using
the following method for Students in
grade school music programS and per.
cussion methods courses in university

curriculum.

l shorter rolls require quick alternation
between bounce and single strokes.
This affords little time for the student
to get the feel of the bounce stroke be-
fore he/she has to start tapping.
Longer rolls allow the student greater
time to acquire the ability to alter-
nate bounce strokes. Once the longer
rolls are easily produced, learning the
shorter ones presents no problem.

l for a roll to Start and stop precisely
on time, there must be a definite
stroke at its beginning and end. The
placement of these terminal strokes
can be accurately insured by the use
of multiple bounce strokes in a strict,
even rhythm. In addition, the even-
neSS of the rhythm goeS a long way
towards insuring the smoothness of
the roll itself,

In teaching a Snare drum roll I use

The next intermediate stroke is the
Same as the grind but with the rear two
(or three, depending on your grip) fin-
gers removed from the stick. With a tra-
ditional grip the left hand must allow
the last two fingers to fall away from the
stick as the bead strikes the drum head.
This ‘half-grim? stroke allows the stick
to rebound Slightly and thus gives the
student the Sensation of rhythmically
controlling a rebounding stick.

The final stroke uses the ‘half-grim?
hand position with significantly less
tension in the fingers, This allows even
more rebound in the stick, and the re-
sultant sound is a multiple-bounce
Stroke.

Therefore, to teach a Snare drum
roll to the young student I we five steps
listed at right (Figures 1.5).

Do not allow the student to proceed
to the next Step until complete mastery
has been demonstrated over the current
one. This insures that the rhythmic in-
tegrity of the roll is maintained. If the



student experiences a loss of rhythmic Mastery of the snare drum roll is
control as the tension is loosened, revert important to the technique of any lxx-
to the previous step and alternate be- cussionist. If the concept of rhythm is
tween the two. stressed at the early stages of the roll

1) Choose a half note roll at 1OOm.m. -Figure 1

1
1 e & ah 2 e & ah 3

2) Tap out the rhythm of the roll-Figure 2

I-

’ 1 e & ah 2 e & ah 3

31 ‘Grind’ the previous rhythm - Figure 3

’ 1 e & ah 2 e & ah 3

4) Loosen the back two fingers and ‘half grind’ the rhythm - Figure 4

’ 1 e & ah 2 e & ah 3

5) Bum the rhythm by relaxing the tension in the remaining fingers - Figure 5

5
1 e & ah 2 e & ah 3
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development, the student will always
have a well-structured, balanced roll
which is easy to manipulate. If rhythm
is not stressed, the resultant roll will
suffer in entrances and releases, and
overall smoothness. I believe that
teaching the roll using the ‘grind’
method will insure the accuracy of the
roll’s rhythm. PN

Andrew Spencer is Director of Percw
sim Studies at Central Washington Uni-
wsity and a clinician for the Yamaha
Corporation. He holds the Bachelor’s
and Master’s in Percussion Performance
and studied with Terry Applebaum at
Northwestem Uniuwsity. He received
the D.M.A. in Percussion Performance
and the Performer’s Certificate from the
Eastman School ofMusic where he stud-
ied with John Beck

Steve Weiss
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SnareDrumWarm-Ups

N THE FINAL ANALYSIS, warm-ups and exercises should be written and designed to do just what they say: warm-up and
I exercise, A good warm-up includes stretching and patterns which stress the basics of stroke (focus on the arc movement of the

1 I bead), finger control, u.se of the rebound, and ability to stop the stick in grace-note position.
Open your rehearsal with 8 on a Hand, This is a fine example of an etude. Start with the first variation utilizing a full

stroke, stressing the independent movement of both hands. Always begin at a slow tempo and play to a metronome whenever
possible, When each variation is mastered, move on to the next, play them in sequence, and increase the tempo slowly. When
the exercise becomes easy, try playing it softly.

Accent to Tap is an exercise created to establish the two playing levels required to play accent patterns and eventually,
flam figures, Make sure you are using you fingers to play the taps or bottom end (unaccented notes) to achieve a consistent
sound. Simply turning your wrist back will take care of the accents, so concentrate on playing the taps.
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Snare

&r you’ve completed the lint two ex-
a&es, yru’re ready to move on to the LMd&
GPXXX (as shown at right) or any diddle
(double-keat) oriented exe&e. Work ,m play-
ing the diddles evenly and keep the patirns
smooth and grooving to the pulse. Once
agaiq ahvays remember to use your &em!

Upon completion of these three ever-
cises, you should be warmed-up enough to
move on to more complex etudes or to you
musical program-whatever your time or
situation allows. Some important tips t0 re.
member are:

11

2)

3)

4)

Start simple-increase con
plEXity.
Start slow-increase speed
slowly w%wn to play at all
tempos).
Make exercises fun to play
and musical.
Play all exercises at differ-
ent dynamic levels (ppfi.

5)

6)

71
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Manufacturers Of world famous KALFO Super Timpani, professional calfheads
and other fine natural drumheads under trade marks:-

KALFO -VELVET - REGINA

Fax, Phone or write to:
VELLUM & PARCHMENT WORKS LTD.

CELSRIDGE, CO. KILDARE, IRELAND. Phone: (01) 6288270 Fax: (01) 6273310

This publication is available in microform
from University l F%.lan sex.3 ~~wm*,iOn &au, ,ka ,I”e

I

Internatii*al.
N?.uL~
Cnr#w”ynIL~,~,“tiO”

Short excerpts from your
musical program make ter-
rific exercises.
Don’t forget to stretch out
periodically.
Practice in front of a mirror
or a row of windows (glass
door) to achieve a uniform
playing style. P N

Chris Thompson is currently the Per-
cussion Director for the Madison Scouts
Drum and Bugle Corps. Under Chris’
direction the Scouts have consistently
challenged for the D.C.1. Championship
including the 1988 D.C.I. World Chum-
piewhip. Preuiouly Assistant Director
for the Rutgers Uniw-sity Marching
Band, Chris is currently percussion co.
ordinator for the Michigan State llni-
wsity Spartan Marching Band. Chris
graduated from West Chester Vniuer-
sity with a Bachelor ofArts degree and
earned a Master of Music degree in
composition from Rutgers University.
An accomplished pianist, as well as
pexussionist, Chris is an active free-
lance musician, composer, and ar-
ranger in the Madison ama. Chris is a
Yamaha performing artist and clini-
cian.
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New Percussion Ensemble Literature.. .

N THE A U G U S T

1992 issue of
Percussiw Notes I
wrote a* article in

Focus on Education on
Pn3gramming for Per-
cussion Ensemble,
Finding a Balance. The

purpose of this article was ta offer con-
strnctive points in planning a percussion
ensemble concert. Since that time I have
had heard from several percussion en-
semble directors who have interesting
ideas about the dilemma of combining
artistic taste with the current level of
student musicianship, available instru-
mats and rehearsal time. When we mix
these factors together in a school en-
semble we see an educational trend
emerge that is consistent with the
director’s background, personal ambition,
and student growth. Each individual

trend may cx may not be educationally
sound (no pnn intended), but there is no
doubt that the body of the ensemble
works performed is directly related to
the director’s background and personal-
ity, This seems painfully obvious, but in
other genres, especially large ensembles,
a great deal of influence from a handful
of institutions helps to mold the progmm-
ming choices throughout the country The
percussion ensemble, due to its chamber
music nature, is a different monster. The
college pmgmms that are printed in the
back of most Percussiw Notes issues
give directors perspective on their mu&
cal choices in relationship to other en-
sembles, but many selections are in
manuscript form and are not well known
in the percnssion community.

So, this brings ns to this month’s
Forum question. In an effort to expand
communication about new music for

high school and college percussion en-
sembles:

Please include the composer’s
name, price, publisher and if the work is
suitable for college or high school en-
semble, If the work is in manuscript,
please send the composers address if
possible. Remember, this is not a review
but rather a recommendation from one
director to the other.

Send your response to:
Mark Ford
Focus on Education Forum
School of Music
East Carolina University
Greenville, NC 27858

1 Center
Yourself

Incomparable sound.
Unbelievably portable.

The best of both worlds.

The intelligent alternative
to chain.

“I used the Anheier cable system in
the Cleveland Orchestrafor 39 years.
I’m glad they are available again for
today k timpanists.”

Cloyd Duff
For a free brochure:

Brian Stotz (716) 436-7630
22 Jemison Road, Rochester, NY 14623
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0 Interlochen
Arts Academy and Arts Camp

dance - theatre arts
music l visual art - creative writing

college preparatory academics

tterlochen Center for the Arts in northern Michiga
is hosting Auditions and InfoNights

in 20 cities across the country.
Learn more about one of the worl&s premier

teaching centers and artistic presenters.
Talk to our alumni, faculty, students and friends.



ercussion Ensem ie Literature,..

THE RUDIMENTS AND MORE
Dear Editor,

I just finished reading the Forum in
the June 1992 Pewussiw Notes and I
thought I would drop you a line with my
views on teaching rudiments in the
band class room.

The problem of not teaching rudi-
merits to percussion students is a prob-
lem that we as educators share. All to
often we want the easy way out. As
band directors we understand the im-
portance of teaching good fundamentals,
but when it comes to the actual teaching
we put it off to another day. The prob-
lems that I see in my area are two fold.
First is the non-percussionist band di-
rector who feels uncomfortable teaching
the rudiments; and second is the admin-
istration of the schools and their views
on the arts in education.

The non-percussionist band director
is trained on all of the instruments of
the band. Through my own observations
I feel that many of these directors are
overwhelmed with the percussion meth-
ods class that they took in college. Many
could master the correct stick position
and a few basic rudiments, but not the
complex rhythms used in today’s march-
ing and concert bands. Many directors
use a specialist to help in their student’s
percussion training, but the best solu-
tion, educationally, is to learn the rudi-
mats themselves. After all, they have
to have the same comparable knowledge
and skill on the wind instruments.

The second area of concern is the ad-
ministration and the curriculum in the
schools. After eight years of public school
teaching in grades 6-12 I am getting the
message from my administrators that
what we do on Friday nights at the foot-
ball game or in the Christmas parade is a
heck of r+ lot more important than train-
ing students for a life long enjoyment of
music. Although the performances above
are a Feat my to pick up public support
for what xve do, I dare say that many ofw
students m-e reaping the benefits of the
“teaching’ that is taking place in our
classes. The last time I lcoked them wem no
maxhing bands for 35-yes-old former high
school band members to ptitipak h.

36

Teaching the rudiments is no
harder for ZI teacher ti do than teaching
the concert B-flat scale. Just do it. E.x-
pect the same type of mistakes from the

R&~buting the curriculum is an
answer, but first of all we must re-edu-
c&e the community and the administra.

drummen that you expect fmm the win&.

tion about the importance of basics in
music. After all, these are the first
people to scream the loudest when
Johnny can’t read or pass the SAT.

As a former percussion major in col-
lege I can say it is easier to teach the ru-
diments than it would be for a brass ma-
jor. However, as band directors we will
both be judged not on what we were
able to play on our senior recital, but on
what onr band members axe able to
comprehend about the world of music.
I& get busy and txach all of the students.

Sincerely,
Russ Allen
Oxford, NC

MEXICAN MARIMBAS
Dear Editor,

I read with interest your Forum in
the April 1992 issue of Penxssiue
Notes which asked about ethnic en-
sembles. We have a Mexican marimba
ensemble here at the University of Mis-
souri-Kansas City Conservatory which
may be of interest to you and your read-
ers.

The Mexican marimba’s chromatic
keyboard is an advantage to North
American percussionists. As opposed to
African, Asian, and the steel drum
genres, the students can play on chro-
matic keyboards which strengthen skills
which may be applied to concert percw
sion. Furthermore, with the passage of
the Free nade Agreement, many cross-
cultural benefits accrue to individuals
who play on these instruments, in terms
of insights gained into Mexican culture.

Regarding resource information,
HoneyRock Publications is publishing
arrangements for Mexican marimba, my
book, “The Wood That Sings..” The Ma-
rimba in Chiapas, Mexico, as well as
compact discs of Marimba Nandayapa of
Mexico City. Marimba Yajalon has a

complete disc out on the Heart of Wood
Project label. For those who would like

Rooks, recordings, arrangements:

to travel to Chiapas to see and hear the

HoneyRock
RD 4, Box 81

marimba, I am trying to put a travel
package together,

Everett, PA 15531
@14)652-9184

Recordings of MarimbaYajalon:
Heart of Wood Project
P.O. Box 30281
Kansas City, MO 64112
(9131262-3785

Information on travel to Chiapas:
Dr. Laurence Kaptain
Conservatory-UMKC
4949 Cherry
Kansas City, MO 64110
(8161235-2950
More specifically, the Mexican ma-

rimba has a special niche in the percus-
sion curriculum at the UMKC Conser-
vatory. The nuclew of our marimba
activity is the professional quartet.
Then there are basically two manners of
performance practice of the Mexican
marimba, and that is: 1) a single in&u-
merit with four players, or 2) two instru-
ments with seven players. On percus-
&on ensemble concerts we augment the
quartet with three players.

I hope that you can use this infor-
mation. Please contact me if there are
any questions.

Sincerely,
Larly Kaptain
Associate Professor of Percussion
University of Missouri-Kansas City
consematoly

PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE IDEAS
Dear Mr. Ford,

I am enjoying your article about
percussion ensemble programming in
the August Percussive Notes maga-
zinc. Since you seem open to ideas, and
have a lot of good ones yourself, I thought
I would sound off a bit in response to
your article; more of a re-write than a re-
buttal, etc. This is one way I can continue
my education without signing up for
courses and tuition.







Hector Berlioz’ Symphonie Fantastique

Y RESEARCH INTO THE BELLS

inS’ymphonk Fantast~que took
m e  t o  t h e  Bibliotheque

,~ Nationale here in Paris where
the original score to the composition is to
be found, By way of introduction it seems
useful to inform readers that the library
is open from Monday through Saturday
from 1OA.M. to 6 P.M. One can be admit-
ted by obtaining a special entrance card
which is available at 58 Richelieu St. (9
A.M. to 4 P.M.). Be sure to bring your
passport for identification. TheMnsicDe
partment of the library is located in an im-
pressive building at 2 louvois St. on the 5th
flmm on a very teaubful tree lined squsm.

There are four levels and two cat-
egories of access to the collection. The
categories are the Bibliotheque
Nationale and the Conservatoire de
Paris collection. The first level consists
of current works displayed on open
stacks, The second level is accessible by
lilling out a form requesting the work
and presenting it to a member of the li-
brary staff who will bring it to you. The
third level consists of works in the re-
serve collection and for this one must fill
out another form (purple, by the way)
and present it to the staff. When you ob-
tam it a staff person accompanies you to
your work space and remains with you
while you investigate the piece. The
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fourth level is reserved for the most rare
and fragile works such as the original
score to Afternoon of a Fawn by
Debussy. This collection is only awes-
sible by special permission of the Head
Librarian, It is this level where I found
the original manuscript of Symphonk
Fantadque!

I first consulted some music which
has been chemically treated with pre-
servative which was double wrapped in
two strong cartons. On this music
Berlioz wrote his instructions for the in-
strumentation of the Symphony (filed as
MA 206421. Berlioz indicates that one
must use the following bells:

,,.,. or, if not possible, two pianos at
the front of the stage in octaves.”

In the tirst printed score, he recom-
mends to use %everal pianos” or bells
played from backstage. If one uses
transportable church bells, one must
use:

because the lower octave would be ox-
tremely heavy and difficult to transport
(see Editor’s Note No. 1, end of article).

The Opera-Bastille, the new opera
house built last year in Paris, owns two
church bells in the lower octave for this

piecex @==F
They must have a truck backstage

to move them!
If you use tubular chimes, it is pas-

sible to have these pitches (we have
them in the Orchestre de Paris in which
I play) but we also have a set which is
an octave lower. Tubular chimes would
be too long and it would be difficult to
avoid the false harmonics endemic to
this instrument. The sound would also
not be loud enough. In the Orchestre de
Paris, we play two church bell-shaped
bells at this octave:

4 ..=

(see photo on next page). Note that the
name of the orchestra is engraved di-
rectly on the bell.

I would like to relate that Herbert
van Karajan was not satisfied with our
bells for this Symphony. He told us that
their tone was too clear, For him, the
color of the bells for this piece should be
dark and “fantastic.“He asked us to play
the part simultaneously with one piano,
2 bell plates and a large tam-tam! You
can imagine how difficult it was for the
percussionists to play together. But I
must admit the sound was sinisterlike
a death knell.

At another performance in
Salzburg, van Karajan used a synthe-
sizer which can be a very good solution
for such a special tone if you don’t have
bells because the possibilities are limit-
less. One might use the same means to
produce the bells in Pws~fd.  The choice
is yours. Personally, even if I agree with
van Karajan in theory, I must admit
that I prefer the clear tone and color of
real church bells. It is very difticult, if
not impossible, to reproduce all the
subtle and hidden harmonics of a real
bell.

The bell maker who made the bells
we use in the Orchestre de Paris no
longer makes bells but he gave me the
name of another manufacturer:

Fonderie de Corn& Harvard
13 rue du Pant Chignon
50800 Villedieu les Pails
Teh 16-33.61.00.56
Fax: 16-33.90.02.99
They can make a 30 cm diameter

bell (C) and a 45 cm bell (Gl for about
15,000 Francs (See Editor’s note No. 2,
end of article).

It is interesting to note that on the
very sams paper that I found the in-
structions for the bell, Berlioz indicates
2 pair of timpani and 4 timpanists (31
playing as follows: 4 timpanists for the
Scene aux Champs; 3 timpanists for the
Marche au Supplice (11; and 2 timpa-
nists on the timpani and two timpanists
on the bass drum set stczndkg up for the
Finale (2). Berlioz has the nine mea-
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Hector Berlioz’ Sytphonie Fantastique

sures in mind where one timpanist can
roll simultaneously on the G and D. In
the printed Brandus score of 1878,
Berlioz indicates that the bass drum be
“set standing up and used as a timpani.”
And in the same manuscript, ‘Bass
drum (is) set standing up and cowred,
&/I a c&h-.“These last three words
which I have italicized are written in
different ink and were, therefore, writ-
ten later. In French, Berlioz writes
tim~a&s and ~~&xzUers and later
ci&xZZes and chbdiw.  On all wares,
including the first printed score the
word is spelled cymbals.  Later Berlioz
says about the one cymbalist and one
bass drum: “It is absolutely not neces-
sary that the cymbals and the bass
drum are played by only one person, as

it is done in many bad orchestras.’ He
distinctly asks for one player on each in-
strument.

In the same access level of the li-
brary I consulted the Brandus/Dufour
score (103 Rich&w St.) dated 1878
which was engraved by Maurice
Schlesinger, 97 Rich&x St. (filed as
Res. Vm 7 528 [ll). The score is dedi-
cated To His Majesty Nicolas, the
first Emperor of all the Russias. The
score indicates that the premiere was
given on May 12,183O but on a program
attached to the score listed the date as
May 12, 1820. This is impossible since
Berlioz was still living with his father
and had not yet written the Symphony.

As conwrns the timpani part to the
March to the Scaffold the tempo is

marked (half-note) j = 72. On both tim-
pani parts is the indication: ‘One must
play the first note of each beat with both
sticks and the 5 other notes with the
stick of the right hand only.” This is the
first indication for

L?
as the first note of the sextuplet. How-
ever, on the original manuscript the
tempo mark is the same but the notation
is as follows:

That is all there is about the March.
The problem now is to determine





Hector Berlioz' Symphonie Fctntastique

whether the Breikopf edition was
printed from the Brandus scc~a. The
question is also whether the Brandus
scme has the indications that the first
note of the sextuplet is doubled and the
others are to be played with the right
hand. A conductor mce told me that the
present notation was devised at a re-
hearsal. That is all there is at the li-
brary about this subject. At least we
have determined, as proposed by Felix
Passerone (my teacher), that the confu-
sion was not due to a translation from
French to German and then back to
French again.

As all percussionists know it is
very difficult to play two sticks m a
drum head exactly at the same time. In
addition, it creates a kind of paralysis
of the head. Therefore, the first note of
the sextuplet should be played as a
flam. Curiously, this notation: has

been erroneously called a ?French Flam”
by Americans. There is m such thing as a
French Flam played with both sticks an
the head simultaneously When we see
this notation we play a nwmal flam which
we call a fla.

However, if the conductor abides by
the tempo marking and conducts m
faster than 72 to the half note it is pas-
sible to play with me hand. But, gener-
ally, conductors promise at the rehearsal
to hold the tempo to 72 and run away
with it at the performance. In any case,
in the Orchestre de Paris we play hand
to hand, especially the first crescendo
and the long Bb which follows.

Note that m the printed sure as well
as m the timpani parts the indication is
‘Xv&bout mut& at the fmtissimo part (with
wmd sticks). However, there is m dim&n
tn put m the mlltes in the mantipt.

In conclusion, you realize, I am sure
that I have consulted the original hand-

written scare (filed as MS 1.188). You can
imagine the emotion that avercame me
as I carefully turned each page to dis-
cwer nwnemus sheets of various sized
papw which Berlioz glued in the mar-
gins. The writing seems to have been
rapid yet steady, generally with good pm
portions yet impetuous...just like the
Symphony itself...fantastic! There are
few deletions, except for a few passages
where he removed all but what was es-
sential. These deletions are written with
a bmad red pencil. At the Rmde de Sabbat,
he puts a large letter C and writes: “held
back” (r&m). One example of a deleted
passage is of interest TV timpanists. In the
Finale, Berlioz. originally wrote a passage
of eleven measures just after the horn
solo which precedes the Allegro 6/8 of the
Eb clarinet. At the sixth measure of this
passage, he had originally written the
following with the direction “Strike with
the stick of the bass drum beater.”

BOSTON UNITY SCHOOL FORTHE~TS

Boston Univedy School of Music offers the Cnest training for the serious percussionist.

PERFOkVANCE OPPORTUNITIES INCLUDE

Symphony and Chamber Orchestras, Wind Symphony and Chamber Winds, Contemporary

Collegiwn, Jazz Band, Chamber Music, and Percussion Ensemble.

OUR PERCUSSION FACULTY FEATURES

Thomas Gauged Charles smith*

*Boston Symphony Orchesm

BACHELOR OF M”SIC l MASTER OF M”SIC l DOCTOR OF MUSICAL ARTS l ARTIST DIPLOMA



We no longer play with that type of
sonority and would not have complied
with the composer’s request.

In conclusion I would like to mention
wne of the perfwmance practices we use
here in the Orchestre de Paris when we
perform S’ymphonie Fantastiqw.  The
first timpanist plays the tirst movement.
He plays a D instead of a C just before
the repeat. At the third bar of the long
roll on C (top of the second page of the
part), he plays a crescendo-decrescendo
to help fill the silence created by the or-
chestra at this spot. At the very begin-
ning of the third movement (Sceru au
champs) the three extra timpanists play
with the first player, but the second tim-
panist plays the first timpani part (Bb
and F) to avoid the necessity of moving.
The first timpanist continues to play the
G and D in the March and later will roll
both timpani himself in the last mea-
sures of the March. At the beginning of
the F~ML~~, the second timpanist plays
the C# and E alone, while the first player
plays the G and B, This disposition of the
notes makes it possible to play the thirds
together better. The iirst player contin-
ua with the G and C while the second
player continues with the B and E. To
help create a sense of style we choose to
play with very different and contrasting
styles to help the notion of the imp&u-
ousness of Berlioz’s “Frenchness”. P N
Editor’s note No. lz The weights of the
lower c&we bells, c’ (middle 0 and g (4th
below middle c), would be 583 and 1408
pounds, respectively. The alternative cc-
tave suggested by Mr. Dupin would weigh
119 pounds for the c” (octave above middIe
C) bell and 198 pounds for the g’ Ml 6th
&we middle Cl. These weights a~ for the
bells alone and do not include the stands.
Editor’s note No.2: In this country,
church bells of the type mentioned by the
author can be purchased from the I.T.
Verdin Company located in Cincinnati,
Ohio. Several US symphony orchestras
have bought these bells. The New York
Philhamonic has recently purchased the
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G (octave and a fourth below middle Cl
and c (octave below middle C) bells which
weigh 1408 and 593 pounds respectively
The Cleveland Orchestra purchased the
higher octave bells which, as mentioned
above, weigh 119 and 298 pounds.
Editor’s note No. 3~ Look for a future
article that will consist of a review of the
different methods employed by various
symphony orchestras to solve the Berlioz
bell problem. R&& Weiwr, e&or, Sym-
phonic Percussion

Frangois Dupin is t/x principal pwcus-
sionist and assistant timpanist of the Or-
chestra ofParis.  Hegraduated from the
National Conservatory ofParis  in 1949
when he was one of the first 12 students.
He received the first prize in percussion,

----

studying at the same time with Maurice
Jan-6 and Pierre Henry, He also receimd
a prize in composition, studying with
Darius Milhaud.

Before becoming the 1st percussion.
istlassistant timpanist with the Orches-
tra of Paris, he u~as the timpanist with
Opera Orchestra of Stmsbowg, then
principal pemssionist with the Philhw
manic Orckestm ofFrench Radio. He cur-
rently teaches at tlx Lyon National Supe-
rior conseruatoly.

Dupin is the author of a w-y success-
ful book about musicians titled The Na-
ked Orckestra  published by Hachette.
He is also the cornposer and author of
about 30 books, methods, etudes and
symphonies and mmxmus other pieces
for percussion. His work is published by
Leduc in Paris. Fran~ois Dupin ms born
in 1931 in the North ofFrance and is the
7th generation of professional musicians
of the Dupin family







Using Calf Timpani Heads

In this issue ofPercussiw Notes, we are
pleased to announce the addition of Re-
becca Kite to the staff as editor of the
Focus on lImpani area. At the mm time,
LIX join the Percussiw Arts Society in
thanking Michael Bayard who added 80
much to the magazine during his tenure
as editor of the Timpani wea. We look
forward to hawing Michael continue to
offer us his expertise in the form of w-
tic& in the future.4Michael Rosen, edi.
tor, Focus on Perfomance)

the environment. The key to successful
trouble-free use of calf skin is a combina-
tion of awareness and anticipation. You
must be aware of the constantly chang-
ing humidity and temperature conditions
your drums are in. You must anticipate
the changing environment and take ac-
tion so the condition of the head is per-
fect when performance time conks.

Remove the old head and &an the lip of the
bowl using the f?ne steel wcol and a eolvent.
Using a clean towel, lx&h the tearing edgo
(where the head touches the lip) to remove
any rwidue. Use a back and forth motion
over the lip with one hand inside the bwl
and one outside the bowl.

WATER AND HUMIDITY

1 am pleased and honored to be
named the Timpani Editor for Per-
cussive Notes. 1 would lihe to we this
column become a place where there
is a wide variety of information and
ideas about all aspects of timpani.
Each of as has unique and valuable
experience as a timpanist; in arches-
tra, band, f&-lance, studio, show,
drum corps, as a student and as a
teacher. Each of these situations pre-
seats different musical, technical,
and logistical challenges.

Dampness of any kind makes a calf
head lose tension and lowers the pitch.
The dampness may be indirect (humid
air) or direct (soaking or wetting the
head). Too much soaking or too much
dampness can ruin the head. Common
sources of indirect humidity are rainy
weather and the insertion of wet
sponges or cloths into the bowl of the
drum.

Apply a small amount of lanolin to
the bearing surface. Using the clean
towel, remove about half of what you
just applied. Lanolin is thick and diffi-
cult to apply in small quantities. If
there is an excess of lanolin on the cop-
per, it will be picked up by the head, You
will see it in a circle concentric to the
bowl lip and it will dampen the head. A
small amount of excess lubricant can
produce a very dramatic dampening ef-
feet on the head.
Installing the Head

In its path from unmounted head to
concert stage, the head is normally wet
directly only twice. First, when it is
soaked for about thirty minutes before
tucking and second, when it is wet
slightly for mounting on the drum and
setting the collar.

HEAT AND DRY AIR

The articles in Percussive Notes
are contributed by PAS members
zubo have uolanteered to share their
ideas, expertise, research and expe-
rieme with us all. 1 would lihe to en-
Courage you to join in this effort. If

Heat (without humidity) makes the
calf head lose moisture and become
tighter and higher in pitch. Dry air has
the same effect. Common sources of
heat are stage lights, heating systems
during the winter (radiators for ex-
ample), direct sunlight, light bulbs and
hair dryers. Common sources of dry air
are heating systems during the winter,

First, choose your beating spot. You
must select the best beating spot on the
head and mark it on the flesh hoop so
you can place it in the proper position
on the drum. The best sound normally is
gotten from the thinnest spot on the
head. Most people choose an a-or+ next
to the back bone line, There are four of
these po&bilities. Check for the thin-
nest, then the most consistent looking
vein lines for your spot, (The back bone
is that more opaque area running all
the way WHOM the head-yes, where the
back bone of the calf was!).

Using a small amount of water, wt
the entire top surface of the head. Yoo
can do this with running water, with
your hand or with a sponge. It should
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yea have an article or eoen simply
an idea for an article about any as-
pect of timpani, please send it to me
at 5532 Penn Ave. S, Minneapolis,
MN 55419 or through the WPN corn-
pater network-Rebecca Kite (Ms.
Kite is a regional marimba clinician for
Yamaha Carp).

ALF SKIN TIMPANI HEADS AFtE
responsive, flexible and easily
manipulated both directly by
the timpanist and indirectly by

--

air conditioners during the sunmer and
dry weather.

PUTTING THE HEAD ON AND SETrING
THE COLLAR
Preparation
‘lbols and materi& iwcessmy:

000 steel wool
Solvent (Formula 409, gnxery store)
Lanolin (pure lanolin, drum store)
New head
water
Towel (terry cloth)
Measuring tool



take about thirty seconds or so for the
head to absorb the water and become
slack. After the head is slack, place it on
the drum with the beating spot in the
position you have selected. Put the
counterhoop in place. Tighten the ton-
ing lugs unti l  they touch the
counterhoop. Measure the collar (differ-
ence in height between the flesh hoop
and the bowl lip) at each tuning lug and
adjust each lug so the collar is even
around the bowl. I recommend setting a
l/z? collar.

The head now needs to dry at least
overnight. Put the drum in a secure
place without extremes in temperature
or humidity. It is better for the head to
dry out slowly When this process is tak-
ing place, the head gradually conforms
to any imperfections in the lip of the
bowl. If you measured accurately, when
the head is dry it should have a fairly
clear sound and a full range of pitches.

USING THE DRUM
Range of Pitches

Depending on stage conditions, you
may remove the material before the per-
formance or leave it inside the bowl dur-
ing the performance. Check the pitch
settings closely during the performance
and make fine tuning adjustments as
the head condition and pitch changes.

The range of the drum is directly
related to the condition of the head. Ide-
ally, the pitch of the head with no ten-
sion from T-handles or pedal should be
below the lowest pitch you need to play
~II the drum, The highest pitch should
be accessible with normal handle or
pedal changes.

Some rules about storing timpani
with calf heads:
l Never store in direct sunlight
l Never store next to a heat source
l Never store set on a high pitch
l Check the condition of the head pe-

riodically.
l Never store where anything could

be dropped on the head
l Never let the head put high tension

on the timpani mechanism while in
storage.
When you store the timpani you

should think and plan on the macro
level, For example, if you store them for
the summer and the weather conditions
are generally hot and humid, with no
air conditioning, you cafe set your nor-
mal collar size and leave them. If your
conditions are hot and dry, you should
store the heads without tension and
check periodically on their conditions.
You will need to set the collars again
when you are ready to use them.

The problem of limited range can
occur in both dry and humid conditions.
Usually in dry conditions you lose the
low range of pitches as the head dries
out and tightens. In damp conditions,
you lose the high range of pitches and
the head continually loosens.

If you must play under very humid
conditions you can dry out the head be-
fore the performance. You may do this
by using a hair dryer or, quietly, by plac-
ing the head under lights. You must use
incandescent bulbs, not fluorescent
(which do not produce heat). Under ex-
treme conditions, you might have to per-
form with lights over the heads.

Adjustment of the range is done m
two levels. On a macro level the collar
size determines the range of the head.
Over a long period you can gradually
lose or gain collar. If you lose too much
collar, you must set it again by wetting
the head directly or indirectly, measur-
ing, and letting the head dry out again.
The Performance

On a micro level, you must be pre-
pared to make constant adjustments in

Caution: It is very important to the
proper mechanical workings of any tim-
pani that you control the range of the
head by controlling its dampness. The
mechanical adjustments you must make
to the drum (tightening or loosening tun-
ing lugs, tightening or loosening the fine
tuning key) should be as small as pos-
sible, It is best to maintain the mecha-
nism of the drum and not put it out of ad-
justment, If you must make a major
adjustment during a performance you
should immediately readjust the mecha-
nism when the performance is finished.
Use the previously described methods of
manipulating dampness of the head to
bring it back into proper range.

CLOSING COMMENTS
Calf skin timpani heads give a rich,

warm sound completely different from
plastic heads. The care involved in us-
ing these heads is not complicated. Any
timpanist can learn to use them. You
will be rewarded for your extra effort by
the quality of sound and the response of
your drums.

Some additional recommendations
to make things go smoothly follow:
l Have me set of heads ready as

backups in the case of a broken
head.

l Learn how to tuck your own heads.
l Don’t set things on the heads.
l Inspect all your sticks for sharp

edges or points.
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the condition of the head to keep your
playing range. Most rehearsal and per-
formance situations tend to dry out the
head. To anticipate this, plan to make
the head damp enough before the ser-
vice so the head will still be in playing
range after the concert or rehearsal is
over. You can use sponges with string at-
tached, small pieces of wet towels or an-
other material you choose. Soak the ma-
terial with water and put it inside the
bowl (through the bottom hole) making
sure you have mne method of removing
it, You should plan to do this at least
one hour before you need to play the
drums. It takes twenty or thirty min.
utes or snore for the heads to slacken
with this indirect method of introducing
moisture.

storage
Proper storage of drums with calf

heads is very important. If the head is
tight and is placed in a situation where
it dries out and tightens further it can
damage the drum. A calf head has the
strength to bend the steel counterhoops.
It also may dry out enough to break (an
expensive problem).



Using Calf Timpani Heads

l Avoid wetting the head directly.
l Replace worn out heads instead of

waiting for them to break.
l Avoid playing on a damp head as it

nxay be easily damaged.
If you must remove the head and

put it back on, reseat the head by wet-
ting only the collar and bowl lip area, If

yc~u put it back on and don’t reseat it, it
won’t sound as good as it did before, The
head conforms to imperfections in the
bowl lip. The best way to get it to con-
form to h&g in a IEW position (it’s
practically impossible to put it back in
exactly the sane spot) is to wet it and
reseat it. P N



Tuning Marimba Resonators

MARIMBA RESONATORS
Marimba resonators are the tubes

hanging underneath the ham of the in-
strument. Each tube is open at the top
and closed by a stopper at the bottom.
The inside length of this tube is veu im-
portant and is determined by the posi-
tion of the stopper. Each tube provides a
quarter wave resonating chamber that
naturally amplifies the sound of its bar.
The length of the tube has to be exactly
one-fourth the length of the sound wave
of its bar to resonate properly.

justable resonators. Each stopper has a
handle and is easy to move. Sometimes
all the resonators are fitted this way
and sometimes only the lowest octave or
octave and a half is adjustable. These
instruments usually do not have slots in
the frame for adjusting the entire bank
of resonators.

down in pitch? Does it stop abruptly?

WHY TUNE THE RESONATORS?

As you do this you will immediately
discover the bars that sound the worst,
The next step is to learn if the resonator
on the offending bar is sharp (too short)
or flat (too long) or if perhaps you really
do have a bad bar. Strike the bar and
listen carefully to the decay of the
sound. does it go up or down in pitch?
Does it stop abruptly?

When the resonator is in tune with
its bar (the correct length) the sound will
be full. The pitch will not change as the
sound decays and the fundamental will
be strong. A resonator that is out of tune
will affect the sound of the bar in differ-
ent ways. It can make the bar sound
dead or thumpy. It can make one of the
harmonics louder than the fundamental,
and it can make the pitch go up or down
as the sound decays.

There are two different reasons for
tuning the resonators on your marimba,
First, to get the best possible sound
from your marimba by equalizing the
keyboard and second, to get the best
possible sound in any performance situ-
ation.

Generally, manufacturers do not fine
tune the resonators at the factory, This
means that many marimbas, even new
ones, have bars that stick out by sounding
dead or stu& The sound of some bom may
rise or dip in pitch oa it docays. If your ma-
rimba has any of these characteristics, you
probably have resonators that are out of
tune instead of bad ham

Conditions like heat and cold
change the temperature of the bar cam+
ing the wood to expand or contract. Ex-
cess heat is common when concertizing,
primarily because of stage lights. When
the bars get warmer, the wood expands
and the pitch goes down. When this
happens, the resonators need to be
longer to match the lower pitch of the
bars. Cold cauoos the pitch of the bar to
go higher and correspondingly, the reso-
nators need to he shorter.

EQUALlZlNG THE SOUND OF THE KEYBOARD
Put your marimba in the space

where you normally keep it. Ideally the
temperature should be between se”-
enty-two and seventy five degrees. If
you have just moved it, let it adjust to
the roon~ temperature. This might take
several hours.

Isolate the bar sound from the reso-
nator sound. Move the bar to the side
and blow across the top of the resonator
(like blowing awooo a soda bottle). You
will be able to hear a faint pitch. You
want to match this pitch to the pitch of
the bar. You may isolate the bar sound
from the resonator sound by sliding a
small piece of cardboard under the bar
closing the top of the tube. Put the card-
board in place, strike the bar and listen
to the sound. Remove the cardboard and
strike the bar again. The bar should
sound the same, only louder, when the
open resonator is in tune. If there is a
difference in the sound or rate of decay,
adjust the resonator accordingly. If the
pitch goes up, the resonator is too short.
If the pitch goes down, the resonator is
too long. The bar will not ring quite as
long with the resonator open as with it
closed, but the consistency of sound
should be the same. If you have a bad
bar, it will be obvious at this point.

MARIMBAS WFH FIXED RESONATORS
Most marimbas do not have indi-

vidually adjustable resonators. Most ma-
rimhas have fixed resonators. On this
type of instrument, each tube has a stop-
per in the bottom that is pressed into
place at the factory These stoppers are
held in by friction. They ax normally
pointed in place making a paint seal that
has to be broken to n~o”e the stopper.
Usually these instruments have two or
three slots in the low end of the frame for
adjusting the entire bank of resonators,

MECHANICS OF TUNING

Evaluate the present state of the
keyboard. Begin with the lowest bar.
Strike it with a medium hard mallet
and listen carefully to the sound. Listen
to the fundamental. Listen to the bar-
monies, listen to the length of the sound,
listen for changes in the sound ao it de-
cays. (Sometimes I wo my stopwatch to
time the decay). The lowest bar should
have the longest decay time. As you go
up the keyboard, each bar should have a
slightly shorter decay than its lower
neighbor and a slightly longer decay
then its upper neighbor. Does it go up or

You tune fixed resonators by using
a hammer and stick (or specially shaped
tool) to hit the stopper until it mows to
the correct position. Some people use a
broom handle. A one inch dowel works
too.

MARIMBAS WITH INDIVIDUALLY
ADJUSTABLE RESONATORS

In recent years some marimbas
have been made with individually ad-

If the resonator is sharp (too short)
you moye the bar aside, put the tool or
stick unto the resonator from the top
and tap it with the hammer until the
stopper move8 down a little. Remove the
stick, put the bar back in position over
the resonator and test the sound. Re-
peat until the resonator is in tune. Usw
ally the stoppers have been painted in
place and you have to break a paint seal
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Tuning Marimba Resonators

to get the stopper to move.
If the tube is flat (too long) you have

to tap up from the lower end of the reso-
nator. If you have very many flat rsso-
nators,  have an assistant stabilize the
resonators from above as you hit the
stopper.  You may have to remove the
resonators from the frame and turn
them upside down on the floor to adjust
them. I do this only as a last resort be-
cause YOU must put the resonators back
on the frame to test the sound.

The biggest adjustment I have ever
made on a fixed resonator is about
1 l/Z.“Most adjustments require movs-
maat af 118” ta U2.“lf you are using a
stick that is a much smaller diameter
than the tube you might bend the top of
the cap down before it will move. &n,+
timas this is enough to tune the resonator,

CAUTION
In some older instruments the stop-

pars are riveted in place. The stoppers
in these can only be moved with major
repair work. I do not recommend that
you attempt to tune this type of resona-
tar.

TUNING RE!fiONATORS FOR PERFORMANCE
Adjusting fixed resonators for per-

formance is quick and easy. Simply de-
cide if the pitch of the bars has gone up
or down from their normal pitch. Move
the bank of resonators into the lower
slot for a hot stage and lower pitch ten-
ter or into the higher slot for a cold
stage and higher pitch center. This is
the only adjustment you can make for
performance. Don’t forget to adjust
both naturals and accidentals,

Preparing adjustable resonators
for performance takes more time and
planning. First, try to get the marimba
onto the stage and into the perfor-
mance environment at least ens hour

Shdy with one of the world’s
most prestigious percussion ensembles at the

JNWEIGITY OF CINCINNATI COLLEGE-CONSERVATOW OF MUSI

sion
cinmrm

before the concert begins. Tune the
resonators after the marimba has ad-
justed to the temperature (I tune mine
about thirty minutes before I play),
Simply have an assistant strike the bar
at a moderate speed while you pull the
cap all the way to the end of the tube
(longest position) then gradualy  push
the WP in (shortening the tube). Listen
for maximum resonance and stop there.
With sarna practice and sensitive lis-
tening,  this will become a simple proce.
due.

WtIAT RANGE OF THE MARIMBA NEEDS TO
BE TUNED?

The amount of change necessary to
tuna the resonator decreases as you go
higher in pitch. That is because the
sound wave of the higher pitch is gee.
metrically shorter than the sound wave
length of the highest note is 1/32 of the
sound wax length of the lowest note,

When YOU get over an octave above
middle C, the distance necessary to ad-
just the resonator is extremely small. I
do not recommend making adjustments
above one octave above middle C unless
you have a particularly bad sounding
bar,

STRING TENSION
The tension of the string holding

the bars up is an important element in
the overall sound. I generally keep the
string as loose as possible so the bars
rest down onto it. A tight string encow
ages buzzing as the string vibrates
against the bar, especially on low
pitches. All string tension adjustments
should be made before adjusting the
resonators. A tight string will make the
bars ride up higher from the top of the
resonator. A loose string will let the
bars ride down closer to the resonator.
If you change this after tuning the
resonators, the sound will change,

SUMMARY
It takes soms courags and confi-

dence to do this to your own marimba. I
would like to encourage you to go
ahead and follow these procedures.

I have found from nay own expsri-



ence that I can make an unbelievable
difference in the sound of a marimba by
simply tuning the resonators.

Older instruments gradually go out
of tune and need to have this done. I
have played on many factory new in-
struments of a variety of brands that
also needed this kind of equalization. If
you have an instrument where the key-
board has been retuned you definitely
need to do this.

Remember, you can always put the
resonator stopper back where it was
before you moved it. You can even put it
back in if it falls out!

It usually takes tne about two CJ~
three hours to tune a four octave nm-
rimba. I tune the worst bars first, then
go to the lowest bar and tune all the
bars (if they need it) as I go up the ma-
rimba. I do the naturals first, then the
accidentals. If you have questions,
please leave a nxs.sage for nx cm the
WPN Marimba subboard.

Good Luck! P N

EDITOR’S NOTE AND ADVICE:
Ms. Kite suggests using a stick, broom
handle or one inch dowel to mow the
resonator caps. If this is done yox must
be wry careful not to crack or punch a
hole in the cap, especially if excess force
if used. 1 recommend wing either a
length of wooden hand railing or PVC
pipe. I have used these for years and
have neuer bent, cracked or otherwise
broken a cap. In general, you should
mow the cap with a d&x that is al-
most as large as the diameter of the reso-
nator. That my, you will be applying
equal pressure aross the surface of the
cap. (Brian St&, Editor, Focus on Re-
pair)

Rebecca Kite has been performing as a
marimba soloist for the past ten years
Her repertoire includes contemporary
works for the marimba by Japanese
and western cornposers and tramrip-
tions of music originally for the guitar,
the lute and the cello. Awards include a
Master Fellowship from the Indiana
Arts Commission and a finalist ranking
in the Pro Musicus Competition in New

York, This article is from her forthcom
ing book about solo marimba perfor.
mm. Rebecca has also done extensive
work on instrument design with GP
Percussion and has fourpatents on tim
rxmi design. She has a BM degree from
the UMKC Conseruato~ of Music and a
MM degree from Indiana University.
She studied marimba with Keiko Abe.
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Brazil ‘92

HIS SUMMER, SEVERAL OF MY HIGH SCHOOL AND

;;; college-age students had the opportunity to visit some
;I;: jazz camps and summer music programs. They stud-
*; ied with some wonderful teachers and returned with

revitalized spirits, challenging material, and some confusion
over the materials dealing with ‘samba” and related forms,
The confusion-many of the patterns seemed uniformly back-
wards from materials I had given them. I explained to them,
that over time, the %tarting point” of various forms had shifted
so that what used to be the beginning of a phrase is now in the
middle. The purpose of this article is to bring us up to date and
clarify the samba, samba p&do alto, and bossa nova, as they
are currently being performed in Rio de Janeiro.

True samba begins with the music played by the escolas
de samba (samba schools). These rhythms are then inter-
preted by “Pag6de” groups (small samba bands consisting of
guitar, cavaquinho, three or four percussionists, and vocals),
and popular music groups throughout the country. The art of
playing authentic samba on the drumset basically consists of
“distilling” the rhythms of the ubaterS (percussion section)
and coming up with something that sounds complete. It’s ob-
viously impossible to play all of it at once, so each drummer’s
version will be different, which only adds to the vitality of this
music. Let’s look at a partial percussion section. For the sake
of clarity and brevity, I’ve left out some of the hand percussion
which duplicates or reinforces other parts,

When we listen to a samba school, wo hear the tamborim
section very prominently on top, the snare drums providing
significant rhythmic framework, and the surdos providing a
strong bottom. So, when I want to play this sound as “full-
scale” as possible on the drumset, I play the tambotim part on
the snare drum with my left hand playing loud shallow rim
shots, the high swdo part on the floor tom with my right hand
and the low surdo part on the bass drum filled out with dotted
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eighths and sixteenths, and the high hat on “ands.” It looks
like this:

Play the staccato notes on the floor tom by “stopping” the
drum-pressing the stick into the head, not allowing it to ro-
bound.

This pattern is very effective as a short solo, or any time
you want to create the effect of the large drum wxtion. But for
accompanying, we need something much lighter. Here’s a
great pattern played by Adriano  de Olive&, a fine drummer I
heard with vocalist Leny Andrade.

z%- -

This pattern is especially effective with a variety of bass
drum rhythms such as:

In the United States, we don’t vary the bass drum pat-
tern much. We tend to stick with the dotted eighth/sixteenth
pattern exclusively, which is certainly not the case in Brazil.
However, it should be noted that the samba is essentially a
dance form, and like any groove-oriented dance form, no
“noodling” is allowed. Pick a pattern that works cohesively
and stick with it, at least until another section of the song
appears. It is also important to note that good style is made
up of certain rhythms. Good samba is more than a catalog of
linear sticking patterns played over a bass drum ostinato.
Nowhere is this more apparent than in the samba partido
alto.

The samba partido alto (called simply the ‘partido alto”)
began as a slower and more “broken” or angular version of
the samba. Here is an example of a ‘pag6de” partido alto,



This style became extremely popular among all the musi-
cians in Rio. Pop musicians were transforming the partido
alto into a style similar to some American funk grooves. Bass
players were slapping and popping, and drummers were dis-
tributing the pattern between the bass drum and snare. As
the tempos inevitably increased, the drummers put an accent
on the downbeat of the second measure. Also, as with the
other types of samba, the pattern shifted. It wed to begin on
the second meawro of the example, but is rarely played that
way now-when a conflict occurs with the rhythm of the
melody. Here are three examples for drumset.

BaE4 ohm, ww i” wm”ti& *Ia ow *,
slww lw pa”W”. c,? “m w 0” r*wati
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Notice how similar these bass drum parts are to those
given as samba variations. Until some familiarization with
this music is attained, it will be confusing as to what is
partido and what is straight samba. To a Brazilian, it is only
real partido when the whole rhythm section is “kicking” the
accents, resulting in a sort of “upside-downn funk feel.

Now, we will turn our attention to the kinds of transfer-
mations that have occurred with bossa nova. Originally, bossa
nova was created to rid the popular music of Brazil of the silli-
ness and excess that had become the norm in the 50’s. This
music was created and refined in apartments and small clubs
in Copacabana, resulting in a very light, direct, and sophisti-
cated sound. Small groups of people would get together, play-
ing guitar, sometimes piano, acoustic bass, and perhaps a
flute along with wry unaffected vocals. Percussion would con-
sist of scraping a butter knife on a dish or shaking a small box
of matches. Jo20 Gilbert0 is credited with creating a guitar
style that not only outlined the chord changes, but provided
the essential rhythms of samba that were the framework of
the early bossa nova. Add to this, a major influence ofAmwi-
can *cool jazz,” the harmonic construction of Debussy and
Ravel, and a wonderfully unique form began to emerge.
“Chega de Saudade” by Antonio Carlos Jobim is generally re-
garded as the first real bossa nova, although the term had yet
to be invented, Early bossa was usually referred to as samba-

can@o (melodic samba or samba-song). Here is a rhythmic
outline of early bossa nova.

~.,~>W

As this music moved into the clubs, we find the classic
bossa nova pattern on drumset,

” uuu

Soon, things got a little heavier and faster. The rhythm
became more samba-like with the bass drum stressed on
count three. Also, the form became more jazz-oriented, with
the cross-stick pattern describing a samba rhythm.’

,:,-

Later, as with the other forms, the pattern was more or
less inverted, beginning with what was the middle. It is wry
interesting to coxnpare the playing of Jogo Gilbert0 in the
early 60’s with that of the late 80’s. This can be done by listen-
ing to “The Legendary JoZo Gilberto,” a collection of his first
recordings and ‘Live in Montreux”’ recorded in 1987. Here is
the common pattern of the 80’s.

Lately, it has been realized that if the same rhythm is be-
ing played on snare drum, or by guitar or keyboard, the over-
all ensemble might benefit by changing the snare drum to
something that compliments rather than reinforces. Here is a
rhythm played by Paulinho Black, an extremely fine young
player, currently with Martinho da Vila, Notice the hint of
Reggae-very popular in Brazil, especially in Bahia,

In conclusion, we must remind ourselves that this is a
vary vibrant, constantly evolving music. Music is an abso-
lutely integral part of all Brazilian’s lives. I am struck, when I
visit Rio de Janeiro each year, with how styles have changed
and progressed in just twelve months. Keep listening, enjoy-
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Spooky Drums #

Ediled by Ed Soph

arrcs “Baby” Dodds (189%
: 1959) rwrded Spmky Drum.s

in 1946 as one of a series of
::’ solo drum improvisations. His

playing, as viewed thmugh this tmnscrip
tion and his other wxdings,  clearly dis-
plays the early tie tc militaxy style drum-
ming, an influene under which Dcd& IY+
mained tbmughout his czeer. A pztial list
of the most swinging exlmnent8 of this jazz-
march style would aim include Z&y Single-
ton, Ray Baudw, ‘Ibny &&am, Dave lbugh,
Gene Kmpa, and Gexwge Wettling.  Dcdds’
early mx&ing work with King Oliver, Jelly
RcU Morton, and Louis Armstrong is all but
lost and di&ult  to tidy because of the
primitive mrding ~hniques of the 20s.

Thorough study of this transcription
will pmvide useful insight into Dcdds’ mu.%

cal and conceptual approach TV soloing, Of
particular interest are: 1) triplets are not
used in the solo, 21 a subtle melodic ap-
proach is obtained by using a wide variety
of ‘tips,= 3) accent technique plays a major
roll in bringing life b the rhythmic ideas,
and 4) Dcdds evidently dweloped the entire
solo from one simple, syncopated rhythmic
I&&:

-P. , , L , 1
u s ,” r. **,A*_;

I

mfer to measures 2,3,5,12,15, and 36.
In measuxs 3,5, and 15 the motive has been
displaced from beat one to beat three. In
measure 17, he emtellishes and extends the
motive by adding one additional note on the
up&at of axmt three, while sinwlti~usly
playing the figure melKlically. This new, al-

tered version of the original motive is then
used extensively thmughout IneasuIw 28.41,

During the most adventurous section
of the solo, Dodds phrases across the bars
by creating a cmss rhythm sequence using
the first four notes of the original motive
(measures 68-941,  thus achieving an Afri-
can-like twwlgainst?three effect within a 4/
4 framework. Using rhythmic material de-
rived fivm the original motive is an impx-
tant improvisational device that young
players should incorporate into their play-
ing. It also brings a sense of continuity tc
the overall solo.

As an %lbum package,” the 1946 land-
mark drum solo recordings by Baby Dodds
certainly helped drummen gain greater mu-
sical recognition and also set the stage for
those who followed in his footsteps.

WARNING: I 1
Substance abuse
can be hazazdws
to your drumming.
Be& abus&-beat
your drums!”

A PU3C SERV
MESSAGE fK
JHE D~WMII
COMJhUNll

.NTRODUCING...a remarkable new line of maximba
naIlets.  Designed by Europe’s leading solo marimbist
md imported exclusively by Pro-Mark, the world’s
argest manufacturer of drun

BENEFITS
* Each set matched by weight.
. Heads are hand-wrapped and

reinkxced witi extra stitching
for longer life.

* Spe&lly wrapped to virhmlly
eliminate sound of bx contact.

* Precision-made maple or
rattan handles for extra comfort,
durability and flexibility.

?ro-Mark Mallets by Robert Van Site are the choice of
discriminating musicians such as William Moersch,
Michael Burritt,  Evelyn Glennie and many more. Try
:hem for yourself and you’ll agree. Pro-Mark Mallets
~yVanSice...Thestandardbywhichothersarejudged.

?or the Van Site dealer nearest you, please call the Pro-
tiark Hotline at 1-600-233-5250 or Fax 1-713-669-8000.

10707 Craighead Drive Houston, TX 77025

Our reputation is in your hands.











J. C. Deagan Percussion Instruments

he data presented below is ox-
:: 1
j

cwpted from correspondence he-
tween Hal Trommer and the au-

:.I thou. It should serve to increase
the body of knowledge regarding the J,
C. Deagan Company. The following points
should be noted when r&wine the data:

The lists attached co~e;only the
principal models of the main instrw
malt types.
Principal models are those which
were made in the largest nunher.
Model numbering was begun at
Deagan around 1910. Some models
on the Bells and Xylophone lists
with 1910 origination dates actually
are numbered models of unnum-
bered designs originated in prior
years.

4.

5.
6.

I.

All scale ranges indicated I&& to
piano octaves CC-4 is “middle C”).
All bar dimensions are in inches.
Between 1888 (when John Calhoun
Deagan developed the first Xylo-
phone of orchestral quality) and
ahout 1910, Deagan Xylophones
were largely custom-made to a
buyer’s specifications for scale
range, bar size, and floor rack re-
quirements. By 1912, model nun-
hers were in use and the most popw
1Z models were being
manufactured and stocked in “Low
Pitch (A=440). Some SO separate
models were offered in the 1914.18
period. Originally, any Deagan in-
strument could also be purchased in
French Diapason Low Pitch, A=435,
or “High Pitch” (Old English Pitch,
A=454, or American Standard High
Pitch, A=461). After adoption of
A=440 as the standard pitch by the
AF of M in 1917 (and the U. S. Bw
reau of Standards in 19221, Deagan
instruments were made only in A-
440 Pitch, Only high-demand mod-
els are included in the ahove list.
Deagan’s Chief Tuner, Henry J.
Schluter, perfected Harmonic
Tuning in 1927.“Quint Tuning” of
Xylophone bars in which the funda-
mental and the partial one and one-
fifth octaves above the fundamental
are tuned, and ‘Octave Tuning” of
Marimba bars in which the funda-
mental and the partial two octaves
above the fundamental are tuned.
Before 1927, only the fundamental
was tuned,

8.

9.

10

Klyposerus was a dark red-brown,
cream-streaked rosewood identified
as Caribbean cocobolo wood, used
only on Deagan professional xylo-
phones for its brittle sound and du-
rability. Nagaed rDeagan’ spelled
backwards) was Honduras rose-
wood carefully selected for highest
quality.
Double-row, chromatic mounting
became standard in 1933, After
1937, all Deagan Chimes were
equipped with a 3.section Damper
Assembly, pedal operated, with
damper lock. Wheels were an option
until 1946, when wheels became
standard on all models, Chrome-fin-
ished models had bright-polished
brass tubes with chrome plating.
“Lustro-Gold” is a Deagan term for
bright-polished brass finished in
clear, hard metal lacquer (chime
tubes or brass resonators on other
types of instruments). “Satin Golc?
describes a softer satin polish on
brass finished in clear, hard metal
lacquer.
Deagan instruments were produced
between 1880 and 1984 under vati-
ous manufacturer nanes:
J. C. Deagan (to 1894)
J. C. Deagan Musical Bells (to
1916)
J. C. Deagan Musical Bells, Inc. (to
1919)
J. C. Deagan, Inc. (to 1977)
J. C. Deagan Division of
Slingerland Drum Company (from
19771

ORCHESTRA BELLS BY DEAGAN
Model # Model Name
31 Deagan Special
41 Deagan Special
60 Roundtop Parsifal
61 Roundtop Parsifal
100 Song Bells
101 Celeste Song Bells
102 Song Bells
323 New Style Roundtop
333 New Style Roundtop

-

Scale Range Ear Size Period Made Comment
2.5 OCT G5-C8 lx.25 1920.47 Flat Top Bars
2.5 OCT G5-C8 1 118X.25 1920.28 Flat Top Ears
2.5 OCT G5-C8 1.25X7116 1918-30 WiResonator In case
3 OCT C5-C8 1,25X7/16 1918.30 w/Resonator In case
2.5 OCT G4-C7 1.25X.25 1918.24 Steel Bars
2.5 OCT F4.C7 1.5Xl.25X.5 1925-30 Aluminum Bars
3 OCT C4-C7 1.25X.25 1918.24 Steel Bars
2.5 OCT F5-C8 718x318 1910-20 Parsifal w/Resonators
2.5 OCT F5-C8 lX7/16 1910-20 Parsifal w/Resonators



J. C. Deagan Percussion Instruments

531 - 2.5 OCT G5-C8 lx.25 1933-48
560 New Style Roundtop 2.5 OCT F5-C8 1,25X7/16 1910-20
561 New Style Roundtop 3 OCT C5C8 1.25X3/8 1910.32
1029 New Style Roundtop 2.5 OCT G5-C8 1,25X7/16 1910-20
1031 - 2.5 OCT G5-C8 IX.25 1933-47
1120 New Style Roundtop 2.5 OCT G5-C8 118x318 1910-29
1123 New Style Roundtop 2.5 OCT G5-C8 lX7/16 1910-29
1124 New Style Roundtop 3 OCT C5-C8 lX7/16 1910-22
1229 New Style Roundtop 2.5 OCT G5-C8 1.25X7116 1910.29
1503 Deagan Standard 2 OCT C6-C8 lx.25 1910.16
1506 Deagan Standard 2.5 OCT G5-C8 lX5/16 1910.28
1512A Deagan Standard 3 OCT C5-C8 l-118x318 1908.20
1512B Concert 2.5 OCT G5-C8 1.25X5/16 1920.58

1514 Deagan Standard 2.5 OCT G5-C8 1,25X3/8 1910-20
1528 Deagan Special 2.5 OCT G5-C8 1x318 1910-20
1530 Deagan Special 2.5 OCT G5-C8 I-1/8X3/8 1910-16
1531 Deagan Special 2 OCT C6C8 1,25X3/8 1910-20
1532 Deagan Special 2.5 OCT G5-C8 1,25X3/8 1910-20
1550 Prep Bells 2.5 OCT G5-C8 lX3/16 1962-70
1558 Concert 2.5 OCT G5-C8 1,25X5/16 1958.76

1560
1576
1580
B-58
B-60
1540

Marching Bells
COIIC&
Heritage
Heritage
Deagan Bell Lym

2.5 OCT G5-C8 1,25X5/16 1976-80
2.5 OCT G5-C8 1.25X5/16 1976-
2.5 OCT G5-C8 1.25X5/16 1980-
2.5 OCT G5-C8 1.25X5/16 1971.76
2.5 OCT G5-C8 1.25X5/16 1976.71
2 OCT A5-A7 1.5x.5 1963-73

XYLOPHONES BY DEAGAN
Model # Model Name
262 Artist Special
264 Artist Special
266 Artist Special
268 Artist Special
700 Mid-Jit
125 Xylorimba
730 Xylorimba
800 Deagan Junior
801 Deagan Junior
830 Lite Wate
833 Deagan Standard
834 Deagan Standard
836 -
840 Drummer Litewate
842 Drummer Special
844 Drummer Special
850 Deagan Radio
860 Special-3
870 Deagan Professional
872 Deagan Professional
877 Marching Xylo.

PERCUSSIVE NOTES. DECEMBER ,W

scale Range Period Made
3.5 OCT F4-C8 1920.29
4 OCT C4-C8 1920-39
4.5 OCT F3-C8 1920.39
5 OCT C3-C8 1920.22
2.5 OCT G5-C8 1928.39
3 OCT F4-F7 1928.39
3 OCT C4-C7 1924.39
2.5 OCT G5-C8 1919-42
3 OCT C5-C8 1919.40
3 OCT C5-C8 1933-42
3 OCT C5-C8 1910.18
3.5 OCT F4-C8 1910-18
2.5 OCT F4-C7 1923-26
3 OCT C5-C8 1929-32
2.5 OCT F5-C8 1912-20
3 OCT C5-C8 1915.29
3.5 OCT F4-C8 1929.32
3 OCT C5-C8 1964.
3.5 OCT F4-C8 1910-32
4 OCT C4-C8 1910-32
2.5 OCT F5-C8 1971-

comment

Drummer Econ. Model
Parsifal w/Resonators
Pamifal w/Resonators
(High Pitch)
531 wlo Case
(Low Pitch)
(Low Pitch)
(Low Pitch)
(Low Pitch)
(Low Pitch)
(Low Pitch)
Um Pitch)
World Standard for
Concert Bells-Dual
Rack Mount
(Low Pitch)
(Low Pitch)
(Low Pitch)
(Low Pitch)
(Low Pitch)
Student Bells
Redesign of 1512B
Single Rack Mount
Molded Bar Rack
Similar 1560
New Wood Rack Design
Slingerland (15581
Slingerland (1560)
Deluxe Lym Model

260 Series: Superb
Extra-wide Nagaed
Bars, curved at both ends
Bars, curved at both ends
lx.5 Bars, Table Model
13/8-1 1/4X5/8 Bars
13/4-13/8X3/4 Bars

(3 OCT C5-C8 1918.28)

1 1/4X7/8 Nagaed Bars
1 l/4X7/8 Nagaed Bars
Like 870, Aluminum Resonators
1.25X5/8 Bar-Case-No Resonators
(Most Popular Deagan Xylophone)

Klypemn Synthetic Bars
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*880 Deagan Professional
*882 Deagan Professional
886 Radio Master
888 Radio Master
924 Super Radio
926 Super Radio
930 COllC&
932R C!OllC&
932K comxt
*1129 Deagan Special
X-32 COaCeti
X-60 Piccolo
MARIMBAS BY DEAGAN
Model # Model Name
36
38
40
50
52
54
60
62
64
66
68
10
318
325
330
330R
333
333R
335
343R
343K
350
352
354
352/4d
380K
400
410
444
410
484
485
490
600
612K
652
653
654
678
1200

62

Diana
Diana
caprice
Masterpiece
Masterpiece
Imperial
Imperial
Imperial
Imperial
Imperial
Imperial

StwDette
StwDette
Stud&e
Stud&e
MerCUy
Stud&e II
Stud&e II
Deagan Marimba
Deagan Marimba
Deagan Marimba
Deagan Marimba
Studette
Student 400
Wellington
Mezzo
Diana 51
Bolero
Bolero
Imperial Bolero
Diana IV
Studio
Diana Deluxe
Bandmaster
Bandmaster
Marching Marimba
Impexial cllstom

3.5 OCT F4-C8
4 OCT C4-C8
3.5 OCT F4-C8
4 OCT C4-C8
3.5 OCT F4-C8
4 OCT C4-C8
3.5 OCT F4.C8
3.5 OCT F4.C8
3.5 OCT F4-C8
3 OCT C5-CS
3.5 OCT F4-C8
3 OCT C5C8

Scale Itange
4 OCT C3-Cl
3.5 OCT F3-Cl
4 OCT C3-Cl
4 OCT C3-Ci’
3.5 OCT F3-C7
4 OCT C3-Cl
3 OCT G3-G6
3.5 OCT F3-C7
4 OCT C3Cl
4.5 OCT C3-Fl
4 OCT C3-C7
4.5 OCT C3-Fl
2 OCT C3-C5
2 OCT C4-C6
2.5 OCT C4-F6
2.5 OCT C4-F6
2.5 OCT C4-F6
2.5 OCT C4-F6
3 OCT F3-F6
3 OCT F3-F6
3 OCT F3-F6
3 OCT F3-F6
3.5 OCT F3-C7
4 OCT C3-C7
(As above)
3 OCT F3-F6
2 OCT C4-C6
3 OCT F3.F6
4 OCT C3-C7
4 OCT C3-C7
4 OCT C3-C7
4 OCT C3-C7
4 OCT C3-C7
4 OCT C3-C7
3.5 OCT F3-C7
4 OCT C3-C7
4 U3 OCTA2-C7
4 1/3 OCTA2-C7
2 U6 OCT C4-D6
4 OCT C3.C7

1910-20
1910-20
1933-40
1933-40
1932-40
1932-40
1961-64
1964.
1972.
1910.20
1971-11
1971.71

Period Made
1943-45
1939.42
1939.42
1946-49
1934.39
1934.39
1931.42
1931.42
1931-42
1937.42
1937-42
1931-42
1939-42
1939-42
1931-41
1941-42
1947-52
1941-52
1940.42
1976-18
1976-78
1918-25
1918-34
1918-34
1929-34
1980-
1952.54
1950.53
1948.50
1951-53
1946-48
1949.50
1950.53
1961.66
1972-77
1966-82
1972-18
1978-
1978-
1961-66

Like 870-Klyposerus Bars
Like 872-KIyposems Bars

Like 870-Elevated Bars
Like 812-Elevated Bars
Old-style Dual Keybeds
Honduras Rosewood Bars
Klyperon Synthetic Bars
Klyposem Bars
Slingerland-Like 932R
Slingerland-Like 860

comment
W.W.11 Model-No Metal

52B-Same, Finish Var.
54B.Same, Finish Var.

(Few made 1946.47)

Wide Concert Grand bars
Wide Concert Grand bars
Wide Bars (Ensemble)
Wide Bars (Ensemble)
Table-Top Mounting Legs
New Frame, Folding Legs
Redesign of 330
333 with Wheels
(Few made 1946.47)
Honduras Rosewood Bars
Klyperon Synthetic Bars
1st Straight Deagan Marimba
I or X, Finish Var.
I or X, Finish Var.
With Deluxe Wheel Rack
KIyperon Synthetic Bars

Like 484-Frame Var.
Deluxe Bars, Frame
Similar Model 40
Klypwm Synthetic Bars
Deluxe Bars, Frame

Like 653, Bars resized
Klypemn Synthetic Bars
Deluxe Concert Grand



4120 Marimba-Xylo.
4122 Marimba-Xylo.
4124 Marimba-Xylo.
4126 Marimba-XyIo.
4128 Marimba-Xylo.
4730 Marimba-Xylo.
4132 Marimba-Xylo.
SPECIAL MODELS
Model # Model Name
M-52 Victoria

Queen Anne
World’s Fair
World’s Fair

IMSO King George

IMSO King George

ABM

3 OCT F3-F6 1910.22
3.5 OCT F3-Cl 1910.25
4 OCT C3-Cl 1910.38
4.5 OCT C3-Fl 1910.38
5 OCT G2-Gl 1910.14
5.5 OCT F2-CS 1910.15
6 OCT E2-E8 1910.15

SC& Range Period Made
4 OCT C3-Cl 1971-77
3.5 OCT G3.Cl 1936
4.5 OCT C3-Fl 1933
3.5 OCT F3-C7 1933
4 OCT C3.C7 1934

4 OCT F3-F7 1934

1.5 OCT C2-F3 1915.

Nabimba 5 OCT C2-Cl 1920.25

VIBRAHARPS BY DEAGAN
Model # Model Name

‘#3O-W30
35
35
45

SC& Range Period Made
2.5 OCT C4-F6 1938.42
3 OCT F3-F6 1938-42
3 OCT F3-F6 1945-47
3 OCT F3-F6 1940-42

MWCWY
Rondo
Diana

45A Diana 3 OCT F3-F6 1940.42

48 swenata 3 OCT F3-F6 1946.48
55 Impel&I 3 OCT F3-F6 1937.42

55A Imperial 3 OCT F3-F6 1931-42

143 Radio 2.5 OCT C4-F6 1929-39
144 Radio 3 OCT C4.C7 1929-39
145 COIKWt 3 OCT F3-F6 1927-39

145c concert 3 OCT F3-F6 1928.39

141 Drummer Portable 2.5 OCT F4-Cl 1932.35
505 comet 2.5 OCT C4-F6 1952.54
510 Pelf0rlIler 3 OCT F3-F6 1950.62
511 Pol+0rlIlor 3 OCT F3-F6 1962.64
512 Performer 3 OCT F3-F6 1964.76
513 PeTfOrmer 3 OCT F3-F6 1976.

515 ElectraVibe 3 OCT F3-F6 1970.82
555 Presto 3 OCT F3-F6 1946-49
518 Marching Vibes 2 u6 OCT F3-G5 1978.
580 Traveller 3 OCT F3-F6 1956.62
581 Traveller 3 OCT F3-F6 1962.64

Frame change early 20’s
Frame change early 20’s
(Range: F2-F7 1914.1924)

comment
Slingerland-Like 652
Unique Furniture Design
25 Made-Special Design
75 Made-Special Design
Special Design for 100 piece
Marimba Orchestra
Special Design for 100 piece
Marimba Orchestra
Amplified Bass Marimba
No Resonators
Very wide Bass bars with
buzz membranes in resonators

comment
1.25X.5 Bars-Wheels
13/8-1.25X.5 Bars
Mercury renamed
2.1.5X.5 Gold Bars-
Bronze Frame
Like 45-Natural Alum.
Ban-Black Frame
2-1.5X.5 Gold Bars
Deluxe 2-1.5X.5 Gold Bars-
Bronze Frame
Deluxe 2-1.5X.5 Gold Bars-
Black Frame
1.5Xl.25X.5 Bars
1.5Xl.25X.5 Bars
First Vibraharp-Ahun.
2-1.5X.5 Bars, Royal
Buff Frame, Gold Resonators
Like 145.Walnut Frame, Chrome
Resonators
1.25X.5 Bars-In Case
1.25X.5 Bars-Student
13/%1.25X.5 Bars
Like 510-Bar Finish Change
Like 511.Desien Change
Like 512-Mot& Changi
1970-82
512 Bars-Electronic, No Resonators, In Case
13/8-1.25X.5 Bars
13/8-1.25X.5 Bars
Uniform 1.5X.5 Bars
Like 580.Bar Finish Change
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582 %.veller
583 TYaveller
584 Nocturne
585 Nocturne
590 Imperial Nocturne
592 Commander
593 Commander
594 Commander II
596 Norvo Commander
598 Innovator N
1000 Allr0t.a

1100 Aurora II
1103 Aurora II
V-82 statesman
v-83 statesman
v-92 Royal
v-93 Royal
V-l10 Granada
V-l03 Granada
ORCHESTRA CHIMES BY DEAGAN
Model # Model Name
9134 Cathedral

Scale Range Tube Size Period Made
1.5 OCT C5-F6 1 1910-32

9135 Cathedral 1.5 OCT C5-F6 1 1929-42

9154 Cathedral 1.5 OCT A#4-D#6 1.25 1910-22
9155 Standard 1.5 OCT C&F6 1.25 1947.76
9156 Standard 1.5 OCT C5-F6 1.25 1976-
9157 Standard 1.5 OCT C5-F6 1.25 1976-
9164 Cathedral 1.5 OCT A#4-D#6 1.5 1910-26
9174 Symphony 1.5 OCT C5-F6 1.5 192t%32
9175 Masterpiece 1.5 OCT C&F6 1.5 1933-42

9176 Symphony 1.2/3 OCTA4-F6 1929-33

*9180
*91s1
C-l55
C-l56
C-l80
C-l81

Symphonic
Symphonic
Standard
Standard
Symphony_
Symphony

1.5 OCT C5-F6
1.5 OCT C5-F6
1.5 OCT C5-F6
1.5 OCT C5-F6
1.5 OCT C5-F6
1.5 OCT C5-F6

I.5
1.5
1.25
1.25
1.5
1.5

1961-
1961-
1971.77
1976-77
1971-17
1971.77

3 OCT F3-F6 1964.76
3 OCT F3-F6 1976.
3 OCT F3-F6 1947-48
3 OCT F3-F6 1948-50
3 OCT F3-F6 1950-56
3 OCT F3.F6 1965-76
3 OCT F3-F6 1976-
3 OCT F3-F6 1976.
3 OCT F3-F6 1976.79
4 OCT C3-C7 1916-77
3 OCT F3-F6 1956-64

3 OCT F3-F6 1964-75
3 OCT F3-F6 1975.
3 OCT F3-F6 1971-76
3 OCT F3-F6 1976.77
3 OCT F3-F6 1971-76
3 OCT F3-F6 1916-77
3 OCT F3-F6 1971-76
3 OCT F3-F6 1976-71

--

Like 581-Design Change
Like 582-Motor Change
2.1.5X.5 Alum Finish Bar8
Like 584.Gold Bars
2.1.5X.5 Gold Bars
2-1.5X.5 Bars-Portable
Like 592-Design Change
Like 593.Amplified
Like 594.No Motor, Pulstrs,
First 4-Oct. Vibes-Bars 1.5X.5.Amplified
2-1.5X.5 Gold Bars/Resonators
Modern Woodgrain Frame
Like lOOO.Design Change
Like llOO-Motor Change
Slingerland-Similar 582
Slingerland-Similar 583
Slingerland-Similar 592
Slingerland-Similar 593
Slingerland-Similar 1100
Slingerland-Similar 1103

comment
Chrome, Single-Row
Mounted
Chrome, Inst.
Double-Row Chromatic
Mounting, 1933 Hand
Damper, 1935 Pedal
Damper
Single-Row Mounted
Lustro-Gold Finish
Like 9155.Chrome
Like 9155~Satin Gold
Single-Row Mounted
Single-Row Mounted
Chrome, Clromatic
Mount, 1933 Hand
Damper, 1935 Pedal
Daqw, 1937 Daqer bxk
Single-Row Mtd. Tubes,
l-S/16 to l-l/16 Dia.
Chmme-Heavy Wall ‘n&es
Like 9180.Satin Gold
Like 9155**
Like 9156**
Like 9180**
Like 9181**

*SlSO Catalogued as Model 9180.CH 1961.76 (chrome finish)
*9181 Catalogwd as Model 9180-LG 1961.76 (Lustro-Gold Finish)
** Made under Slingerland name

Mike Wheeler is a Senior Softum-e Engineer at Gnunman Melbourne Systems Diuisim in Melbourne, Florida, Mike graduated
from Florida State Uniwrsity  in 1376 with a Bachelor of Music Education; a Master’s degree in Education from the Uniuersity
of Central Florida in 1378; and a Master’s degm in Computer Science from the Florida Institute of Technology in 1382.



Published Literature For Xylophone (ca. lSSO-ca. 1930)

This docwnent was prepared forpresenta-
tion at the Percussim Arts Society’s Inter-
national Comention 1991, It is excerpted
from a DMA dissertation of thx SWIIS title,
which is inprogzss at the Eastman School
of Music. Express permission is g&n to
t& Percussiw Arts Society to use my per-
tion (including the document in its en.
t&y) for a one-time publication in any of
the organ~zationsjournals. Any ~nqu&s
regarding this document are welcomed and
can be sent to Mr. Strain at the Depati-
meat of Music, Kansas State Uniumity,
Manhattan, KS 66501. This document is
copyrighted by Jams A. Strain, 1991, All
Rights Reserved.

he revival of the music of George
r*,. Hamilton Green has sparked a
ii great interest in music for xylo-
t: phone published during the early

twentieth century. Green’s music was rep-
resentative of the latter part of the so-
called ‘golden age’ of the xylophone and
only represents a few of the types IX styles
of music published or performed with the
xylophone as a solo or prominent in&u-
mat. Because of the novelty of the in-
strument and partially due to the acow
tic recording industry, the xylophone be-
came quite popular during the late nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries. As
a result of this popularity, a large vol-
ume of music for the instrument was
published during that time period.

Before examining actual music pub-
lished between the years 1880 to 1930,
it is important to understand the devel-
opments that the instrument went
through during the sane period and to
understand where and with what type
of ensembles the music was performed.

I. TYPES OF INSTRUMENTS
There were two basic types of xylo-

phones manufactured during the late
19th century, diatonic and chromatic.
Both types were manufactured of any
available hardwood. Those woods
known to be used were spruce, fir, rose-
wood, cocobolo, maple, and locustwood.
Deagan manufactured xylophones from

select rosewood which they named
Nagaed (Deagan spelled in reverse) and
Klyposer~s.~ Many performers con-
structed their own instruments,2 and
method books usually contain in&xc-
tions for tuning the bars by shortening
the end of the bar to raise the pitch, or
to file wood from the middle of a bar to
lower the pitch. This leads one to be-
lieve that a performer was responsible
for tuning his own instrument.

Diatonic instruments were a single
row of bars usually pitched in the key of
F, but available in any diatonic key. If
an instrument contained a I natural,
that bar would lie between the I flat
and the C natural. Common for use with
bands (esp. military) were xylophones

pitched in I flat, The diatonic single-
row instruments would have extra keys
available, which the performer would
insert when needed for a specific piece.
If a piece in the key of I needed an I
flat for the trio due to its being in the
subdominant key of I flat, the scale
needed for the entire piece would be F,
G, A, I flat, B, C, D, I flat, E, F, for as
many octaves the piece required. Nor-
mal range was two octaves with fifteen
bars. It was common practice for a piece
of music to have labelled at the begin-
ning or end of the piece the notes or
scale needed to perform the piece as
well as the key of the instrument (See
Examples 1, a-f), Early diatonic instru-
mats were without resonators, had a

Example 1
a

WOOD AND STRAW GALOP.

sde ..s” d. 1
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range of under two octaves, and could be
easily rolled up and carried under one’s
am (See Example 2).

Chromatic instruments in Europe
contained two basic keyboard arrange-
ments. One European style contained
four vertical rows totaling 34 bars, with
four pitches doubled. The other Euro-
pean style had 18 to 24 bars arranged in
two rows with the naturals in one row
and the accidentals in another. Both of
the keyboards were laid flat, with the
largest bars closest to the player, and
the smaller bars farthest away For the
four-row instrument, this meant it was
performed like a dulcimer. For the two-
row instrument, this resulted in a pi-
ano-style arrangement of the keys per-
formed similar to the way one would
perform a bell-lyre, only laid flat on a
table. In 1885-86 Albert Roth referred to
the first style as the Roeser System and
the second style as the Roth System
(See Example 6).3 The American or-
rangemat of bars was the sane as the
two-row European, but was performed
with the large bars to the performer’s
left, similar to a piano.

Before solid frames were used to
support the bars, early instruments
were laid out on woven ropes of straw
(See Example 2 for early straw support
and Example 4 for early solid frame).
Xylophones were first manufactured
without any type of stand and some-
times came in cases similar to the way
orchestra bells are sold today (See Ex-
ample 3). It was understood that the in-
strument would be placed upon a table
or on the player’s lap, while seated,4
Early stands were at rather low heights,
so that the player could perform on the
instnnnent from a seated position. This
vas very useful when performing in a
pit or when seated for playing a trap
set. Near the turn of the century at-
tached stands for performing at a corn-
fortable standing height would become
the norm, usually advertised as %ew
professional style’ xylophones.

The shape of the bars was often
semi-circular, having rounded tops to
the bars (See Examples 2, 3, 4, and 5).
This is explained as being the desired

shape for properly executing the oxmy
glissandi, me of the most characteristic
techniques for the instrument.5 Before
1927, there was little, if any, distinction
made between marimbas and xylo-
phone@, harmonic tuning being in-
vented that year by Hermann E.
Winterhoff? J. C. Deagan claims to have
added resonators to the xylophone, their
inclusion on instruments being optional

even on the professional model in&u-
m&s.6 Deagan’s catalog of instruments
announces resonators made of tempered
aluminum for light weight in 1927:

Instrument dealers of manufactur-
em for this time period include Roeser,
J. C. Deagan, Leedy, Perfection instrw
mats (made by Deagan), and Carl
Fischer.10 Ranges begin at one octave,
usually diatonic in F, and by around

Example 3
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Example 5

1 9 1 0
had incmsed
to ranges as large
as six octaves. The stan-
dard range of professional xy-
lophones (See Example 5) seems to
be three and one-half octaves I to C, the posing the xylophone part down an oc-
same as today.” The practice of trans- tave was not standardized until after

1900 and was begun merely as a conve-
nience of notation and legibility.12

Il. FUNCTION OF THE XYLOPHONE
The xylophone functioned as a pre-

dominant or solo instrument with al-
most any type of ensemble in both popu-
lar and serious settings. It was
especially prevalent for the&e orches-
tras where plays, operettas, musicals,
and later, motion pictures were per-
formed, as well as for vaudetille types of
entertainment. The instrument was of-
ten featured as a member of jazz en-
sembles or dance orchestras led by such
notable figures as Paul Whiteman, As
far as serious concerts were concerned,
many of the early xylophone soloists
were members of Sousa’s band, Arthur
Pryor’s band, and symphony orchestras
such as the Boston Symphony, Chicago
Symphony or the Rochester Philhar-
monic,‘3 There is a continued tradition
even today of xylophone solos with all
service bands, especially the United
States Marine Band. Often, the xylo-

Example 6
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phonist doubled as a drummer, percus-
sionist or trap set player, and might
have been a fluent performer on other
non-percussion instruments, especially
the cornet, a practice carried down from
centuries of traditionally coupling trum-
pet and drum together for military pur-
p0%%.~~

The music published during this
time period reflects both the function of
the player as a percussionist and the
various types of ensembles that a xylo-
phone solo might appear in. Extant mu-
sic has the following types of instrumen-
tal combinations.

1. Unaccompanied xylophone so-
los (two and four mallet).

2. Xylophone with piano accompa-
niment.

3. Trio of piano, xylophone, and
one other instrument,

4. Xylophone with string quartet
(optional piano).

5. Xylophone with string quintet
(optional piano).

6. Xylophone with military band.
7. Xylophone with brass band.
8. Xylophone with small band.
9. Xylophone with small orchestra

(IO parts).
10. Xylophone with the&e arches-

tra (14 parts).
11. Xylophone with full (sym-

phony) orchestra.
12. Xylophone music for usa with

jazz ensemble or jazz orchestra, usually
25 pieces, sometimes with two xylo-
phones in front, one on each side.15

13. Xylophone as only a portion of
a total percussion part, most often as so-
loist for the chorus or trio of a song,

14. Xylophone duets, with any pos-
sible accompaniment or unaccompanied.

15. Xylophone with marimba/xylo-
phone ensembles.

111. REPRESENTATIVE METHOD BOOKS
FOR XYLOPHONE OR PERCUSSION
CONTAINING XYLOPHONE SOLOS
Solos contained in method books

usually specify one or more of ths fol-
lowing:

11 orchestra cues, 2) band was, 3)
orchestra and/or band accompaniment
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ara available from the publisher, or 4)
piano accompaniment is available from
the publisher.

Albert Roth’s ikfe&~& for Xylo-
phone published 1885.1886 in Vevey,
Suisse (Switzerland), contains eleven
solos, ona with piano accompaniment. It
also lists twelve solos as available with
piano accompaniment. Six of these
twelve ara also available with orchestral
accompaniment and two ara available
with quintour (string quintet),

J. M. Flockton’s New Method for the
Side Drum, Xylophone, and @npani,
copyright 1898, was first published by
Jean White in Boston, then by Carl
Fischer in 1908. Containing fifteen corn-
plete solos, all were probably accompa-
nied by orchestra or band, and the last
six had piano accompaniment available.

Harry Bower’s Imperial Method for
the Drum, published in 1898 by John
Church, in Cincinnati, contains sixteen
solos. Seven contain band or orchestra
accompaniment cues.

Paul DaVille’s Uniwrsal Method for
Xylophone published by Carl Fischer in
1906, contains 129 unaccompanied
popular and operatic solos. The ‘First
Part’ of the method is for a diatonic xy-
lophone in F, the ‘Second Part’ for a
chromatic instrument. Contained
within the Uniwrsal Method is theXyZo-
phone Player’s Solo Repertoire (see col-
lections below). Also listed as available
ara fourteen solos with both piano and
orchestra accompaniment.

Harry Bower’s System for Percus.
skm, Vol. 2, Bells and Xylophone, first
published by Bower in Boston, then by
Carl Fischer, copyright 1911, contains
nine solos. All contain band or orchestra
cues. One of these, Phantom Phantasie
or Ghost Dance written by Bower, was
performed by William Street during the
week of September 6, 1925, with the
Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra,‘6

Carl Gardner’s Modern Method for
Percussion, Part II, copyright 1919 by
Carl Fischer, contains four standard or-
chestral overtures. A note specifies that
orchestra parts art? available from the
publisher.

Otto Seele’s Self Instructor for the

XyLvhorze, 15th ed., copyrighted in
1933 and published by Zimmermann,
contains forty-nine unaccompanied
popular melodies. The first edition was
probably published circa 1890.17

IV. COLLECTIONS OF SOLOS FOR
XYLOPHONE
Otto Seele’s Album fiir Xylopho,,

a&in (Album for Xylophone Alone),
published by Zimmermann, no date,
contains twenty-eight solos.

Ot to  Seele’s  Drei Alben fiir
Xylophon und Klauier (Three Albums
for Xylophone and Piano) were pub-
lished by Zimmermann ca. 1897. The
first album contains nine solos, the set-
and and third albums contain six solos
each.

Paul DeVille’s Xylophone Player’s
Solo Repertoire published by Carl
Fischer in 1908, contains twenty-seven
full-length concertos, fantasies, polkas,
mazurka, and airs varies. Tsn designate
orchestra parts ars available, although
all probably existed with orchestra or
band accompaniment. Many of these
pieces are the same titles as those con-
tained in Otto Seele’s Albums.

Paul DeVilbe’s Recreations, pub-
lished by Carl Fischer in 1908, contains
129 unaccompanied popular, standard
and operatic melodies. These same
melodies are contained in his L+~iuersu~
Method.

Oertel’s Solobuchs No. 1 and No. 2,
no date, have unknown contents, but
are likely a collection of the xylophone
parts to many of the solos published by
Oertel. Individual extant solos are usu-
ally numbered suggesting duplicate in-
clusion in a combined volume with other
solos. See Oertel as publisher,

Alban For&& Solisten.Albwn fiir
Xylophon und KZauier was published by
Zimmermann, no date. It contains six
solos. Three ara Rheinlwders, two ara
Polkas and one is a Galoppade.

Recreations, published by Cundy-
Bettoney, contains seventeen solos. Six-
teen were available with orchestra ac-
companiment, thirteen with band
accompaniment, and all with piano ac-
companiment. All solos ars arranged by
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either Frank E. Dodge or George
Lawrence stone.

V. PUBLISHERS AND PUBLISHING
COMPANIES
The following psrsons or companies

published literature for xylophone, This
list is not comprehensive, merely repre-
sentative. The American School of
Vibracussion was located at the same
address as the Deagan Manufacturing
Company and had a mail order course
which was sent out as lessons to anyone
purchasing a Deagan instrument. Some
of the lessons contained solos for prac-
tice am% performance.

Boosey and Hawkes (Boosey & Co,/
Hawkes & Sons) published several
pieces (maybe as many as fifteen) with
piano accompaniment and many were
available with band or orchestra accom-
paniment. Some of the solos also existed
in a version for I flat clarinet, voice, or
other instruments.

Boston Music Company published
at least nine unaccompanied solos of
popular melodies arranged by George H.
GrooIl.

Carl Fischer published over thirty
solos with piano accompaniment and
several method books which contained
additional solos. At least thirteen of
these were available with orchestra ac-
companiments and at least seven of
them were available with band accom-
paniments.

Cundy-Bettoney (W. H. Cundy Mu-
sic) published at least twenty-four solos.
All were available with piano accompa-
niment. At least twenty-two of these
were available with IO-part orchestra
accompaniment and twenty-one with
full orchestra. Nineteen of these wars
available with band accompaniment.
The solos existed in duplicate versions
for piccolo/flute, cornet/trumpet, tram-
bone/baritone, violin, or clarinet in I
flat, a common practice during this time
period.

Dixie Music House, the forerunner
of Frank’s Drum Shop in Chicago, pub-
lished at least twenty-nine solos with pi-
ano accompaniment. At least eleven of
these had band accompaniments avail-

able. Eleven also had lo-part orchestra
and piano accompaniment with sewn
having either 14.part orchestra and pi-
ano or full orchestra and piano accom-
paniments available. There was also an
unaccompanied collection of at least
eight solos arranged for four-mallets,
and any song desired could be arranged
for a reasonable price.

In addition to his mail order lessons
and Advanced Instructor, George
Hamilton Green published a folio of ‘Ten
Standard Solos’ for two hammers which
could be accompanied by any standard
orchestra or band arrangement, a series
of eight ‘Jazz Classics’ (Modern Ragtime
Solos) with piano accompaniment, and a
folio of ‘Ten Standard Solos’ for three
hammers.

Jean White published a collection of
at least nineteen solos accompanied by
piano, with many of them having or-
chestra or band accompaniment avail-
able. Several of the solos existed in da-
plicate versions for other instruments,
especially the piccolo. White also pub-
lished a method book containing eight
additional solos,

Leedy Manufacturing Company
published at least six solos with piano
accompaniment, possibly band, %w so-
los by Joe Green were published with pi-
ano accompaniment and at least one of
those had full orchestra accompani-
Ill&.

M. Witmark & Sons published at
least one solo with full orchestra accom-
paniment.

Mills Music Company published
several popular tunes arranged by
Sammy Herman for xylophone with pi-
ano accompaniment. Several of these
were contained in two collections, The
collected pieces could be performed with
any popular arrangement of in&u-
merits.

Louis Owtel published at least
thirty-nine solos available with various
accompaniments which include piano,
string quartet, string quintet, small or-
chestra, full orchestra, brass band, and
military band. Oertel also published two
solo books, the first containing thirty-
three solos, the second thirty.

Sam Fox published many the&e
orchestra pieces composed or arranged
with the xylophone as soloist for at least
one chorus. Fox also published a collec-
tion of ten popular tunes arranged by
George H. Green which could be played
with piano, small orchestra, or full or-
chestra accompaniment,

Zimmermann published several
method books containing solos and at
least five collections of solos, four of
them having piano accompaniment,

VI. SAMPLES FROM THE REPERTOIRE

1. J&s en~ant&s, by Aug. (August)
Ochs.
This March is for xylophone with

piano accompaniment and was included
in Albert Roth’s method for xylophone in
1885-86. The piano part doubles the xy-
lophone part most of the time. The form
is Intro., A, I (each repeated), A, then
Trio which consists of ~II Intro., C, D
(each repeated). This is a medium-diffi-
cult student level piece requiring a Z-l/3
octave chromatic instrument. It con-
tains several examples of stick crossing.
[see pages 73-741

7,. Yin 7Irne*P&c1 by F. A. Josephs.
Copyrighted in 1887 by Jean White

and assigned to Carl Fischer in 1888, it
was eliminated from the catalog with
printing plates and all copies destroyed
on June 4, 1955. This solo, like all of the
nineteen originally from Jean White,
was a medium level piece suitable for
performance on light concerts or recit-
als. It had piano and band accompani-
merits and existed in a version for pic-
colo solo also. The White version of the
piccolo solo bears the subtitle ‘Polka for
Xylophone,’ with instructions to omit
the part unless played as a piccolo solo.
The piece has a short introduction,
three sections of solo music each sepa-
rated by a Tutti, with a twelve measure
coda. The xylophone part is mostly con-
tinuous sixteenth notes with sixteenth-
note triplet figures quite frequent on the
first half on a measure. The sticking is
not marked, but most likely the triplet
figures would be performed with a
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RRLR sticking. Rapid thirty-second-
note scale passages, each six notes long,
occur four times in the coda. The piano
accompaniment part shows them as
staccato, so they would not have been
executed as glissandi. [see page 751

3. Wood and Straw G&p by J.
Ringleben
One of the mo8t popular xylophone

solos during the last decade of the 19th
century could be the Wood and Straw
G&p by Ringleben. This solo was pub-
lished by Carl Fischer (date unknown)
and is contained in The Carl Fischer/
Langey Tutor for Drum, Xylophone,
&US, and Qvnpani. It was available
with either piano or band accompani-
merit, although the xylophone part shows
cues for orchestra. The same piece, with
only a few minor differences, was also
published by Jean White copyright ca,
1888-9 and assigned to Carl Fischer in
1889, as Be& ofBar Harbor G&p by E.
K. Foster. This title was available with
either piano or orchestra accompani-
mat. The popularity of this piece is sup-
ported by an existing manuscript copy
dated January 1,1896 and bearing the
inscription ‘Harry, this is it,’ suggesting
that it was given to someone after being
rewmnended for performance. Interest-
ingly, the very exacting manusctipt fol-
lows neither of the published versions ex-
actly. This suggests that it was copied
from a third version either published or
non-published. The piece is medium dii%
culty level, very listenable, and features
rolls, glissandi, trills, and arpeggiated
figUIE5 The OVWSI form is a straight-for-
mwd galop having a first and second
stmin, then a Trio which returns to the
first strain, and skips to an extended
coda section. Note the inclusion of the
scale at the top of the solo, showing
which notes are needed to perform the
piece. [see pages 7&771

with an elaborated cadenza for the solo-
ist, followed by a Moderato Polka, A brief
band interlude occurs before a repeat of
the first half of the polka. The mo begins
with a ten-measure band introduction,
followed by an andante section having
the xylophone solo played first as a rolled
melodx then repeated with two-part bar-
many in rolls. The third major section of
music is another polka having two p&s,
each repeated. Notice the section having
triplet executions on single pitches, An
extended two-part Viva functions as a
coda and features scale passages, a two.
octave descending chromatic scale and a
two-octave rising glissando in the
penultimate measure. [see pages 78-801

5. &&et? Shun by Fred L. Moreland.
A popular ‘Characteristic March’

performed by the Sousa and Pryor bands,
this solo beam no copyright date. The
piece dates from around the turn of the
century, and was recorded by Arthur
Pryor’s Band on September 17,1908, al-
though not as z xylophone so10.~~ Dixie
Music House published several marches
as xylophone solos for use by qlophone
soloists with bands. Lab&d a march
and in march form, it was performed
much like a cakewalk or two-step and
could be used for dancing.19 Note the in-
clusion of two popular melodies at the
end of the trio. An ossia. is present during
the last strain giving a soloist the option
of playing a variation of the melody, This
impmvisational approach was a cormnon
practice on marches when played as a w
lophone solo and the style was often con-
tinuous sixteenth-notes or ragtime. [see
pages 81-821

6. Par&g, Fantasia by I? He&e,
Contained within the Xylophone

4. Electric Polka by Harry A. Bower.
Contained in the imperial Method

published by The John Church Co. in
1898, this solo has cues for a band accom-
paniment and two extended sections of
rest for band alone. The piece begins

PZczyer’s Solo Repertoire compiled by
Paul DeVille and copyrighted by Carl
Fischer in 1908, Parting was probably
first published a decade earlier in Ger-
mSw Observe the footnote stating that
OrchSstra parts can be obtained. This
s110 is a theme with three variations
each separated by an orchestral tutti.
The piece has an opening orchestral in-
troduction followed by a xylophone ~a-
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denza which leads into the theme in
double stops. Variation I consists pri-
marily of wpeggiated chords in six-
teenth notes. Variation II consists en-
tirely of arpeggiated chords  in
SeXtUPlets. Variation III consists of
arpeggiated chords in thirty-second
notes with a short cadenza near the
end of the piece. This structure gives
the effect of a faster, rncre virtuosic
version of the melody for each of the
three variations. The melodic structure
of the arpeggios results in almost con-
tinuous stick crossing, a common fea-
twe ofxylophone solos during this time
period. [see pages 83-851

7. Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep by
T. H. Rollinson.
First published by W, H. Candy in

1881 as a cornet or baritone solo, this .xy-
lophone solo is arranged by F, E, Dodge
and copyrighted in 1908. The form is
Theme and Variations beginning with an
Andante moderato introduction followed
by the theme; then Variation I, Allegro
vivace/Moderato; Variation II, Allegro
mode&o; AndanteiMaestoso; and Fi-
nale, Risoluto/Allegro. The piece existed
with piano, small orchestra, full arches-
tra, and band accompaniment. The small
orchestra version was published with
parts for 1st vln., 2nd vln., via., bass &
cello, flute, 1st I flat clarinet, 2nd I flat
clarinet, horns (21 in F, 1st I flat comet,
3rd trombone or I flat bass, and dmms
(s. d., b. d., triangle). [see pages 8w7]

8. The Drummers Escapade by GSo. D,
Barnard.
Published by Carl Fischer in 1908,

this was a show piece for the percus-
sionist, and might have required two
performers to execute. One performer
can execute all of the parts if either the
tambourine or timpani are omitted for
eight measures at the middle of the
polka, immediately preceding the xylo-
phone entrance. Orchestration for the
piece is piano (cond.), 1st vln., 2nd vln.,
via., cello, bass, flute, oboe; bassoon,
1st clarinet in B flat, 2nd clarinet in B
flat, horns (21 in F, 1st cornet in I flat,
2nd cornet in I flat, and drums (s. d., b.



d., cymbal) with traps, which includes
bird whistle, bells, cuckoo, tambourine,
xylophone, and timpani ad lib. This
piece features the xylophone as soloist
for the last section which is a polka,
[see page* 88-891

9. ‘tieen Heather and Sea by George
H. Geldard.
A full-length ‘Koncert-Fantasie’ for

probably had full band instrumentation,
and was possibly recorded by Earl
Fuller’s Rector Novelty Orchestra
(George H. Green, xylophone) in 1917J”
Note the marking ‘introducing xylo-
phone’ on the drum part, and the tradi-
tional tied sixteenth-note figures in the
xylophone part which resulted in the
ragged rhythm. [see page 931

derstanding the correct interpretation
of much of Green’s music and stylistic
interpretations. This solo has the stick-
ing marked for every note of the entire
piece, which is eight pages in length,
[see paga 941

13. Old Folks at Home/Swanee Riuer
arr. by Billie Edehnann.

xylophone with orchestra accompani-
ment, this solo was published by Oertel
in ca. 1909. The form is Andante
moderato, Allegro vivace, Andante
moderato, Tempo di Polka brilliante,
Meno mossa, return to the Polka, then a
Trio with Coda. The andante sections
feature rolled two-part harmony, and the
allegro and polka sections contain many
examples of rapid scales, glissandi, and
double stops. Instrumentation is for
small orchestra which includes piano
(conductor), harmonium, violin0 I, violin0
obligate, violoncello, basso, flanto I & II,
clarinetto I in A, oboe, tromba I in A,
trombone basso, and solo xylophone. [see
pagss 9&911

12. Overture to Mignon by Ambrose
Thomas.

Published by Dixie Music House this
was ona of eight unaccompanied 2, 3, or
4mallet solos advertised as ‘Novelty Xy-
lophone Solos.’ The entire set could be
purchased for $1.50, circa 1918. [see page
951

14. The OZd WeU, Characteristic Inter-
rnazzo, Country Scenes No, 7, by
Theo. Bendix, arr. by M. L. Lake.
[see page 961
Copyrighted in 1916 by M,

10. Quartettz Polka by Harry Bower.
Contained in the Bower Method,

copyright 1911 by Carl Fischer (origi-
nally pub. by Bower, n. d.), this polka,
played with four hammers, shows or-
chestra cuss for the introduction, makes
extensive usa of double lower neighbors
(or leading tones), and contains three in-
stances of glissandi in thirds which
would be executed with one hand. Note
the alltim in the title, ‘quartet’ &tig to
the us of four mallets. [see paga 921

11. Pork and Beans Rag by Mac
NaaUnar.
This rag by was published in 1911 by

the Leedy Mfg. Co, and maintains the
traditional march form of Intro., A, I (re-
peatad), A, then Trio consisting of an
Intro., C (repeated 1, D, from which rags
developed. The Drum and Xylophone
part requires at least two players, with
the xylophone assuming a solo role for
the B and D sections. The piano part
shows the melodic ragtime figure cued
during the A and C sections. This piece

Arranged by Gee. H. Green this
overture was published by Dixie Music
House with the cover bearing the copy-
right data of 1906, and the solo and piano
part bearing the copyright date of 1916.
As George H. Green made his debut in
Omaha at the age of elevenzl (1906), the
date of 1916 is the correct one for the
publication of this solo. This is a fnll-
length overture, of the kind which made
Green famous as a serious musician. It
bears two important notes to the per-
former on the first page of the solo part,
The first is that “The Gee. Hamilton
Green arrangements of Standard Corn-
position for Xylophone solo are so made
as to be playable with any of the stan-
dard orchestration published, and with
any instrumentation from Piano alone to
Full Orchestra.” This note was included
on all of Green’s arrangements for Dixie
Music House, and reflected the comnmn
practice of performing with whatever in-
strumentation was available to accom-
pany the soloist. This overture can be
performed today with full orchestra parta
as printed, or edited to exclude dnpli-
cated cadenza passages or smaller en-
sembles. Early recordings of overtures
like this ona and the onas contained in
the Gardner Method, substantiate the
note giving perfmmance options. Green’s
folio of ten classics (pub. 1927) wra writ-
ten to be performed in this sama format.

The second note at the bottom of
the solo states that “The notes that are
sustained by a Roll are marked thus
(L-R) the letter “Ln meaning to start
the roll with the Left Hand and the let-
ter %” meaning to and with the Right
Hand.’ This instruction to begin most
rolls with the left hand is vital to un-

Witmark & Sons, with Carl Fischer as
the sole selling agent, this piece is
Tsmpo di Polka and was available with
small orchestra & piano, full orchestra
& piano, or as a violin or xylophone
solo with piano accompaniment, The
piano and 1st violin part both contain
the footnote “This number can also be
played as a Xylophone Solo with Or-
chestra or Piano act.” Cues in the piano
part specify Violin or Xylophone’ at the
first entrance and only ‘Xylophone’ at
the trio. A comparison of the xylophone
and violin parts shows a sustained
melody at the trio in the violin part
with continuous sixteenth-notes in the
xylophone part. These sixteenth notes
ara the cued part in the piano scara.
The instrumentation for small orchas-
tra is piano (cond.1, 1st vln., 2nd vln.,
via., cello, bass, flute, 1st clarinet in A,
1st cornet in A, 2nd cornet in A, tram-
bone, solo xylophone, and drums (bells,
s. d., b. d., wood block, cymbals and
sandpapers). Cues indicate the full or-
chestra version would have additional
parts for 2 horns in I and 2nd clarinet
in A, with the possibility of other in-
struments also. This solo is almost con-
tinuous sixteenth-note arpeggios with
the overall form of ABACDDC. An in-
troduction is contained within each A
section. [see page 971
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15, NdaFox 'Pot, by FelixA’=dt.
&+gimdly a piano solo, this version,

published by Sam Fox and copyrighted in
1922, has II~ anmger listed, making it
probably the most authentic version for
or~hostra. It was published in a Popular
&che&a Edition which came with ei-
ther full orchestra and piano (.45 net) or
small orchestra and piano (.30 net). The
small edition has the following in&u-
mentation: Piano, 1st vln. Ccond.I,2nd
vln., vk,., cello, bass, flute, 1st and 2nd
clar, in A, oboe, hassoon, horns (2) in F,
1st ad 2nd cornet in A, trombone, and
drums (s. d,, h, d., tom-tom, wood block,
cymbal, and xylophone). For Full or Sym-
phonic Orchestration, there would he
added to the above instruments a 1st
saxophone (E flat alto), 2nd smophone (B
flat tenor), 3rd saxophone (E flat alto), G
melody saxophone (same as 2mUB flat
tenor sax), hanjo and a greater number of
the string parts, Saxophone parts for the
small v&ion are covered by either piano
cue or violin cue. All essential melodic
pate are cued in the piano and 1st violin
making smaller orchestrations effective
performance mediums. The percussion

part could be covered by one percussion-
ist, with the xylophone having the
melody two times through the chorus.
The melody is cued for either piano or 1st
violin in the absence of xylophone. Tbo
fact that this version originally gives the
~010 to the xylophone supports the promi-
nent position of the xylophone as a SOLI

instrument for popular music of the early
twenties, The popularity of this version
led to the publication of other arrange-
ments, one being the version hy George
Hamilton Green with piano accompani-
ment, published by Sam Fox in 1929.
[see page 981

16, WKrZuind hy Joe Gwen.
Published by Leedy Manufacturing

Co, in 1926, Joe Green’s Whirlu~ind still
remains a favorite of xylophonists. AII
original solo for xylophone, the printed
version for orchestra has the following
instrumentation: solo xylophone, piano
(cond,), 1st vln., 2nd vln., via., cello, bass,
flute, oboe, clarinets (2) in A (and B flat),
horns (2) in F, trumpets (2) in A, tram-
bone, and timpani in D & A. A version x-e-
corded by Joe Green in 1938 has solo .xy-

lophone accompanied hy what sounds
like an accordion, The orchestra version
could be performed with piano wornpa-
niment alone, [see page 991

Hopefully the examination of these
musical examples has shed some light on
the state of music for xylophone immedi-
ately before and after the turn of the ten-
tury, While older generations of percus-
sioniats seem to he aware of the existe~~~o
of this music, it is entirely forgotten, ne-
glected and unavailable to younger stu-
dents. A common thread which seems to
run through the approach to the ancient
instrument we call the xylophone is the
one that says “If only I had some good
music to play, I could make people take
the instrument seriously.” The xylophone
has a larger repertoire of solo literature
than any other percussion instrument,
from several centuries, and more solos
existed for the xylophone than for sevd

wind instruments during the late nine-
teenth century Not all of the music is of
high quality, hut most of it can function
as pedagogically sound material that is
enjoyable to listen to as well a? fun to
polf0I.m.

Your Source for
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Price is $12.95 plus $2.00 shipping and handling. Send a check or money order to:
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ENDNOTES
1. According to Hal Trommer, in

an interview with Randall Eyles, the
Nagaed rosewood carno from Honduras,
and the Klyposerus rosewood, a type of
cocobolo, came from the Caribbean. See
Randall Eyles, !?&me and &u&y Xy-
lophone Performance Practices (DMA
Dissertation, Catholic University of
America, February, 19891, p. 79.

2. George H. Green constructed
his early xylophones, and performed his
debut performance with his father’s band
in 1905 on one he had made. “George
Hamilton Green, Xylophonist of Chicago,
= United Musician I/7, (July 19151, p. 1.

3. Albert Roth, Methode for Xylo.
p h o n e  (Vevey, Suiese: Agence
Internation& 6 Vevey, 1885-18861, p. 10.

4. Seele states that ‘The straw-
bands must be connected with the under-
side of the instrument...so that the in-
strument may not shift about. To do this
more effectually,...1 have invented a
wooden xylophone stand...“ (Otto S&e,
Self Instructor for the Xylophone, 15th
ed., [Frankfurt-Main: Zimmermann,
19331, p. IO). DeVille states that “The in-
strument should be placed on a table fac-
ing the player...and in such a position
that the highest, as well as the lowest
bars may be reached with perfect ease,
The table...ehould be selected according
to the height of the player...“ (Paul
DeVille, Un&rsal Method forXylophone,
[New York Carl Fischer, 19061, no pagi-
nation). Bower saye to “Place the Xylo-
phone on a table suitable in
height,...exactly in front of the student.”
(Harry A. Bower, 1mper~a~ Method for tke
Drum, Kincinnatk John Church, 18981,
p. 92).

5. Gardner states that the ‘bars
are made of hard wood...and may be flat
or oval on top. The oval top is the more
practical...a glissando nmy be produced
with better effect upon arc oval top xylo-
phone...” Carl Gardner, The Gardner
Modem Method, (New York: Carl
Fischer, 19191, p. 19.

6. Hal Trommer states that before
1927, the instruments =differed only in
their scale range and the beginning
note.’ (Eyles, p. 74). Gardner makes a

distinction ae to tone, based on an in&u-
merit having resonators (marimba) and
one without (xylophone); and cays that
“The range of the marimba is greater,n
He also includes several paragraphs de-
bating manufacturers labels verses tone,
ranges, use of resonators, and meaning-
ful interpretation of composers intent.
(Gardner, pp. 20-24).

7. Eric Blom, ed., Groues D&o.
nary of Music and Musicians, 5th edi-
tion, IO vols., s. v. “Xylophone and Ma-
rimba, ’ by Allen Fry, (New York: St.
Martin’s Press Inc., 19601, v. 9, p. 379,

8 .  Deagan, Catalogue nE” r e -
printed in Percussive Notes Research
Edition, 24/3-6,  (IJrbana,IL Percussive
Arts Society, 1986), pp. 74,97.

9. J. C. Deagan, Catalogue of Mu-
sical ~nstwments,  (Chicago: J. C.
Deagan, 19271, p. 5.

such places as McKckers Theatre in Chi-
cago, cornetist for the A Battery Royal
Canadian Artillery, and a saxophonist in
both the Sousa and Pryor Bands. (Arthur
Rack&, F i f t y  Years a Dmmmer,
[Elkborn, Wis.: Rack&t, 19311, pp. 8.9).
Flockton was the solo cornetist for the
Cadet Band of Boston as well as the au-
thor of a widely used method book for
percussion (see method books entry).
Oliver Zinsmeister, a former member of
the Marine Band, states that ‘Our bass
drummer, Charley Viner, was principal
string bass; Johnnie Aver, the other
snare drummer, was first cellist.n (Eyles,
p. 87).

10. An 1886 Season Folder Catalog
from Carl Fischer advertises xylophones
available from $4.00 to $20.00, as well as
?Solos for Xylophones & Drums Con-
stantly in Stock.” This suggests a large
amount of music which pre-dates the
scope of this article.

15. According to Sam Herman, the
staff xylophonist with NBC studios for
thirty-eight years, society dance bands in
the late twenties usually had twenty to
twenty-five members, often with two xy-
lophonists, and the NBC studio orchestra
had 55 members with two xylophonists.
(Telephone interview with the author,
October 8, 1991).

16. William L. Cahn, Rochester’s
Classic Percussion, (Holcomb, NY Cahn,
19911, p. 5.

11. Gardner says two and one-half,
but most instruments from early cata-
logues exist in three and one-half octave
ranges beginning around the turn of the
century. His own range chart includes a
three octave range as available.
(Gardner, pp. 21-22).

17. Anyone knowing date of first
publication, please contact the author,

18. James R. Smart, record cover
notes for The Sousa and Pryor Bands
Origiml  Recordings, (New World
Records 282,1976).

19. Ibid.
12. Bower states: *It may also be ob-

served that for convenience, the exercises
and pieces may be written an octave
lower...’ (Bower, p. 931. Gardner states
“...the notation of a xylophone.,,in its ac-
tual register would entail the excessive
use of ledger lines...for this reason it has
been written in a lower octave.” Gardner,
p. 23).

20. William L. Calm, The Xylophone
in Acoustic Recordings (1877-19291,
(Holcomb, NY Cahn, 19791, p. 25,

21. Article in the Sunday Bee ,
(Omaha, Neb., November 14,1915).

13. Prominent solo player’s who were
members of major orchestras or bands in-
clude Arthur Rackett, George Lawrence
Stone, Frank E. Dodge, Carl Gadner, Wil-
Iiam Dam, Charles Fisher, and a score of
players with the Marine Band.

Kathleen Kmtner is Percussiw Notes’
Fcms on Reszmh editor. Any sug@ion on
Focus on Research should be directed to:
Pm/&or Katkleen Kc&w, 0m..wuatory  of
Music, wkmton CoZlege, wkeaton, Illinois
USA60187,

14. Two prominent performers fa-
mous for both cornet and percussion
would be Arthur Rack&t, and J, M.
Flockton. Rack&t was a percussionist for

Lisa Rogem is as&-tati editor for Pemus-
siw Notes’ Focus on Research. Any corn.
mat regarding Focus on Research should
be directed to: Lisa Rogers, School of Music,
Uniw-sity of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.
lwma USA 73019.
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PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE

Southern Music Company
San Anionio, Texas
Heartbeat is a three mo”ement work
for percussion qua*t. The instrw
mentation is as follows: Percusion
14kmpended Cymbal, Percus&m
114mall Gong and Snare Drum,
Percussion III-Three ?bms lbms,
Percussion N-Bass Drum. This
instrumentation should present no
problems, even for a middle-school
ensemble. As the title might suggest,
Heartbeat presents a series of musi.
calideasthat~~s~~bl~th~th~~b.
bin& repetitive rhythms ofthe
heart.

T%e first movement is in a modw
ate 414 meter. During this mow
merit, players tv,o through four p,ay
one or two-bar ostinato while the

100

suspended cymbal has the primaq
rhythmic acti”ity. Yet, e”en this part
his highly repetitive, T&e are indi.
cations for the gong to be played
with a rubber beater, and there is an
instruction to have the suspended
cymbal played on the bell. Accents in
the tams, cymbal, and has dmm
parts provide wiation, color, and
pulse.

The second movement is a little
brighter in tempo. The main compo-
sitional feature is a series of re-
peated sixteenth notes with accenta
that saw ta define the ostinatc
Sgures. This mown& has many
more dynamic changes including
both crescendo and decrescemdo
passages.

The final movement is mitta in
IX and 314. Again, ostinatc figuns
abound with accenta and dynamic
wxiations providing contrast be.
twee* major sections. l%is mode-
merit will require rolls and rmTs
from the second player, as well as
flams and double strokes from
player three.

Heartbeat would be a fine piece
for an ensemble of first-year percus-
sionists. While some ofthe tempi
may be brisk for a less experienced
player, the ostinato element eases
the learning prwess. If you have a
yonng group of players, @ve it a try
The educational nine of this work is
high.

-Nom, Weinberg

Slapstick
Steven Barbi&
$759 (score and parts)
CPPiBelwin, Inc. (1991; Pert 03099)
This short septet is marked easy by
the publisher and is scored for s&n-
dad percussion instruments-
mtitams (no specific pitches), snare
drum, bass drum, suspended cym
bal, vibraslap, siren, hand cymbals,
wood block, triangle, 2 timpati and
several pairs of rhythm sticks, The
tempo is moderate Cqwrter = IO3k
rolls are limit@ rhythms are
uncomplicated (quarters, eighths,
some sixteenths): dynamics and
instrument changes are clearly
make4 printing is very clear, One
10.measure section near the middle
wed stick clicks and rim clicks for
an interesting contrast of color&m-
bre.

Although the score ~4,s for S

performers, the snare drum and
bass drum are surely intended to be
played by 2 players (there is no men.
tion of drum set or pedal bass
drum), thus actually requiring 7
beginning percussionists.

Very suitable as an introducto~l
be&ning percussion ensemble for
young pe*cnsGonist for tacbing
andJoT recital “aa.

-John Baldwin

AsslmllaOon Ill
Anthony J. Cimne
$&XI (score and pads)
CPP/Belwin, Inc. (1971: ENS 00*34)
This sextet is marked intern&&
by the publisher and is scored for 3
snare drums, suspend&hand cym-
bals, triangle and bass drnm. The 3
drum pats contain hock&like pas-
sages, unison writing and solo pas-
sages, utilizing both mares on and
off. The otbw three parts support
the snare drum parts with hock&
like ostinatos and unison writing.
The introduction rises all six parts in
a hock&-like manner. blls and
embellishments are limited to the
snare drum parts-fp long rolls, 5’s
and 9’6, tlams and roffs, etc. Atempo
of quarter = 120 should not pro”e to
be a problem for intermediate snare
drummers. Dynamics and perfor-
mance directions are clearly
mark4 the printing is large and
“ay clear.

Suitable for teaching and recital
ue by heginning-intermediate per-
cussionists. The cymbal, triangle
and bass drum parts are really be-
ginning technic& but the hock&
like passages reqnire a mom inter-
mediate lwel of counting and
ensemble expxience.

-JohnBaldwin

Russian Danes (Trepak)
Peter I. Tchaikovsky
Arranged by Phil Faini
$19.95
CCPlBehvin Inc.

IV

15900 N.W. 49th Ave.
Miami, FL33014
The Russian Dance or ‘lhpak is a
EW percussion ensemble selection
that has been released under the
Phil Faini Paxwsion Ensemble
series hy CCP,B&in. Based on the
popular nlo”elne”t fronl
Tchaiko”skfs Nutcracker Ballet,
this rendition is well scored and

retains the drive and “igor of the
original composition.

The work is transcribed formal-
let ensemble (bells, “ibraphone,
xylophone, two mmimbas, bass ,,,a.
rimba and chimes) with timpani and
tambourine. As “nitten, up t,, nine
pwf~nners we called for, but Faini
suggests  that directors double the
mallet pe.rta if more instrume*ts me
at their dispaal. Howe”er, he is
quick to point out that balance and
blend are ob”iously important and
should be considered when adding
parts. Faini also indicates that the
bass marimba part can also be per.
formed on the string bass or &cttic
bass if a bass marimba is una”ail-
able. All of the m&t parts .we writ-
ten for two mallets a,,d vou,d h
accessible ta any intermediata lwel
ensemble.

E”en though B&in categorizes
this work as easy, this is a quality
arrangement. Much care and
thought has gone into theRussian
Daxe regarding ensemble and tin
bre contrast. l%e arrangement also
cmnes with an audio cassette with a
recording of the Russian Dance and
pwfomnnce suggestions by Faini.
Like the original, T@ak is just
slightly o”er a minute long and
would be .a perfect selection for a
holiday concert.

-Mark Ford

AfreAmem
Phil Faini
$19.95
CCP/Eelwin, Inc.
Miami, FL33014

IV

Phil Faini has been in”ol”ed with
the study and performance ofAfri.
can music for many yews. On se”.
era1 wcasions he has published per-
cussion ensemble works that are
based on African themes and
rhythms. Afro-Amwo is Faini’s new.
est work in this style and it is dedi-
cated +a the Lancaster High School
Pexussion  Ensemble.

The Music is based on an West
African chant with two types of tn.
ditional rhythms. One is fmm reli-
gious and ceremoni~ dances a,,d the
other is from the Highlife or pop
tradition of West Africa. Faini
adapts these themes to water,,
percussion instruments such as tom
tams, marimbas, bass drum and
timpani. The music is written for
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which is made up of nmnemus re
pkitive motives set over 0stinat.z
patterns in the lefi hand. Even
though there are numerous rep&i.
tions there is a&icient variety to
make the solo interesting. The bar-
manic material makes extensive use
of quartal harmony, and much of the
solo utilizes the same interval in the
right hand. The counter-rhythmic
interplay between the hands are
challen$mg hut interesting. The
main body of the solo is centered
amund C, and the middle section
around G flat.

guage is proeessive and most per-
formers wonld find Zivkovic’s record.
ing an asset for learning this work.
Grafiito is over nine minutes long
and would be a fine choice for ad.
vanced performer’s recitals or con;
cwts.

heard tada& hut who was greatly
admired throughout F,wope dming
his lifetime.

-Mark Ford

KEYBOARD PERCUSSION
ENSEMBLE

One can ugw that the success of
a transcription is often determined
in the initial stage, when the piece
itself is selected, and before the ac-
teal transcribing begins For ex.
ample, the transcriber might wish to
avoid some works in the string rep-
ertoire, especially those that require
a sustained, seamless body of sound,
These are pmblematic for mallet
ensembles, because mlls ofte,, do not
offer a satisfactory substitute for
hwed legato sonorities. In the case
of Kmmmer’s piece for wind in&m-
men& the original pmvides several
pluses for the trmxxriber a fairly
thin texture dominatxd by detached,
non-legato articulatimw, rapid scale
passages in which one player an-
WJW.S another in antiphonal fashion,
ranges of the individual parts that
fit well on the keyboard percussion
inatmments used, and driving, ani-
mated rhythms.

tionslpictwes, thus making a prior
knowledge ofgriplmovement or the
co”cwrent “se of an experienced
teacher necessmy All of the studies
.we written in the same key (Cl, but
theauthoradmn~sh~s~~t~~~~
nmsterrd car, a,,d skould be applied
to other keys. The sque,,ce and pro.
greasion of the studies semns work.
able, and the etudes do present the
specitic techniques in a mnsical con-
te*.

The print is quite clear, hut page
twns a*e necessmy An excellent
solo for fowmallet training and
hand independence. Highly recom-
mended.

Aor@ Frock

MinImal Studies
Rand& Snyder
$16.95

1v.v

Southern Music Co.
San Antonio

All-inall, this book would seem
to be suitable as a basic4.mallet
text, used with an experienced
teacher, and supp1emented  with
other matarials both pedagogical
and performance.

Aohn Balduin

KEYBOARD PERCUSSION

GmHitO
Marta Ptaszynska
w o o

VI

The&re Presser Company
Bvn Maw, PA 19090
Marta Ptaszy,,ska has long been
recognized for her contributions to
marimba liter.&ure. SewaI of her
works have been premiered at PAS
conventions~ndmanyh~“~b~~n
rxorded. However, her music is not
widely performed at universities in
the states. Gmfito will possibly
change this aspect. Written for
Nebjsa Jovan Zivkovic in I98S and
published in I992 by Presser, Gmf
fita is one of Ptaszpska’s strongest
solo marimba works to date.
Zivkovic has included an excellent
performance of it in his nev compact
disc, GenemUy SpokenA’s Notking
but Rhythm

This is an intereating act of seven
short percussion trios utilizing the
minimalism style of composition
The seven trios, when performed in
their entirety, total I2 minutes. In-
&mnentation includes 3 m&t or
keyboard percussion players. Player
I requires a marimba with a lowA>
player II .a vihmphone  including a
bass bow, and player III is a mul.
tiple percussion part requiring hells,
chimes, xylophone, 3 cymbals, small
gong, bongos, rattles, and a mark
trxe. Players I and II both must
have a facility with fonr mallet tech-
nique. The swen settings wry in
tempo, mood, and texture. An &en-
sive use of 12 tone or row technique
is common throughout.

The composition comes complete
with a score and 3 parta aIthough
the parta have sufficient cues for
performing aans conductor. The
print is clearly presented and the
editor has prepared them so that
page turn8 are avoided. An excellent
addition to the serious literature for
the mallet ensemble,

&or@ Fmk

The Vanishing Peopte
Edward S. Solomon
$4.95

tt

This work will require five co&
lege-ltxl mallet playem. An e!Tec-
tive performance requires an uader-
standing of the musical Ianguage of
the period in regard to phrasing.
Moreover, cr,reful adherence to dy-
namic markings, which feature fre.
quent fortepiano juxtapositions,
are a rn”&

%uthern Music Ca
San Antonio, TX.

A perfm-mmme of this work
should justify the faith ofthe tmn-
scriber and Pioneer PnbIications in
its value, from&h an entertain-
ment and pedagogical perspective,

-.Jokn R. Rauh

This is a new setting ofthe familiar
folk tune, IO Little Indians. In&m-
m&&ion includes two keyboard
percnssionists,  snare dmm, t&tom+
andbassdmm.Oneofthekeyboard
performers doubles on maimba and
vibraphone and will receive expeti-
ence playing double stops. The snare
part includes only single note pat-
terns and few rolls, The middle sec.
tion includes syncopation in a swing
feel.

According txx Marta, Gmfito
means po&& spraying or swatck-
in8 on walls or otker wfaces. The
music opens with a mysterious de.
scending melodic line that recurs
throughout the work in a rondo.type
form. Alternating sections of quick
passages  with thematic accents and
dramatic octave statement develop
the work. Ptaszynska swirls and
stabs at the main theme with embel-
lishments and develops the work
with a natural sense of growth. My
only disappointment (which was
slight) was the lack ofa fast and
furious ending that I was expecting.
Marta chooses to conclude on the
open octave statement which is dra.
matic and conclusive. Gmfito is a
four-mallet marimba solo that is
demanding in both technical and
musical terms. The harmonic lan-

KEYBOARD PERCUSSION
METHODS

4 Mallet Democracy For Marimba
Jack Van Gem (edited hy Anthony
J. Cirone)

The ptint is excellent, and the
familiarity of the meIodic material
should prove fun for the stndenta
and audience alike. P good training
ensemble that can be included on
b&h the concert and marching set-
ting.

aorge Frock

Allegm From Octet-Patiia, Op. S7 V
Franz Krommer, transcribed by Eric
Chandler
$20.00

$6.95 (51 p.)
KEYBOARD PERCUSSION
CONCERTO

Pioneer percussion
Box IQBZ, Burke, “A 22249

Chandler has sojourned into the
wind repertoire, ranrrected an ex.
citing movement of a wind octet hy
Czech.bom Franz Krommw, m,d
transcribed it for a mallet quintet
comprised of a xylophone and four
marimbas. The composer, whose
long life (1759.1831) reached from
Rococo to early Romantic periods, is
an example of one of those
kl&emeister whose music is seldom

CPP/Belwin, Inc. 0992 EL 09684j
This is a collection o~studiesi&er-
cises to develop 4.mallet indepen-
dence techniques and a series of I4
etudes and one composition to make
use ofthe techniques, The sections
include single-hand studies, internal
studies, rotation studies, single.
mallet rotation studies, mixed rota-
tion studies, parallel motion studio,
parallel chronmtic movement stud-
ies, 4.mallet arpeggio studies, and
advanced 4.mallet chromatic stud.
ies. There is limited explanatory
material (one page) and no illustra-

Concerto per Marlmbafono e Orchestra
Nebojsa Jovan Zivkovic
Score $23
Solo Marimba Part$l6
Orchestra parts on rental
Ed. Musica Europa
Muhlgasse21
7030 Boblingen
Germany
US Distributor: Steve Weiss
Nebojsa Jown Zivkovic ha been
very active as both a composer and
performer in recent years. I992
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brings his Concerto for Marimba
and Orchestra to print through the
German publisher Ed. Musica
Europea Performed as early as 19%
by the Yugoslavian Radio Orchestra,
this concerto gives a closer look at
Zivkovic the composer.

The work is scored for full or.
chestra and is approximately 25
minutes in duration. Featuring the
classical three movement concerto
form, Zivkoyic sets the stage for
the marimba +K, combat and ,,,e,d
with the orchestra. The first move.
mat is tense and deelops a fran-
tic theme in the solo part. Thick
texturea and harmonies pun&u-
ated by tutti rhythms propel the
music. With each swell Zivkovic
explores new combinations of
themes and the percussion section
is featured alone before the move-
ment recapitulates. The marimba
part is linear in natme with sparse
fourmallet writing. Howemr some
players tiay choose to perform the
complete movement with four mal-
lets.

rehearsal reasons.
Zivokotic’s Concerto for Marimba

and Orchestra deserves a good look.
It may not be a classic, but is is defi-
nitely worthy of inclusion on the
growing list of marimba conwtos.

-Mark Ford

SNARE DRUM SOLO

Eludes, H You wll IIMV
Jeff R&x,,
$6.00
Pioneer PercussIon
BOX 10922
Burke, VA 220%

most part, a vibraphone solo with
interjections by the almglocken and
wood blocks. This section is marked
adagio e doEs&o and shimmers
with its broken chord style state.
n~enta The final section is built over
a rhythmic ostinatc that drives to a
statement similar to the first sec.
tion The work finally unwinds to a
whispeting F major chord followed
by a fading heart beat on the large
torn tom.

This is a collection of21 etudes,
solos, and duets for s,,zux dnm,. The
forward of the text explains that the
etudes are intended as a 8upplemen.
tal somces, and the variety makes
them perfxt for sight reading, adi-
tions, or juries. There are numerous
meter, dynamic, and ternpa changes.

building to the first solo. Here
player one improtises over a quasi-
fu& pattern. As the piece
progresses, Kvistad w&es contrast
with dramatic dynamic shifts and
meter changes. Player two solos ova
a swing ostinato befom Rip-Off dives
into a driving 5/4 section and more
3010s. From he,x the work ace&r-
gtes to a strong final crash,

R&Off is appmximately nine
minutes long and is intended for
advanced performers. &i&d leaves
weral performance options open by
Inviting combinations of the timpati
md dram et versions including a
~“artet with each part donb,ed.
rhere is another interesting p&or.
nance possibility that Kvistad sug.
zests in the performawe note. ‘2Xia
>tice has bmpwfomd as a Wp
ease’wi6hplaym remou;q articles
~fclothingdur~rrg motherplayer’s
:olo. l% u&on ti lefl ent+ to
he discretion of tbepwfomm. No
ddding,,,

Rip-Offwould be an e.xce,ler,t
:how case for two drum set players.
with the added dbnensions of the
(bow- performance notes, R&Off
‘ould be a literal rip-of??

Generally Spoken, ltb Nothing
but Rhythm is a difficult multi-per-
cussion solo intended for mature
players. A fine sense of timing and
phrase is requi=d and the recording
would be invaluable to the learning
proc%X

-Mark Ford

The soPer second movx,,e,,t
tinds a sem+e of balance as the piece
alternates h&wee,, ensemble and
solo passages, The music 13s and
fall8 with chorale and melodic de&
opment as it moves to .a challenging
cadenza.

The print is wry clear although
many of the etudes have page turn
problems. The solos are structured
in such a manner that phrasing and
musical expression is possible, For
the studio teacher that is constantly
searching for quality, new material,
this is a nice addition. It is ideal for
the advanced high school and you,,g
college strident.

TIMPANI LITERATURE

Declaralion, Song, and Danw
I&ten Shiner
$5.95
Ludwig Music
557 E. 140,h 9,.

V-VI

-Mark Ford

The final movement is the most
powerful and cohesive section of
the composition. The main theme
is reminiscent of Carl Orff%
Cwmina Bumma as performed in
the marimba part and the,, re.
peated and twmsfonned through-
out the orchestra, The music
changes character several times as
it marches through multiple meter
changes and secondary thmnes. It
finally concludes in a dimonant
mass of energy as the work moves
to the final chord.

Generally Spoken, lb’s Nothing but
Rhythm
Nebojsa Joyan Zivkovic
No Price Given

MULTIPLE PERCUSSION

Ripoff
Richard Ktistad
Amnged by Peny Drelman
$10.00
Amicus Musica
1241 Aeademq Avenue
Belmont, CA94002

Zivkovic’s writing may seem
sectional and blocky at times, but
it is rarely predictable. There are
momenta when the music wavers
in directions, but the overall form
stays intact. The marimba solo is
dificult and requires an advanced
performer with strong ,,,e,,,oriza-
tion skills and the orchestra parts
are also demanding. Balance will
8urely be a major consideration
when preparing and performing
this work as the marimba occasion-
ally battles fortissimo tutti sec.
tions. There is no indication that a
piano reduction of the orchestra
pa&s exists for pmfornwmce or

Originally scored for two seta of
timpani or tom-tmns, this version of
Rip-Off has been arranged for two
drum sets by Perry Dreiman. Both
of the versions we available from
Amicus Musica, but the drum set
must be the pEfermd version by
composer Richand Kvistad. Kvistad
includes the drum set version on the
new cornpact disc hyXYL0, a per-
cussion quwtet recording released
by Clover Music. ‘llx timpangtom.
tom version was not available to me
for review.

Ed. Musica Eurnp% Boblingen
Gemally
Genw& Spoken, R’s ,,‘othi,zg but
Rhythm is both the title of Zivkovic’z
new multiple percussion solo and
also his new compact disc <see re
cording review& W&a, for vibra.
phone, three tom8, bongos, two Chi-
nese cymbals, wood blocks,
nbnglocken, suspended cymbals and
bamboo wind chimes, Zivkovic trys
to explore man’s thirst for thepulsa.
tion of harmony in this work. The
entire work is played with four ti-
braphone mallets and ,a& appmxi-
mately ten minutes.

Cleveland, Ohio44110.1999
This is a well conceived three
movement solo for fou* titnpani
which, when performed in it’s en-
tirety is 10 minutes. The opening
movement is a fast un-metered
ostmato consisting of patterns i* 2
and 3 note groupings. Most of the
measures have 6 pulses, b,,t the 3
note groupings change throughout.
The second movement is a alow
Recitative that has long ringing
lines. There is considerable cow-
terpoint between the right and left
hands, and there are nmnerous
pitch changes throughout the
movement, The Dance movement is
a fa!& tuneful 8010. There are nu-
merous pitch and meter changes as
well as cross rhythms between the
hands. There are occasional
phrases which are notated, but
improvisation is suggested. Color
changes include playing with felt
mallets, wood hands, l&en, and
various head areas.

Rip-Off requixw two five piece
drum sets and comes with the score
and individual parts. The work
opens with con&ant sixteenth note
statements on the tams with accents

T?x music is divided into three
wtions that utilize different compo-
sitional techniques, The first one
&ls with independent sixteenth.
late patterns that altan& mainly
xtween the vibraphone, Chinese
zongs and wood blocks, These pat.
,erns are rhythmic but the li&ner
low not perceive a n~eter or fom,
3ome of the stateme,,ts seem ran-
Iom while others develop a repeated
>stin&o

The second section is, for the

The print is very clear with .ac-
cented notes indicated by larger
note heads. Each mownent is or-
ganized by the publisher so that
page turns are avoided, All pitch
changes are indicated and the
drum to be performed on as well,
An excellent addition to a perform-
ing medium that deserves addi-
tional serious literature.

aor@ Frock
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New Percussion Literature and Recordings

STEEL DRUM ENSEMBLE

Ran1 and Rave
Christopher %mbu Herhert, ar.
ranged by Shelly Irvine
No Price Given
Panyard Publications
2335 lfdl Sf,e&, SW.
Akron, Ohio44314
Rant and Raw is a short (ca, 8’Ir)
yet exciting soca for steel hand. Of
easy to medium difficulty, the work
is scored for tenor, double tenor,
double second, sitar, cello and bass
pans, drum set, and the en&e mom
of a steel band.2 imns, 2 cowbells, 2
congas and shaker. Along with the
score, two copies of each part are
supplied, with instructions for the
engine room,

Remaining in G Major thmugh.
out, there are isolated measures
that require short chromatic runs.
In general, however, the piece
should present no serious difficulties
for any group. Except for a few short
measures where they joint the upper
voices, the cello and bass parts are
strictly measures whwe they join
the upper voices, the cello and bass
parts are strictly *ccompanimental,
There are none of the question-and.
answer sections between di&rent
pans that is so popular in much of
today’s steel band tit@,

Panyard Pnhlications  appear ti
be doing a fine job of m&ing the
St& band music of Trinidad and
Tobago available hers in the United
States, AI1 printing is neat and clear
on score and parts. All in all, Rant
and Raw should prove itself popular
with audiences due to ita ca+xhy
melodies and exciting syncopations,

-Rich Holly

MIXED MEDIA

Dual Excursions for Flute and Marimba
op. 3
Mark Watta
316.W
Mitchell Pews
3231 Benda Place
Los Angeles, CA SQO6S
Dual Ezcw~~o,,s for Flute a,,d Ma-
rimba was composed in 1985 and
was commissioned hy the Kori Per.
cussion Company and the
Miramatsu Flute Corporation. It
was premiered in that year at the
PASIC in Ias Angeles by maimhist
Gregory Goodall and flautist John
BwceIlona. Composer Mark Wattem
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takes sew& excursions in this nirv
minu+.e work which explores a vati-
ety of styles and textures,

The flute and marimba seem to
be a natural combination in cham.
her music. l%is is evident in the
swcess of other flutelmmi,,,ba duo
music. Watters opens his Dud Ez-
~urs~oru with a forte fanfare motive
in the flute followed by a driting
rhythmic statement in the marimba
This begins the first of five sections
that make up the majority of this
work. Several of them are titled
including the March ‘Bmpo where
the rhythm is short and steady
while the flut& explores a secondaw
theme. Arm&i-metered dance fol-
lows with a slow mysteriow me,ody
over marimba ostinati patterns. As
the dance uwinds into a tlute ca-
dam, a new section, p&i&y,
emerges. Here there am sharp dy-
namic changes and instrumental
dialogue as the tlute chases the ma.
rimba to the final excursion. The
Przsfo drives b, the end where the
original theme is *estated,

Dual Excws~ons is an attractive
duet for flute and marimba. The
marimbist needs tc be skilled in
four-mallet performance and the
flute part is demanding but easily
accessible for an advanced player. It
would by em&ant for senior recitals
or other public performances,

-Mark Ford

CD RECORDINGS

Generally Spoken...lt’s Nothing But
Rhythm
Neiwjsa Jovan Zivkovic
No Price Given
Bayer Records
Gmera~ly Spoku,,..It’s  N,,th@ But
Rhythm is a new compact disc re.
cording hy pemussionist  Nebojsa
Jovan Zivkovic. Released by Rayer
Records in Germany, this disc con-
tains music by Zivkovic and other
European composers. Selections
include four works by Zivkotic: Sta
Vidis, for marimba and male mice;
Flu&s, a marimba solo; Pam da
Concerto, for snare dru,,,; and the
title track Guwally Spokq S’s
Nothing but Rhythm for multiple
percussion. Also included are Marta
Ptaszynska’s marimba solo GmffXo;
Johannes Kotschy’s Verwehendes
Nichts for vibraphone;
Marimhasonic hy Markus Halt and
John Christie Willot’s Ab Mimm,
hotb marimba solos; and a marimba

transcription of Robert Schumam’s
Van Franden Lander,, und
Menschen.

Even though Zivkovic’s sub-title
for this recording is 7btal Pwcw
sion, it is evident that his main in-
terests and talents Iie in keybard
percussion, mainly the marimba.
The strongest rendition of these
heady compositions are Fluctus and
Grafito, both marimba solos. These
works are expertly played ad are
musically interpreted. But while the
combination of voice and marimba
on Sta Qdis is interesting and the
multiple solo, Generally Spoken.,.,
has creative energy and flair, severa
of the other chmts miss the mark,
The music by Kotschy and Willot art
stile and shallow and leave the lis-
tener empty and eva, the Schumam
transcription lacks the expected
warmth of a romantic Fork.
Zivkovitis  performance of Markus
Halt’s Marimbasonic however is
excellent. Here the music finds di-
rection through Zivkovic’s artistq.

Generally Spoken contains new
music for percussion and in any
collection thw will be high and low
moments. Zivkotic displays his tech-
nical and musical ability as hoth
composer and performer throughout
and even shows a little humor. The
CD sleeve contim several humor-
ous pictures of Zivkotic posing tith
a snare drnm. It does make one won.
de though where the emphasis is on
this pmject since all of the music on
the disk is serious,

-Mark Ford

People Who Hil mings
XYLO
$15.99
Clover Music

This recording begins with an
original composition hy Rick Kvistad
entitled Rip-Off, a drum set duet

5614 W-l Pica Blvd.

that has recently been published by

Los Angeles, CA 90019
People Who Hit Thiws is a new

Amicns Musica (see drum set re-

canpact disc by the percussion qnar.
tet XYLO. Featuring e,,se,,,b,e
members Perry Dreiman, Jack Van
Geem, Raymond Fmehlich and Rick
Kvistad, this recording explores
many familiar works in the percus-
sion ensemble literature as well as
original works ad tra”sctiptio,,s by
XYLO. All of the performers are
active in the San F~ancisco area and
have combined to create a new per.
cussion quartet,

Views). The following nine selections
we Stwry Nights and Doggy Days
by Larry Landon; Second Construe
tion for Percussion Orchestra by
John Cage: Sui& for Weatherkings
by William Krak The Whistler hy
George H. Green arranged by Gee,,,;
Double Music by Cage and bu
Harrison; Crystal Canon hy James
Tenney; Rainbow Ripples hy Greeni
Geem; Ku-Ka-Ilimoku by Christo.
pher Rouse; and Music for Pieces of
Wood by Steve Reich. All of these
nine are fairly standard ensemble
works and therefoE this collection
represents a fine resource.

The performances here are tap
quality and the sound is excellent.
XYLO really shines on London’s
Starry Nights and Doggy Days, a
mallet quartet which is mars pop”.
lm than maybe XYLO realizes, The
program notes stab? that the piece is
littIe known outside of the San Fran.
cisco area, hut I know of sweral
perfomances of the work o,, the
east coast in the past few years, The
Second Construction and Double
Music ax also expertly played with
great sensitivity

The low spot on the disc is
Termey’s crystal c!a”orl, a ca”rJ* for
four sna'S  drums built on the main
theme from Varese!z lonisation. The
music is dry and not as strong as the
other compositions. I also question
the inclusion of F&h’s Music for
Pieces of Wood. This concern is not
because of its qualit% but because
there am other works by Reich (or
other composem) that would have
better complimented this recording.
However, this is a strong perfor-
mance and could be pedagogically
“%f”l.

People Who Ifit Things by XYLO
will be a line addition to the growing
list of percxssion recordings. It of.
fen a variety of excellent perfor.
mantes combined with top-notch
sound quality.

-Mark Ford

Classic Works For Percussion En.
semble, Vol. 2
The University of Utah Percussion
Ensemble
Douglas J. Wolf, Co,,ductor
Cal Nti Given
The Universifq of Utah Percussion

Salt Lake City, Utah94112
Ensemble

The title ofthis CD makes one re-
fleet momentatily on the various
meanings the word classic may con-
jure up. Percussionists, because they



deal primarily with muic ofthe
twentieth-centmx seldom r&t& to
the word in refer&e to music from
the so-called classic em. CIasaic has
eccasionally heen applied to certain
pieces now considered milestones of
twentieth-century percussion litera-
twe, such as Ionisat& and Cage’s
Third Constmct~on; however, the
original compositions on this CD
have heen written very recent,y, and
are not old enough ti be lab&d
&ss& in that sense. Wl,at Wolf
and his Univemity ofUtah ensemble
haw given us, are so,ne origina,
compositions that dewve the seti-
ou8 attention of the modern paus-
8ion ensemble although they may
someday take a place in the litera-
ture alongside the clas&cs of the
mid-centw.

11, Past Midnight, %I,, Gauger
again masterhdly manipulates
rhythm patterns, many reminiscent
of those in Gainsbomugh and, ape-
ciallyPo&o, to produce an audi.
enwpleasing piece, shot through
with jazz elements and exciting
drum breaks. Handbells add an un-
usual Bonority to the ensemble.

Six works are found on the disc,
The Bells, and arrange,nent of a
keyboard piece by William Byrd, is
the only work found that i8 not an
original composition; St&ed GLzss,
hy David Gillingham, a piece corn.
missioned by the University of Utah
Pemussion Ensemble; Paat Mid-
night, the long-awaited piece hy the
cornposer ofPo&o, ‘Ib,n Gauger;
the fimt n,ovement of David
Maslanka’s concerto for marin,ha
and percussion ensemble, Arcadie
It Fat& Fugu by Eric EdwJso,,;
and Raymond Helhle’s tow de force
far mallet instruments, &x*&c
Vwiatio~s.

The first movement ofArcadia 11
a cor,certo for marhnba and percus.
sion ensemble, spotlights Eric
Edvalson as marimba soloist, One
wonld expect that if one of the
tracks on this disc wers to become a
c&s&, someone of Maslanka’s taI-
ents wonId be the likely composer,
Exploiting an unusual sonority
which relys on long, repeated
ostinata patterns and even some
veal sounds, this music is in a
minimalist vein. The fast-mating
repetitious patterns make the
soloist’s job diff%ult. Edvalson gives
a gcad account of his talents as a.
marimbis$ he aIso demo&r&B his
ability as a composer, evident in the
next track. His Festive Fugue, wit-
ten for marimbas serves as an en-
core to the mncerto.

Southern Expos~~reAlex d&as&
Rhyfhm Daw?-Slephen So&r
WaltzCriolwA. Laura
Escalard+Toby Tenembaum
Jew Joy of Man’s Desiring4.S. Bach,
an. David Gualey
MirabMa-Earl Klugh
Lullaby-David Gualey
Rhythm Dance is cheek fdl ofwarm
compositions, meaingfuI psrfor-
maces, rich timbrss, and smooth
lines. Unlike some recordings that
feature the matimba and their per-
formem expiotig the dizzying
heights of the ppotechnic tightrope,
Rhythm Dance prows that the ma-
rimba can he a highly expressive
mu8iml medium while stafing a bit
closer to the ground. This is not to
say that Mr. Marchetti does not
dazzle “8 with technique. The dazzle
comes from hi8 musicianship and
contml of the musical elements,

The nine works that share this
CD have a few co,nmon elen,ent~.
Many of these compositions have a
@z-like flavor, especially Alex
deGrassi’s Soutbem Exposure, a
brief jazz flavored composition with
interesting chord pmgressions and a
relaxing melodic flow. The title cut,
‘Rhythm Dance= by Stephen Sootsr
brings the recording into more dw
ing harmonic territoq, While not
‘outside”, the tonal x+sources are
more sophisticated than the
ieGmssi compositions. An extended
bgal section brings out some of
!darchetti’B hat playing on the CD,
Foby Tenembaun’~ ‘Escalante” i8
another more technical composition
with advanced contrapunta, writing,

A few of these worka have a
child-like quality deGmssi’s 33, is a
unique composition with a sirnpIe,
melody joined with a highIy rbyth.
mic and sophisticated tapesb ac-
companiment. The CD’s final offer-
ing, “Lullaby” by David Qualey, is
simply a beautiful, touching compo-
sition.

Rhythm Dame ia .a CD that was
Yecorded without overdubs or
multitracking. It was digitally en@.
newed, edited, equalized, and mas.
tad. The reverb is natural.” Mr.
Marcbetti performs on a Mussa
Canterbuv from 1949. It is an im
8tmme”t with a gorgeo”s soud.
The onIy complaint one might have
with this Ecording is the editing. It
is a common procedure to record
several performances of a piece, and
splice the most effective portions
together ta create the final version,
Tbis can cm& audible problems
when the natural reverberation of
the performance space cuts off
abruptly at the beginning of newly
spliced section, While these minor
annoyance8 don’t in+armpt the en.
ioyment of the listening experience,
the CD might have been better off
adding digital reverberation befoE
the final n,ix.

Perhaps the most impressive
playing on the disc is resewed for
the concluding track, Raymond
FIelble’s Diabolit Vatiatiow written
ror a large mallet enswnble with
timpani. Wolf’s ensemble moves
thmugh this difficult work with
mmzing precision. One problem
;hat looms particularly large ia bal.
acing the many lines in IIeble’s
often thickly-textured score. Here,
Wolf does an admirable job keeping
the pati clearly delineated and
balanced.

If you enjoy the marimba, yen
must buy this recording. You’ll find
hours and hours of enjoyment fmm
h&b the compositions and the per.
formances. Thank yen Andrew, for
bringing a great deal of beautiful
music into my home.

-Nom, Weinberg

Marimb?llsOf Chrisfmas
Ed Hartman
s13.95

By~d’s The Bells is an arrant
mat of a selection from the
I%tzwilI~am V%gtmxl Bceh, written
in the Iate sixteenth centuq. It is a
set of wriations written o”e* a
ground. This arrangmnent for a
large mallet orchestra, thnpani,
piano, and percussion instruments,
unfolds in gatheting momsntum
until it reaches a sonorous climax,
aad serves as a good opener.

Those familiar with GilIinghmn’s
earlier work, Pa&al Dances, will
not he surprised by the effectiyenesa
of his Stained Glass, set in three
movanents (Feyem, Cathedral, Su,,
Catchers) hex presented in ma-
emplay performance, Gillingham
marshalls his large fomzs will, He
utilized aeveml effective techniques,
from the simplest chime pattern-
reiterated in the mamer of rin@ng
church bells- to complex tsxtwes
with mallet ostinatos and pow&d
percussion interludes, He exploits
the lower regi&em and ensemble
has to offer and produce8 a sonorous,
rich, organ-like quality of sound.

Thi8 disc by the University of
Utah Percussion Ensemble is a must
acquisition for the music educator. It
clearly demonstrate the musical
possibilities of the contemporary
percussion ensemble and the Iitsra-
ture this medium ia currently inspir-
ing.

;Also wallable pn casseffe for $9.95)
Olympic Marimba Rexrds
$501 Interlake N. Suite fl7
&affle, WA 96193
This CD contains sixteen Selections,
alI music associated with the Christ-
mas seam, arranged and per-
formed hy Ed Hartman. Selections
are: Bach’s Jesu, Joy of bhrh  De&
i”g; Cam1 of the Bells: Pacheibel’s
Cuton in D three traditional Span-
ish and Puwtc Rican songs,
Kllancico. A Ia Nan&, and A&g&;

-John R. Rauzh

Rhythm Danw
Andrew Marchetti
CD(s) $15.00 each, Cassette(s) $10.00
each,
$2.00 shipping and handling (upto
ihme orders,

One of the highlights ofRhythm
Dana is Qualey’8 arran~ment of J.
E. Bach’s “Jest Joy of M&s Des+
ing”. Qualey dresses the familiar
piece in a fancy new suit of rhythmic
motion. The overall effect is simila
to that of an Irish folksong. It is one
of those rare wangements that
grabs the lietener and asks for a
smile.

Oakley, CA 94561
conlenls:
Overland-Alex deGrassi
36-Alex deGrassi

A. Lawo’s Waltz CrioIo”. Bonnds
inspired by the parlor mu& of the
prwioue century. A lovely work with
traditional formal structure, it is a
pleasure to listen tc.

Hartman uses the usual melodic
paxusion  in&ument~mr&t~
keyboard instmments sncb as ma.
rirnba, bass nwbnba, vibmpbone,
bells, chimes and crotales-and tim-
pani, in a variety of combinations,
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MARIMOLIN.. Nancy Zeltsman, marimba Sham Leventhal, violin

Special Thanks to Marimolin from -
ENCORE MALLETS l Dan Lidster Q.14) 436-6963 .a HUfff*WZ&~ One l Ron SE,IYIU& (707) 839.5725

By mixing and matching the
mallet instruments used, and
providing an ever-changing
spectrum of percussion sounds,
Hartman does his best to keep
this familiar fare fresh and in.
teresting. To his credit, the ar-
rangement8 show a great da, of
thought and planning.

In addition to providing light
listening entwtai*ment to a
general audience, this disc may
help open the aye8 of young-
sters, interested in percussion,
to the possibilities inherent in
instruments of the percussion
family to function as an arches.
tra in their own right, and the
fun of becoming a player who
can function as a total pwcus.
&xl&.

-John R. Rash

Vibrant ftwoque-Steven
Macham%
Steven Machamer, Vibraphone
Eric Wyrick, Violin
Gerald Ranck, Piano
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No price given
Ashlar Records
7t4 Ninth Avenue, Suite S2S
New York, NV t00tg
contents:
Sonata in F, Op. 2 No. 3-Georg
Friedrich Handet
Concerto in F (Italian)-Johann
Sebastian Each
Kommst du nun, Jest, wn Himmel
hernuter aut Erden (Schubler cho.
r&-Johann Sebastian Sxh
Sonate k dew, No. 3 in C-Jean.
Marie Leclair
Sonata in E, No. &Johann
Sebastian Bach
This is a unique recording; an
e*ti*e CD of t*a*sc*iptio*s fo*
the vibraphone! Marvelous!
While some purists may think
that performing tramxriptiona
1~ a travesty on the composer’s
original intention, the reality is
that composers (especially those
of the Saroque era) have c,iways
encouraged talented musicians
to weate transwiptiow of their
works. And, Steven Machamer is
a talented musician!

From the opening notes of the
Handel, one can hear three mu-
sicians who play with clarity of
line, create phrases that are
little ‘gems”, and offer superb
delineation of musical form.

ThiB work was originally writ-
ten for two violins and key-
board. But the contrapuntal
interplay between instrument8
is even more apparent with
three contrasting, yet highly
complime*tary color*,
Machamer’n bowed vibraphone
work in the Adagio is astound-
ing. Ry initiating the attack
with a mallet, and then bringing
in the bow (without any percep-
tible *glitch’ in the sound), he
makes the vibraphone’s tone
come to life over the longer
notes. While we’re on the subject
of technique, Mr. Macham&
pedal work is without flaw. He can
make the most intricate passage8
harmonically clear.

This reviewer was especially
taken with the Leclair Sonata.
Having never heard the work
before, it was cay to imagine
that this instrumental combin.+
tion wa* Leclair’s original in.
tent. Too bad the composer died
two centuries ago! I’m sure that
he would have written some
wonderful chamber music for
the vibraphone. Mr. Machamer’s
ensemble work with Eric Wyrick
in the Adagio and Allegro mode-
men& is one of the highlights of
this recording,

The Bach Sonata is another
performance that merits high
marka. From the expressive
rubato of the opening Adagio to
the dupleitriple rhythmic cow
flicts of the final Allegro,
Machamer and Gerald Ranck
weave a wonderful tapestry of
sound and color.

The recording of Vibrant Ra-
rogue is exceptionally well done.
The entire CD seems recorded
using “close-mike” techniques
that helps the listener feel that
be i8 on the stage with the per-
formers. This ian? to say that
the recording ia dry and sterile,
There is enough ambiance in the
recording (especially the piano)
to create a feeling of warmth.

In the final analysis, Mr.
Machamer ha8 created a record-
ing which proves that (with the
right performer) the vibraphone
16 just as capable of artistic vi*-
tuosity as any other instrument.
Do yourself a favor and buy this
recording. You will not be disap-
pointed-the &ection of music,
the performances, and the re-
cording, are all first.*& I’m
sure that we’re going to be hear-
ing more from Steven
Mwhamer-hopefully soon.



Members of the Pemssiw Arts Society
are encouraged to submit infwmation
about their activities toPemussiwNotes
for inclusion in Chapter News and Mem-
bmhip News. Send submissions to: Dr.
John Baldwin, Boise State University,
Music Department, Boise, ID 83725.

NEW ZEALANtI
Chapter News

Following two days of six concerts to en-
tertain 4000 Cantarbwy school students
(and soms senior citizens) in the
Christchurch Town Hall, the Canterbury
Percussion Ensemble undertook a fur-
ther series of school and public concerts
in Greymouth, Blenheim, Nelson and
‘lbkaka throughout the iirst four days of
July The CPE travelled 1300 kilometers
through difficult winter conditions to
present 15 Concerts over six consecutive
days. Four of these concerts wsre full 2-
hour evening performances. Individual
comments such as “brilliant,~ ufabulous”
and “fantastic” followed performances,
and the Ensemble has been invited back
to Blenheim, Nelson and Takaka in the
new ysar. The succsss of the Christchurch
school concerts ovsr three years snsurss
that these will be an annual event and
the Ensemble also plans to take its
umqus music further afield from Canter-
bury in the future. The eight members of
the CPE are all playing members of the
Christchurch Symphony Orchestra:
Nigel MC Gregor, Brett Painter, Jane
Somerville, Craig Theme, Andrew
Weir, Julian Weir, Stephen Weir and
Tom Williams,

Ariisls/clinicians of the Fifth Annual
International Percussion Festival (leff to
right): Wojciech Lasek, Bernhard Kolberg,
Jacek Wota, Stanislaw Skrzypczak,
Stanislaw Skoczynski, Klaus Tress&,
Richard Pusz, and Nebojsa Jovan Zivkovic.
Right (left to right): Heinz van Moisy, Nebojsa
Jovan Zivkovic, Wojciech Lasek, and
Richard Pusz.

POLAND
Chapter News

The city of Opole hosted the Fifth An-
nual international Percussion Festival
in early April. The Festival was orga-
nized by the Polish Chapter of PAS
(Wojciech Lasek, chairman) in coop-

eration with the State Philharmony of
Opole and the Secondary School of Mu-
sic in Opole. Financial support was given
by the Central Pedagogical Committee
of Artistic Education, the President of
the City of Opole, Wojewodship of Opole
and many firms acting in Opole. Artist/
clinicians include& Bill Molenhof (Jazz
Workshop); Heinz Vm Moisy (Contern-
porary Percussion Techniques, Jazz
Drum Techniques, How to Make the
Group Rehearsals?); Nebojsa Jovan
Zivkovic (Funny Marimba, or How to
Have Fun with Your Instrument); Ri-
chard Pow; Gomar Auglmd; Gabor
Szmdi; Bernhard Kolberg(2Oth Cm-
tury Percussion Instruments); Klaus
Tresselt &minar of Group Perfor-
mance~; Percuss ion Ensemble
stuttga* lbmasz stanko; Krzysztof
Scieranskk Pave1 Scieranski; Krzysztof
“Punan Piaseckk Jan Cichy; Miroslaw
Sitkoweki; Lech Janerka; and Percue-
sion Ensemble Wroclaw. Ten excel-
lent concerts, ssven workshops and the
All-Polish Chamber Percussion Groups
Competition took place during the 1992
Festival. The main idea of the concerts
was to present different trends and vari-
ous kinds of contemporaq percussion
music. The Festival closed with a sym-
phonic concert given by the Opole Phil-
harmonic Orchestra under the direction
of Joseph He&r. Soloists in the concert
included Nebojsa Jovan Zivkovic, Rich-

ard Puss and Percussion Ensemble
Wroclaw.

The All-Polish Chamber Percus-
sion Groups Competition was a big at-
traction and experience of this year’s
Festival. Twelve percussion groups
from various parts of Poland partici-
pated. The jury had an international
flavor: Richard Puss, Nebojsa J.
Zivkovic, Stanislaw Skrzypczak, Jacek
Wota and Stanislaw Skoczynski. The
Percussion Ensemble Warsaw was the
eventual winner. Bernhard Kolberg
personally congratulated the prize-win-
ners and presented percussion instru-
ments to them.

Another event of the Festival was
the International Exhibition of Percus-
sion Instruments, with displays by
Yamaha, Paiste and Kolberg Percus-
sion,

The 1993 Sixth Annual Interna-
tional Percussion Festival will oc-
cur in Opole, April 19-23, 1993. In
addition to the concerts and work-
shops, the first All-Polish Percus-
sion Competition will be held. For
further information, please contact
Wojciech Lasek, ~1. Sienkiewicza
28/4, 45.037 Opole, Poland.
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ARIZONA
CHAPTER NEWS

The Arizona 1992 Spring PAS Festival
took place at the Pima Community Col-
lege Center for the Arts in Tucson, hosted
by Gary Cook, and was again both
highly educational and successful. Span-
sors for the event included Yamaha,
Sabian, Pima Community College, the
University of Arizona, the Arizona State
University School of Music, and the Per-
cussive  Arts Society, The weekend began
with a Friday evening concert performed
byEqu%brium, the parcussion and dance
duo with Michael and Nancy Udow.
The Festival also featured free clinics
presented by Michael Udow, Robin
Horn and Steve Hemphill, The 19th
Annual Percussion Solo and Ensemble
Festival culminated in a showcase con-
cert featuring outstanding festival win-
ners and ensembles. Paneled competi-
tion categories included percussion en-
semble, keyboard ensemble, solo key-
board, timpani, snare drum, multiper-
cussion, drum set and a mock orchestral
audition. Forty entries, comprised ofhigh
school, junior college and university stu-
dents, participated in the competition,
With the conclusion of this exciting festi-
val,Arizona PAS anticipated the Fall PAS
Day of Percussion, featuring marching
percussion clinics and competitions,
scheduled for October 17. The 1993
Spring PAS Percussion Festival is
planned for February 26 and 27,1993, at
NorthernArizona University in Flagstaff.

CONNECTlCUT
CHAPTER NEWS

Larry Alan Smith, Dean of the Univer-
sity of Hartford's Hartt School of Music,
has announced the appointment of Ben-
jamin J. Toth to the percussion faculty,
Toth, formerly on the faculty at the Uni-
versity of Cincinnati, College-Conserva-
tory of Music, is a graduate of the Uni-
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versity of Akron and University of Illi-
nois. He studied with Thomas Siwe, Larry
Snider, Donald Miller and Robert McKee.
As an artist-in-residence with the Per-
cussion Group/Cincinnati, he had toured
internationally and presented chamber
music concerts, master classes, clinics
and concerts. With Percussion Group/Gin-
cinnati, Tbth has performed with the
Hong Kong Ballet, the Cincinnati Sym.
phony Orchestra, at the Fifth Interna-
tional Percussion Workshop in Poland,
the Percussive Arts Society International
Convention, at colleges and universities
throughout the United States, as well as
at the Gageego New Music Series and
the Ravinia Young Peoples Program Se-
ries. As a solo performer, Toth has per-
formed with such big bands and show
band performers as the Jimmy Dorsey
Band, Les Elgart, Myron Floren, Red
Skelton, Carol Lawrence, Mitzi Gaynor,
Eddie Fischer, the Four Aces and the Ice
Capades.

FLORIDA
PROFESSIONAL PERCUSSIONISTS

Just when many music fans thought the
famous Big Band sound was fading away,
the 15person Dick Gully Band appeared
on the scene. The band-led by parcus-
sionist and Slingerland artist Dick
Gully-is keeping the genre alive out of
their home base in Southern Florida.
Gully, who began playing the drums in
his first rock ‘n’ roll band at ags 16, has a
dynamic sound which has been compared
favorably to the legendary Buddy Rich.
The Dick Gully Band, now ten years old
and chosen as one of 1989’s “Best Bands
in the Nation” sponsored by Downbeat
magazine, had a rather unusual debut.
Gully, working through a booking agent,
was looking for gigs for his band. Actw
ally he didn’t have a band yet-just a few
music stands, a few arrangements and a
drum set. In fact, the musicians never
even practiced before their first perfor-
mance! But, the show went off as sched-
uled and the band hasn’t stopped since.
In addition to his work keeping the Big
Band sound alive, Gully can be heard

Dick Gully

representing Slingerland in clinics and
workshops nationwide.

ILLINOIS
CHAPTER NEWS

March 6 was the date of a ‘Marimbas of
the World” concert held on the campus of
Westwn Illinois University at Macomb.
Virtuoso Steven Chavez performed on
the marimba con tecomates, the oldest
type of Guatemalan marimba-diatonic
with gourd resonator. Students frog
Western Illinois University, Macon&
High School, Edison Junior High Schoql
and some pre-school children were al!
participants in the event organized by
Dr. Richard Cheadle. A rousing rendi.
tion of Lo Bamba performed by parti&
pants and Chavez closed the concert.

Pan Day USA, an annual steel band
gathering, was held in early April a$
Western Illinois University under tli@
direction of Dr. Richard Cheadle. The
1992 concert featured steel bands from
Western Illinois University, University
of Illinois (Tom Siwe director) and
Northern Illinois University (Allan
O’Connor and Cliff Alexis co-direc-
tors). NIU professor; Rich Holly and
Robert Chappel also performed with
the NIU band. Tom Miller caxne to Illi-



nois to work with some of the bands,
This gathering of over 50 pan players
was the largest since the 1987 PASIC in
St. Louis and the largest ever in the
state of Illinois. Other guests in past
years have included the Indiana State
University steel band under the direc-
tion of Dr. Tim Peterman, Leonard
Moses, Cliff Alexis and Len Boogsie
Sharpe.

The 1992 Bands of America Sum-
mer Band Symposium was held on the
campus of Illinois State University in
Normal. This week-long symposium of-
fered the opportunity for band directors
and students from 35 states, as well as
Australia and Canada, to participate in
performance groups, masterclass ses-
sions and workshops taught by some of
the finest artists available. This year’s
symposium was also the premiere of
the BOA World Percussion Symposium,
which had a three-track focus on
marching, drum set and comprehensive
percussion. Sponsorship was provided
by some of the biggest names in the in-
dustry, such as the Pearl Corporation,
Yamaha Corporation of America,
United Musical Instruments USA, Inc.,
the SelmwLudwig company, Sabian
Ltd. and the Avedis Zildjian Company
Percussion artists/clinicians included:
Casey Scheuerell; Gregg
Bissonette; Thorn Hanown; Cadets
of Bergen County Drum and Bugle
Corps; Ralph Humphrey; Tony
Verderosa; Jim Campbell; David
Gluck (with Dallas Brass); Michael
Bwritt; David Collier; William F.
Ludwig, Jr.; Gary Cook and James
Ross. Several participating students
received merchandise from the spon-
sors: Josh Peterson of Eden Prairie,
Minnesota (a Zildjian A Custom Crash
cymbal); P.J. Fadoul of Annandale,
Virginia (a Sabian 16” AA Thin Crash
cymbal); Brian Bennett of Macedonia,
Ohio (a Pearl piccolo snare drum). Guy
Kammerer, barid director at Marion
High School in Illinois, was awarded a
wind and percussion accessories pack-
age from Selmer-Ludwig that included
a set of Ludwig bass drum, multi-tom
and timpani heads, 20 Silver Dot bat-

Marimba Steven Chavez (left) and Dr. Richard Cheadle perform on the marimba con tswmates,

Students from Western Illinois University, Macomb High School, Edison Junior High School,
and preschool children join marimbist Steven Chavez in a rousing rendition of La Samba,

The Universtty of Illinois s&l band, directed by Tom Siwe, petforms in Pan Day USA, as dces ,,

. ..the Northern Illinois University steel band, directed by Allan CXonnor  and Cliff Alexis.
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ter and snare heads, and 20 pairs of
Challenger marching Bnare drum
sticks.

INDIANA
CHAPTER NEWS

Jon A. Crabiel has accepted a
fellowship to do graduate work in
percussion at Indiana University in
Bloomington. He is a recent gradu-
ate in percussion performance of
Eastern Illinois University, where
he studied with Professor Johnny
Lee Lane. Jon was a leader in the
percussion ensemble, marimba or-
chestra and marimba rag band. Jon
was on the staff at the Sixth United
States Percussion Camp at Eastern
Illinois University.

MASSACHUSEllS
CHAPTER NEWS

DiCenso’s Drum Shop recently be-
gan an intensive three-week course on
Third World Rhythms taught by Bob
Weiner, a well-known authority who
teaches at Drummers’ Collective in
New York City. Two books he co-
authored-Afro-Cuban Rhythms for
Drumse~ and Bradian Rhythms for

From left to right: Dick IJiCsnso and Bob
Weiner
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From left to right: Dick DiCenso, Van Romaine, Sabian cymbals winner Andy Keesan, Sabian
East Coast manager Steve Oksenuk, Sabian North East sales representative Chris Ross

Drumset-have become best sellers in
the drumming community. For the clin-
ics at DiCenso’s, he condensed his ex-
tensive Drummers’ Collective cwricu-
lum into a three-week course which
began in February.

Sabian clinician Van Romaine
was the guest instructor at a series
of six clinics recently offered at
DiCenso’s Drum Shop in Quincy. Al-
together more than 200 people at-
tended the clinics, co-sponsored by
DiCenso’s and the Sabian Cymbal
Company. Romaine is an aggressive
rock drummer who has earned in-
ternational recognition for his pow-
erful style and impressive tech-
nique. He was once a touring
member of the band “Blood, Sweat
and Tears’ and is currently a re-
cording and touring member of the
Steve Morse Band. He also does
many freelance studio and live gigs
in the New York City area. Students
and guests attending the clinics
were able to meet Romaine and rep-
resentatives from Sabian following
the presentations. Romaine also of-
fered private instruction by ap-
pointment the day after the clinics.

NEBRASKA
CHAPTER NEWS

Don N. Parker has accepted the posi-
tion of Director of Percussion and Jazz at
Chadron State College. For the past three
years Don has been Director of Percus-
sion Studies at the University of Arkan-
sas at Pine Bluff. Don is a graduate of
DePaw University, with Advanced Stud-
ies at Eastern Illinois University, and is
now completing the DMA in Percussion
at the University of Texas at Austin. Don
is also on the staff at the United States
Percussion Camp, held each summer at
Eastern Illinois University,

NEW JERSEY
PROFESSIONAL PERCUSSIONISTS

Ron Spagnardi, Editor/Publisher of&x&
u-n Drummer magazine, has announced
the results of the 14th Annual Reader
Poll. Spagnardi notes that the purpose of
these awards “is to recognize drummers
and percussionists in all fields of music
whose musical efforts have been espe-
cially notable during the past year.’ This
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year’s winners include: Max Roach (Hall
of Fame); Vimie Colaiuta (All Around
Drummer); Harvey Mason (Studio
Drwnmer~ Peter Erskine (Mainstream
Jazz); Dennis Chambers (Electric Jazz,
and Funk); Kenny Aronoff (Pop/Main-
stream Rock); Louie Bellson (Big Band
Drummer); FredYoung (Country Drum-
mer), Lars Ulrich (Hard Rock/Metal);
William Calbonn (Progressive Rock);
Tim “Herb” Alexander and Dave
Grohl (tie for Up and Coming Drum-
mer); Tit0 Puente (Latifirazilian);
Neil Peart (Recorded Performance). For
the third year, the editors of&fD awarded
their Editors’ Achievement Awards. Re-
cipients wera recognized for their out-
standing contributions to the drum/per-
cussion community, with judging based
on the value of the contributions made in
terms of their influences on musical
styles, educational methods, product de-
signs, or the historical impact of drum-
ming in general. The 1992 winners ars
Chick Webb, Earl Palmer, Bobby
Christian  and Jim Chapin.

(Center) Saxophonist Oliver Lake performs in concert with New Music Consorl musicians
William Trigg, Frank Cassara, Paul Guerguerian and Michael Lipsey,

NEW YORK
PROFESSIONAL PERCUSSIONISTS

The New Music Consort celebrated Black
History Month with a concert featuring
a world premiere by Oliver Lake entitled
E9 B9 Beat 9 for saxophone and pwcus-
sion quartet. The February 23 concert
also included two all-percussion works
performed by musicians from the New
Music Consort (William Trigg, Frank
Cassara, Paul Guerguerian and
Michael Lipsey). The New Music Con-
sort is presently the ensemble-in-r&
dence at the Manhattan School of Music
and York College/CUm, as well as hav-
ing held the chair of Johnson Distin-
guished Visiting Professor at Middlebury
College in Vermont.

ate of Alabama A & M University and
just recently received his Masters in
Percussion Performance at Eastern Illi-
nois University, where he studied with
Professor Johnny Lee Lane. Ellard will
be teaching applied percussion, conduct-
ing the percussion groups and working
in the band program,

NORTH CAROLINA
PROFESSIONAL PERCUSSIONISTS

Yamaha performing artisi Peter Erskine

was recording for the Sweet Basil label.
After a very successful week of engage-
ments in New York City, Erskine was
off to Europe with the Manhattan Jazz
Quartet for mora towing.

Yamaha performing artist Peter
Erskine recently recorded and per-
formed with Eddie Gomez, Lew Soloff,
George Young and David Matthews at
Sweet Basil’s Jazz Club in Greenwich
Village, New York City. The group,
known as the Manhattan Jazz Quartet,

NORTH CAROLINA
CHAPTER NEWS

Ellard Forrester has accepted the
position as Director of Percussion Stud-
ies at North Carolina A & 1 State Uni-
versity in Greensboro. Ellard is a gradw

Jon Metzger, a Selmer-Musser vibe art-
ist/clinician, presented a lecture on the
vibe as a product of jazz in early August
at the Smithsonian Institution in Wash-
ington, DC. Sponsored by the Blues Al-
ley Music Society, M&g& lecture was
part of a series titled Jazz Evenings at
the Smithsonian. Metzger and his quar-
tet petiormed in Washington at the famed
Blues Alley jazz club as a follow-up to
the lecture series, Agraduate of the North
Carolina School of the Arts, Metzger has
developed an international presents
through extensive towing. He has been
honored with a Nationa! Endowment for
the Arts Jazz Performance Fellowship
and appears on numerous recordings, in-
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eluding Into the Light, his latest release
on the VSOP label. He has also been
named to the Southern Arts Federation’s
Jazz Touring Roster.

TEXAS
CHAPTER NEWS

Dean Klinker is the new Percussion
Instructor in the Duncanville School Dis.
trict. Dean is a graduate of Eastern Illi-
nois University, where he studied with
Professor Johnny Lee Lane for six yaars.
He is also on the staff at the United
States Percussion Camp held each sum-
mer at Eastern Illinois University,

VIRGINIA/DC
CHAPTER NEWS

March 28 was the date of the Virginid
DC 1992 Day of Percussion, hosted by
George Mason University Music Depart-
ment, and co-sponsored by Twinbrook
Music. Artist/clinicians included George
Carroll, Ed F&hell, Lenny Cuje, Cm
mine Appice, South Lakes High School
Percussion Ensemble, Langley High
School Percussion Ensemble and the
George Mason University Percussion
Ensemble.

The 1992 Virginia/DC Perfor-
mancc Forum was held at George
Mason University on April 4. More
than IO students from around the
area performed various snare drum,
timpani and marimba solos. Local
professional percussionists wera
available to give verbal evaluations
of each performance.

Radford University’s Third An-
nual Percussion Symposium was
held on Saturday, April 25. Clinics
wera presented by J o h n  F l o y d
(Virginia Tech University) and Roy
Haynes.  Solo performances were
presented by area high school and
university students. The Radford
University Percussion/Marimba En-
semble also performed. Al Wojtera
was the organizing chairman of the
Symposium,
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WISCONSIN
CHAPTER NEWS

Gary Lax-rick reports that several of
bis compositions have been performed in
foreign countries: Sonata for Bass Drum
in Opole, Warsaw and Bydgoszcz, PO-
lmd-the latter two by John Beck Four
fices for Clarinet and Sounds in Baar
and Dine, Switzerland by Mike Quinn and
others. lKo forHmdclappers was recently
performed by three pianists at the Settle-
ment Music School in Philadelphia.
Larrick has also recently completed three
compositions that involve percussion: Im.
prouisation Suite is written for solo
multipercussion; A Repetiory List is writ-
ten for reader accompsnied by percussion;
and fice No. 3 is written for flutes and
wind chimes. He has written about 90
works, 58 of which involve percussion di-
rectly.

Jii Sewray has been named by the
Waukesha Arts Alliance, 1991-1992
Board of Directors, to receive the Out-
standing Leadership in Wisconsin Arts
Award. As the fo~dsr/~rec~r/condu~r
of the Project CREATE Percussion En-
semble Program, he was cited for provid-
ing leadership in the percussive arts lo-
cally, statewide and nationally. He has
brought studenta, parents and the educa-
tional and business communities to a
bet& understanding and appreciation of
the percussive arts through the Project
CREATE program, grades 7-12. The high
school group in particular has performed
at the Mid-West Band/Orchestra Clinic
in Chicago, Smnmer Fest in Milwaukee,
the Wisconsin Music Educators Associa-
tion state convention in Madison, the
Music Educators National Conference in
Washington, DC, for the Percussive Arts
Society, the Birch Creek Music Center in
Egg Harbor, the Winter Jamboree in
Waukesha, the Wisconsin State Chapter
of PAS in Stevens Point and the 40th An-
nual Convention of the American School
Band Directors Association in Green Bay
Return engagements have been accepted
at the Performing Arts Center Rainbow
Summer Concert Series in Milwaukee
and the Wisconsin State Fair in Milwau-

kee. In addition, chamber ensembles
formed from within the large high school
ensemble have performed for worship
services and secular programs for local
churches and businesses. Jim is in his
42nd year as a music educator, The
Project CREATE Percussion Ensemble
Program is part of the community arts
outreach program developed at Carroll
College.

i !ented incormtly in the October 1992 is- ,
: s& of Percussive Notes. We pro&e a
corrected v&&t /we, with our ap&gk

~ to the Mr. Samy, who submitted the in-
; fbr@iofL

1 The Wisconsin Chapter of the Per- ;
; cussive A& So&y will hold iti state
; conference entitled ‘Days of Perwssion,~ ’
’ February &21,1993, at Carroll College
in the Shattuck Music Complex. The

conference is open to all interested.
The three-day conference will fea- 1

i t.ke paformances and mask&asses by
i the world renowned Percussion Group

Cincinnati; spe&c presentations by the
! inter@ionally known Marimba artist,
i Xda Chenoweth; historian, Bill Ludwig,
i Jr; and Milwaukee Symphony O&e&a ‘,
b principal timpanist, Tele Lesbines. A
I conducting symposium will be held with
pe&ssionist Doug Wolf, feom the Uni-
i versiti ‘of Utah, and band director, 1
! Las210 Marosi of the Hungarian Na-
‘. tional Army Band in Budapest. In addi-
tion, there will be percussion ensemble

I per&nances, clinics on Latin and hand 1
idrumming, marimba concerto reper-
toire, concert bass drum and cymbal
playing, and field dnnmning. The confer-
ence will conclude x+ith a concert featw

! ing the concerto competition winner and :
’ the Percussion Group-Cincinnati per-

forming with the Waukesha Area Sqm.
phonic Band,

Co-hosts for the WPAS Conference
at Carroll College are Larry Harper, Di-
rector of Bands, and Jim Sewrex Direc-
tor of the Project CREATE Percussion,

~ Ensemble Program.
For more information contact: Jim

S&my, Co-host 414-524-1782.
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A’ws from the fndusfry is e service
pmvided by Percussive Arts Society fo
assist in communication among fhe per.
wwon industw educators, end genera,
membership. The items Wed are edited
!X?Ss rek?w?s submilfed by the paflici-
Pating companies and should not be
viewedas reviews or endorsements of
Percussive Ads Sock+

PAS Suetaining Members desiring to
participate should send press Meaee
copy and photos to: Slew Beth, PAS,
RO. Eox.25, Lawton, OK 73502

MIKE BALTER MALLETS
M i k e  B&r Melle,s, f5 E. Pela,ine
Road, Suite lQ6, Prospect Heights, lL
60070 ,  announced  two nev, P.O.P.
(Point-of-Purchase) Displays. Model CR,
Counter Rack, will hold up to 46 pair of
mallets. Model FR, Floor Rack, will hold
up to 96 pai1 of mallets. Each rack,
Model CR or FR, mees”res iY across
and only 13” deep. The Floor Rack is 5
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and i/Z feet tall, while the Counter Rack
me8wres 26” tall. These new displays
ere available only lhrough all authorized
Mike Bailer Mallets distributors. Dears
should contact ,heir distributor for com-
plete details.

DRUMWORKSHOP,INC. LACINAK

Drum Workshop, Inc., 2697 Lavery Ct.,
Unit #l6, Newbury Park, CA 9132Q, in.
troduced Strap-Drive versions of ,heir
5000 Accelerator Series single end
double bass drum pedals: the 5OOOAN
and 5002AN. These new pedals incorpo.
raw many of the features of the n,a,u.
factured chain drive pedals, such as
stabilizing pedel pIa,es, die-ces, compo.
nen,s and 8 s-yea limited werren~y, The
DW 5002AN Strap-Dr ive Complete
Double Bass Drum Pedal (suggested list
$449.00) and the DW 500QAN Strap
Drive Single Bass Drum Pedal (sug-
gesied list $i96.00) ere available et au.
ihorized dealers or contect DW,

‘A Modern Approach ,o Second Line
Drumming” is the new book announced
by Chris tacinak. The book is designed
lo give an insight into New Orleans Style
“Second Line” drumming using a sys.
tematic approach. 175 examples end ex-
ercises based on traditional Parade,
Mambo, Rhythm and Blues, and Mardi
Gras Indian beats as well as trenscrip.
lions 01 pedormances by New Orleans
drummers have been included. The
book can be purchased direct lrom
Lacinak, 13Qi Richland Rd., New Or.
leans, LA 7013, or Jamie Abersole Mu.
sic Distribulors. The price is $16.95 for
books and ,ape.

FULLCIPXLEMANACEMBNT
Ful l  C i rc le  Management ,  6057

Rhodes Avenue, North Hollywood, CA
91606.4627, amounted Iha, “Play It
Siraighr l-shirts now available in drum,
guitar and keyboard styles. Pwshrunk,
iOQ% cotton I-shies leaturing e 2.color
version 01 the -Play It S,wgh? drum,
guitar and keyboard logos are now eveif-
able The shins we available in medium,
large and exlra&rge sizes and carry e
suggested list price 01 $iZSO. Proceeds
are being used lo support the anti-drug
public sewice ad campaign.

MDDERNDRUMMRR
PUBLICATIONS,INC.

Modem Drummer Publ!ca,ions, fnc,, 67Q
Pompion Avenue, Cedar Grove, NJ
07009, has annwnced !he newest eddi-
tion to iIs Book Division. The Besl fJf
Modem Drummer: ROCKis e compila.
lion of 50 articles and columns the, have
appeared in the monthly magazine over
the pest 16 yeers. I, is now eveilable a,
major music stores and directly through

Hal Leonard Publishing. The cover price
is $9.95 and bulk sale inquiries are in.
vifed. The tO4-page soft-bound book is
both a wfelence work and a ,eaching
t001. It howa those hard-&find ar6cIes
that mey be out of print end gives ex.
unples of various styles and tech.
niques. Combining discussions from
drummers such es Neil Part and Andy
Newmark wilh technique examples of
B i l l  Bwford, Omar Hakim and R o d
Morgenstein and historical fea,ures by
Kenny Aronoff. I, is filled wi,h transcrip-
lions and Practice exercises for all lev-
els For mo re  i n f o rma t i on  contac,
Modem Drummer Publications.

PEARL CORPORATION

Pearl Corporation, 549 Metroplex Drive,
Nashville, TN 37211, ennwnced the
new Championship Series Marching
Snare Drum. All ol lhe rnaior compo-
nents oi this drum are crafted from en
aluminum alloy that is stronger and
lighter than zinc. Twelve new high ,en.
$10” casings ere mouned to the 6 ply afl
birch shell via 5 mounting s,uds. Each
casing incorporates a 6mm steel self-
aligning swivel nuL Another feafure is
the addition of the patented “Power
Ring” designed ,o reinforce the top of
the drum shell. The ‘Power Ring” exerts
an outward lorce o” the shell ,o d&r
warping or collapsing. In addition are the
Lightening Strainer, 6mm tension bol,s
and six acousiically located air vents.
For more inlormaiion coma Pearl.

PER-MUS PUBLICATIONS

Per-MIX Publications, P.O. Box Q2033,
Columbus, OH 43202, announced three
“ew wrengemems. ‘Aruba Getaway,’ by
Terry O’Mahoney ($iO.OO Score e”d
Parts) This piece is in the Caribbean tre-
dition and affords the ensemble an op-
por,unity to experience lhe Calypso and
Songo rhythm and melodic improvisa.
lion. Scored ior 6 players, the mallet
parts (players i.4) may be pwiormed on
eny available mallet instruments (i&d.
in9 steel drums). “Brazilian Reindrops,”
by Jim Carey ($10.00 Score and Pans),
This Samba aflords en opportuni,y for
rhythm and melodic improvisation, Me
rimba and Vibe parts and rhythm instru-
menI p8rts were designed to be adapted
to lhe instrumenta,ion of any ensemble.
*Toccata and Fugue in D Minor” ($i5.00
Score and Pals] 4 Players {plus op-
tional String Bass or Bass Marimba),
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iASIC ‘94-Atlanta, GA
PASIC ‘94 will be in Atlanta, GA.

Hosted by Tony McCutchen (Percussion
Department, Uniwxity of Georgia) PA-
SIC ‘94 promises to be a successful con-
vention following PASIC ‘93 in Colwn-
bus, OH and preceding PASIC ‘95 in
Phoenix, AZ

Although PASIC ‘94 is nearly two
years away, there is much to plan and
many considerations and decisions to be
made. The bulk of the groundwork will
take place within the next 12-14 months.
If you have ideas to share with the host
and his committee, please contati

Tony McCutchen, PASIC ‘94 Host
School of Music
University of Georgia
Athens, GA 30602

PLEASE PlUNT YOUR NAME 0 INFORMATZON CLEARLY

ADDRESS

XY STATE POSTAL CODE COUNTRY

PHONE






